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Abstract
Millions of people value the Internet for the content and the applications it makes
available. To cope with the increasing end-user demand for popular and often high
volume content, e.g., high-definition video or online social networks, massively dis-
tributed Content Delivery Infrastructures (CDIs) have been deployed.
However, a highly competitive market requires CDIs to constantly investigate new
ways to reduce operational costs and improve delivery performance. Today, CDIs
mainly suffer from limited agility in server deployment and are largely unaware of
network conditions and precise end-user locations, information that improves the
efficiency and performance of content delivery. While newly emerging architectures
try to address these challenges, none so far considered collaboration, although ISPs
have the information readily at hand.
In this thesis, we assess the impact of collaboration on content delivery. We first
evaluate the design and operating space of todays content delivery landscape and
quantify possible benefits of collaboration by analyzing operational traces from an
European Tier-1 ISP. We find that collaboration when assigning end-users to servers
highly localizes CDI traffic and improves end-user performance. Moreover, we find
significant path diversity which enables new mechanisms for traffic management.
We propose two key enablers, namely in-network server allocation and informed
user-server assignment, to facilitate CDI-ISP collaboration and present our system
design, called NetPaaS (Network Platform as a Service), that realizes them. In-
network server allocation offers agile server allocation close to the ISPs end-users
leveraging virtualization technology and cloud style resources in the network. In-
formed user-server assignment enables ISPs to take network bottlenecks and precise
end-user locations into account and to recommend the best possible candidate server
for individual end-users to CDIs. Therefore, NetPaaS provides an additional degree
of freedom to scale-up or shrink the CDI footprint on demand.
To quantify the potential of collaboration with NetPaaS, we perform a first-of-its-
kind evaluation based on operational traces from the largest commercial CDI and an
European Tier-1 ISP. Our findings reveal that dynamic server allocation based on
accurate end-user locations and network conditions enables the CDI to better cope
with increasing and highly volatile demand for content and improves the end-users
performance. Moreover, recommendations from NetPaaS result in better utilization
of existing server infrastructure and enables the ISP to better manage traffic flows
inside its network.
We conclude, that NetPaaS improves the performance and efficiency of content de-
livery architectures while potentially reducing the required capital investment and
operational costs. Moreover, NetPaaS enables the ISP to achieve traffic engineering
goals and therefore offers a true win-win situation to both CDIs and ISPs.
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Zusammenfassung
Millionen von Menschen schätzen die Inhalte und Anwendungen, die das Internet zur
Verfügung stellt. Um der steigenden Nachfrage an populären Inhalten wie z.B. High-
Definition Video oder Online Social Networks nachzukommen, wurden weit verteilte
Content Delivery Infrastructures (CDIs) aufgebaut.
Damit CDIs im harten Wettbewerbs bestehen können, suchen sie ständig neue Mög-
lichkeiten um laufende Kosten zu senken und Ihre Leistungsfähigkeit zu steigern.
Jedoch machen den CDIs eine geringe Agilität bei der Allokation von Servern zu
schaffen. Informationen zur Steigerung von Effizienz und Leistungsfähigkeit wie z.B.
aktuelle Netzwerkbedingungen und präzise User-Positionen sind den CDIs unbe-
kannt. Obwohl Internet Service Provider (ISPs) diese Informationen besitzen, lassen
auch neuere CDI-Architekturen eine mögliche Kollaboration außer Acht.
Diese Dissertation untersucht den Einfluss von Kollaboration auf Content Delivery.
Zunächst wird das heutige Design- und Betriebsfeld untersucht. Eine Analyse der
operativen Daten eines Europäischen Tier-1 ISPs erörtert mögliche Verbesserungen.
Erste Ergebnisse zeigen, dass Kollaboration bei der Zuordnung von Usern zu CDI
Servern den Netzwerkverkehr lokal begrenzt und die Geschwindigkeit erhöht. Vor-
handene Netzwerkpfade eröffnen neue Möglichkeiten der Verkehrssteuerung.
Um die Kollaboration zwischen CDIs und ISPs zu ermöglichen, beschreibt diese Ar-
beit die beiden Key Enabler In-Network Server Allocation und Informed User-Server
Assignment. Sie stellt außerdem ein Systemdesign vor, das diese realisiert: NetPaaS
(Network Platform as a Service). In-Network Server Allocation nutzt im ISP verteilte
Resourcen und aktuelle Virtualisierungstechnologien um eine agile Serverallokation
zu ermöglichen. Informed User-Server Assignment erlaubt es ISPs, mögliche Netz-
werkengpässe und präzise User-Positionen einzukalkulieren und so CDIs den besten
Server für individuelle Nutzer zu empfehlen. Damit bietet NetPaaS einen zusätzlichen
Freiheitsgrad zur dynamischen Skalierung von Serverinfrastrukturen.
Um das Kollaborationspotential von NetPaaS aufzuzeigen, wird erstmals eine Studie
mit operativen Daten des größten kommerziellen CDI und einem Europäischen Tier-1
ISP durchgeführt. Die Ergebniss zeigen, dass eine auf präzisen User-Positionen und
aktuellen Netzwerkbedingungen basierende dynamische Serverallokation es dem CDI
ermöglicht, besser mit der stark schwankenden Nachfrage nach Inhalten zurecht zu
kommen und die Geschwindigkeit der Nutzer zu verbessern. Darüber hinaus führt die
Nutzung von NetPaaS zu einer besseren Auslastung vorhandener Serverinfrastruk-
turen und ermöglicht ein verbessertes Verkehrsmanagement im Netz des ISP.
Diese Ergebnisse lassen den Schluss zu, dass NetPaaS die Leistungsfähigkeit und
Effizienz von CDIs stark verbessert und unter Umständen laufende Kosten und In-
vestitionen reduziert. NetPaaS verbessert weiterhin das Verkehrsmanagement des
ISP und bietet somit eine echte “win-win” Situation für CDIs und ISPs.
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1
Introduction
"Content is King" [33]: Predicted by Bill Gates in an essay from 1996, this quote has
become the latest buzz in the Internet economy [7,43,49,98,137,151]. User demand
for popular and often high volume applications such as high-definition video, music,
cloud-gaming, online social networks, and online-gaming is phenomenal; unbroken
since years [71,98,151] and still expected to grow [43]. For example, the demand for
online entertainment and web browsing is contributing 70% of the peak downstream
traffic in the United States [151].
Recent studies [71, 98, 137] find that today’s Internet traffic is dominated by con-
tent delivered by a variety of Content Delivery Infrastructures (CDIs). Major CDIs
include highly popular Video Service Providers (VSPs), such as YouTube [38], Net-
flix [2], One-Click Hosters (OCHs), such as RapidShare [21] or Dropbox [60], as well
as Content Delivery Networks (CDNs), such as Akamai [57,128], Limelight [106], and
other hyper-giants, such as Google [26], Yahoo! or Microsoft [117]. Other popular
and traffic heavy services using CDIs include music downloads and streaming (e.g.,
Pandora, iTunes, Spotify), cloud gaming (e.g., OnLive, PlayStation Netwok, Xbox
One), Online Social Networks (OSNs, e.g., Facebook, Twitter or Google+), as well
as online gaming (e.g., World of Warcraft, Farmville, Xbox Live).
Gerber and Doverspike [71] report that a hand full of Content Delivery Infrastructures
(CDIs) are responsible for more than half of the traffic in North America. Poese et
al. report similar observations for traffic of an European Tier-1 carrier. Labovitz [49]
reports that 50% of North American traffic originates from just 35 sites/services
with only a handful CDIs serving the traffic. In a previous study Labovitz et al. [98]
infer that more than 10% of the total Internet inter-domain traffic originates from
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Google, and Akamai claims to deliver more than 20% of the total Web traffic in
the Internet [128]. Netflix, a company offering high definition video on-demand
streaming, is responsible for a significant fraction of the traffic in North American
ISPs during peak hour [151].
1.1 Challenges in Content Delivery
Even decades after the first commercial Content Delivery Infrastructures have been
launched, the challenges content delivery still faces today are manifold. The question
where to deploy additional server resources – and how much – is by no means easy to
answer [66,95]. The end-user demand for content is highly volatile, both spatial and
temporal, and precisely locating end-users network positions turns out to be a tedious
and error prone task [137, 141]. Novel and agile deployment strategies are required
to further improve the CDIs performance and capacity as current approaches take
up to multiple months and requires high capital investment. In the following, we
discuss the challenges content delivery faces today in more detail.
Infrastructure Deployment
To cope with the continuously growing end-user demand for content, CDIs use and
continue to deploy massively distributed server infrastructures that replicate and
distribute popular content in many different locations on the Internet [7, 102]. This
implies that the deployment of server infrastructure is a challenge for CDIs. However,
different players in the content delivery business have developed different strategies
to handle the challenges in server deployment. As described by Tom Leigthon [102],
these approaches include (1) centralized hosting, (2) datacenter based CDIs, (3)
highly distributed cache-based CDIs, and (4) Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks.
The first approach may be sufficient for small services targeted at local audiences
and can be extended by geographical disperse mirrors. This improves the end-users
performance as a server is closer to some of the users, improves scalability due to
more servers being able to serve more end-users, and enhances reliability through
redundancy. But the complexity of managing capacities, content replication as well
as the financial investment for infrastructure deployment, hard to predict and highly
volatile traffic levels in combination with the inability to absorb sudden demand
surges, often referred to as flashcrowds, have paved the way for approaches 2 and 3.
Both offer increased scalability and reliability by oﬄoading the delivery of content
from the original server onto a larger network of caches which are shared by numerous
services and operated by a third party, the CDI.
Data center based CDIs leverage economy of scale over centralized hosting by oper-
ating a number of big data centers with thousands of server connected to hundreds of
networks. While offering improved performance the gains are limited as the distance
14
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to end-users is still large according to any metric: the biggest 30 networks combined
host roughly 50% of the end-users and the numbers decline very fast resulting in
a long tail distribution of end-user over all the Internets networks to where a dedi-
cated connection is economically infeasible for the CDI. As a result the traffic needs
to cross many “middle mile” networks to reach a significant number of end-users
even if the CDI connects to all large Tier-1 backbone networks. Another drawback
of this architecture is the large network load that these datacenters impose on transit
networks.
Other CDIs try to avoid these issues by deploying highly distributed cache servers
in many different networks, mainly big eyeball ISPs (that host many end-users) and
highly connected Tier-1 networks (which can also act as backups for smaller networks
that do not host a CDI cache). While this deployment strategy solves the server
to end-user distance problem the deployment itself is more complex and thus most
likely more costly and time consuming. Because each network becomes a contractual
partner, the CDI has, depending on the geographical location the network operates
in, to take for example state regulations (e.g., telecommunication acts) or national
standard bodies (e.g., for power standards) into account.
Last but not least, P2P networks rely on a huge number of end users to store,
replicate, and distribute content. As a result P2P networks capacity scales with each
user participating. It has been shown to scale well even in case of extreme flash
crowds [161].
To name a few examples: one of the largest players in the content delivery business,
Akamai, utilizes a highly distributed server infrastructure and operates more than
127, 000 servers in 81 countries distributed across more than 1, 150 networks [12,
128]. Google reportedly operates tens of data centers and front-end server clusters
worldwide [76, 96, 168]. Microsoft has deployed its content delivery infrastructure in
24 locations around the world [117]. Amazon maintains at least 5 large data centers
and caches in at least 21 locations around the world [19]. Limelight also utilizes a
data center based deployment and operates thousands of servers in more than 22
delivery centers and connects directly to 600 networks worldwide [106].
End-User to Server Assignment
A key component of any CDI is the assignment of end-users to servers (or peers
in the case of P2P). The ability to assign end-users to servers on small timescale,
e.g., in the order of minutes or even tens of seconds, is crucial for CDIs to react
to sudden demand surges (flash crowds) and demands shifting from one network to
another (regional shift). The assignment strategy of CDIs is also highly relevant
with regards to economical aspects of content delivery. The CDI has to resolve the
following trade-off: which server delivers the best performance for the end-user while
15
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offering the highest economical return for the CDI1. This decision includes various
important parameters, such as server load, precise network location of end-users,
and network conditions (e.g., network bottlenecks or peering cost), some of which
require extensive but error prone measurements [3,128,166] by either the CDI or the
end-users.
Today three main mechanism are used for the assignment of end-users to servers: (1)
DNS based redirection, (2) HTTP redirection and (3) IP Anycast. The first solution
leverages the fact that before an end-user establishes a connection it resolves a host-
name using the Domain Name System (DNS). By transferring the administrative
authority of a domain, or more often a subdomain, the CDI is responsible to resolve
the hostname. It then is in the position to choose which of the available servers
should answer the end-users request. The second solution uses redirection directives
included in the HTTP protocol [32]. The main benefit of this solution is the addi-
tional information contained in the HTTP request, e.g., the requested object and
the end-users IP address, but incurs at least one additional round trip time (RTT)
and TCP handshake when a redirection is necessary, as the end-user has to establish
a new TCP connection to the new server. The third solution delegates the issue
of server selection to the routing layer of the end-users network. This solution has
nearly no control over the server selection anymore. We will discuss the details of the
drawbacks and benefits of end-user to server assignment methods in Chapter 2.4.3.
Content Delivery Alliances
Although some CDI deployments already have a large global footprint, even the
biggest players are still improving it and need deployment strategies for content de-
livery. Recently Akamai formed content delivery strategic alliances with major ISPs,
including AT&T [11], Orange [14], Swisscom [15], and KT [13] to reduce network-
related costs and improve network efficiency by outsourcing the hardware deploy-
ment and maintenance to said network operators. Google offers eyeball networks,
that experience high peak traffic from Google’s network, the opportunity to host one
or more Google Global Caches (GGCs) [26, 75]. Those application specific caches
will serve popular Google content including the traffic heavy YouTube video service.
Thus, they offer traffic reductions and reduced network utilization to the network
operator and improve the performance of the end-users. Netflix, while heavily re-
lying on multiple CDIs, including Limelight and Level3, to deliver its high traffic
volumes [2], recently announced to deploy its own content delivery infrastructure,
called Open Connect [122], offering network operators that host the free of charge
appliance potentially huge traffic reductions while improving the end-user quality of
experience. Interestingly enough, Labovitz [49] found that while those servers are
located in many networks none of them is a Tier-1 provider.
1In the case of P2P the economical return encompasses anything that increases the systems total
capacity, e.g., faster download times and higher throughput
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The combined efforts of CDIs and network operators clearly marks a paradigm shift
in how content delivery infrastructure is deployed and opens up new possibilities for
innovative approaches that foster collaboration between CDIs and network operators
to take advantage of the business opportunities. After decades of ever increasing
deployment for scalability, performance and cost issues, CDIs start noticing the limits
in expanding their network footprint. Hereby, we stress that these are often not
technical limits, but more business constraints and/or management overhead. In this
context the formation of alliances seems to be the natural evolution of the content
delivery business.
Deployment Agility
Unfortunately, the deployment of servers that can satisfy the growing demand while
providing good performance to end-users is a complex and tedious task. Finding
the right locations to place additional servers without knowledge about the network
and its traffic dynamics takes a significant amount of time and is prone to errors
and inaccuracies. The necessary business arrangements also require time and effort,
as every party wants to get the best possible deal to reduce cost and/or increase
revenues. But even when the bargaining is done more time is required to commission
the hardware, ship it to the agreed location, physically hook up the servers and
connect it to the network. Depending on eventual Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
the network operator might need additional time to configure the necessary network
devices, e.g., routers, firewall, or intrusion detection systems. Last but not least the
CDI’s operations team has to install and configure the required software and once
the server is fully functional and ready for operation the assignment strategy can
include the newly deployed machine.
While some of the steps can be done in parallel to speed up the process, the initial
search for a suited location and the resulting negotiations take most of the time that
can span multiple months limiting the CDIs agility in server deployment [128]. Yet,
the deployment is not the only aspect where more flexibility is needed. Once a server
is deployed, the physical location of the hardware stays and the negotiated contracts
are in place for a longer periods of time, e.g., tens of months to multiple years. This is
because for the network operator frequent changes to the network configuration, e.g.,
physically removing and shipping hardware, updating security policies or possible
routing changes, are highly inconvenient and disrupt normal operations. Also the
involved re-negotiations impose a high burden on the involved business units of both
the network operator and the CDI.
Most Content Delivery Infrastructures can handle additions and removal of servers
easily, yet shipping around the hardware and reconfiguration of the software means
that the additional resources are not available during that time resulting in paid but
unusable capacities. Thus, altogether the situation for both, the CDIs and the net-
work operators, are mediocre at best. While the movement of physical hardware and
17
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the resulting network changes should be kept to a minimum to ensure proper net-
work operations it also limits the CDIs ability to react to increasing traffic demands
and changes in traffic demand patterns in a timely fashion. This in turn increases
the load on the network infrastructure making management and operations more
complicated.
Optimizing both the network and the content delivery at the same time under mul-
tiple, some times even conflicting, constraints while guaranteeing the end-users ex-
pected quality of experience is a non-trivial, multi-dimensional optimization problem.
Moreover, the market for content delivery as well as network providers is very com-
petitive, leading both parties to investigate new ways to reduce capital investment
and operating costs [40,143].
1.2 Architectures, Trends and Opportunities
To address the challenges in content delivery, a variety of system designs have been
proposed over the last decade. These solutions try to expand the CDI footprint by
leveraging available resources of end-users or dynamically oﬄoading the content de-
livery to other content delivery infrastructures e.g., in case of capacity bottlenecks
or end-users in a network where the CDI has no close by servers. Figure 1.1 gives an
overview of the various solutions and shows the level of involvement of each stake-
holder in content delivery, namely the Content Producers (CP), Content Delivery
Infrastructures (CDI), network operators (ISP), and the end-users. In this classifi-
cation scheme the different roles are as follows:
CPs or Content Producers subsumes any type of business or private entity that has a
primary interest (mainly financial) in end-users consuming its content. The content
can either be created by the CP or licensed from others. Prominent examples of CPs
are, e.g., news and infotainment sites, such as MSNBC or BBC, company websites
like Volkswagen or Samsung, and software companies that digitally distribute their
software and patches, such as Adobe or Microsoft. CPs that offer mainly third party
licensed content include Online Social Networks (OSNs) like Facebook, Video on
Demand (VoD) services like YouTube and Netflix. Recall, Netflix and Google.
CDIs or Content Delivery Infrastructures operate a dedicated infrastructure to dis-
tribute content of CPs to end-users. To offer reasonable performance CDIs need not
only to operate enough infrastructure but also establish enough connectivity to the
various networks that make up the Internet, be it by distributing servers into many
networks or by connecting to them.
ISPs or network operators offer network and Internet access including but not limited
to end-users and thus transport the content through their network. Well known ISPs
are AT&T, Telefonica, or Deutsche Telekom.
Last but not least, end-users include everyone consuming content offered by CPs.
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Figure 1.1: Content Delivery Spectrum
Note that in this classification an entity is not limited to a single role. For instance
Google takes the dual role of Content Producer and Content Delivery Infrastructure
with its YouTube service and in some places of the United States even has a third
role by providing Internet access to end-users (e.g., Google Fiber in Kansas City).
The Network Oracle
The classical approaches for content delivery are commercial CDIs, ISP operated
CDIs, and Peer-to-Peer Systems. Commercial CDIs are independent business entities
that operate large distributed server infrastructures to deliver content to end-users.
They usually do not operate their own network infrastructure but instead rely on
ISPs for network connectivity. ISP operated CDIs on the contrary do operate their
own network but their server footprint is limited to the network footprint of the
ISP. Peer-to-Peer systems are distributed architectures where the resources of the
system are provided and operated by the end-users. In Figure 1.1 they are placed
very close to their respective operators as the involvement of the other parties is
marginal at best. For example, the ISP can throttle the P2P traffic of its customers
to reduce the network utilization but this is more an indirect interaction with the
content delivery itself. The same holds for peering or transit agreements with CDIs.
Not the distribution itself is influenced but the traffic amount or delivery speed at
which the distribution happens.
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Earlier attempts to improve content delivery have been proposed in the area of
P2P systems, which successfully utilize the aggregate capacity of end-users that are
interested in downloading the same content [46]. Due to the popularity, openness,
and availability of protocol specifications and client software, the research community
was able to understand the drawback of such systems. The random connection to
other peers (which increases the resilience of the system) in many popular P2P
systems has put a high strain not only on the networks hosting the peers but also
the connecting transit networks. As a result P4P [177] has been proposed as an ISP-
P2P collaboration mechanism to better localize traffic. Augmented with network
information, the peer selection can be improved and is able to avoid connection to
peers in far away networks.
To utilize the systemic benefits of P2P systems and to scale up the infrastructure
and at the same time reduce the capital investment in hardware, bandwidth and
energy commercial CDIs [3] as well as ISPs [100] operate hybrid content delivery
Infrastructures where end-users download content from the CDI servers as well as
other end-users, mimicking the success of pure P2P systems. To avoid many of the
complicated and time consuming contractual issues when deploying servers, com-
mercial CDIs recently have started to offer their content delivery software to ISPs as
licensed CDI. The administrative burdens to deploy, operate, and maintain servers
inside their own network is much smaller for them and in some cases the licensed
software is able to coordinate with the CDI operated servers forming a CDI Federa-
tion. The industries requirement for such an mode of operations has led to the CDNI
working group [124] in the IETF which develops standards for necessary mechanisms
and protocols. To allow Content Producers to take advantage of the many different
CDIs and combining their individual strengths into a sort of virtual content delivery
infrastructure Meta CDIs [59,108] add an additional layer of abstraction to the pro-
cess of content delivery. The Meta CDI selects for each end-user individually which
of multiple available CDIs is used to deliver the desired content. This decision is
based on multiple factors such as the network location of the user and the measured
CDI performance among others and allows the Content Producer to influence the
delivery process and at the same time improves the performance for the end-users.
So far all of the presented infrastructures and solutions were general purpose archi-
tectures. But some applications can benefit even more from an application specific
optimization (examples are rate limiting for video streaming or server selection based
on consistent hashing for very large files). This has led larger CPs to deploy applica-
tion specific CDIs inside ISPs and highly connected data centers. Examples include
Netflix Open Connect for video streaming [122] or Google Global Cache primarily
for YouTube [26].
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The New Cloud
In the broadest sense todays Internet is an entanglement of “dump plumbing” to
forward packets along paths and “highly integrated services” to provide additional
in-network features such as caching, carrier-grade NAT, load balancing, or security
features like intrusion detection or virus filtering. The launch of a new network service
often requires another variety of proprietary hardware applicances and includes the
increasingly difficult task to find the necessary space and power to accommodate
these boxes. These difficulties and the need for a more service centric network has
spurred another recent trend: marry cloud resources (processing and storage) with
networking resources to meet the high performance requirements of bandwidth and
storage critical applications such as high definition video streaming or delay sensitive
applications like cloud gaming [153].
Improvements in virtualization technology and recent developments in network equip-
ment architectures like Software Defined Networking (SDN) allows ISPs to migrate
from proprietary hardware solutions to software based ones running on generic ap-
pliances deployed deep inside their network. While their initial intent often was to
support only their own ISP specific services, such as ISP-operated CDNs, IPTV,
carrier-grade NAT, deep packet inspection, etc., network operators now leverage
these new capabilities to offer fully virtualized network and server resources in prox-
imity to their end-users to third parties [54]. Major network operators around the
globe, including AT&T, British Telekom, NTT, Deutsche Telekom and Telefonica,
have recently joined their efforts to define the requirements for such a solution.
Their draft, called Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV) [123], is currently in
progress of standardization in the European Telecommunications Standards Insti-
tute (ETSI) [62]. The goal is to drastically reduce the complexity and number of
different types of networking equipment by consolidating to an industry standard
high volume server for fixed as well as mobile networks. A much anticipated side
effect of such a solution is the avoidance of vendor lock-ins. These general purpose
appliances, also called microdatacenters, are already deployed by large ISPs, includ-
ing AT&T, Deutsche Telekom, and Telefonica, co-located with their major network
aggregation locations (PoPs).
Other networking technologies, including SDN, aim to simplify network operations by
decoupling the control plane from the data plane. SDN offers a logically centralized,
programmable control of network traffic by introducing an abstraction layer of lower
level functionality (e.g., forwarding data packets). Albeit reducing the dependency on
vendor specific hardware, SDN nonetheless requires the network operators to replace
their current networking equipment. The SDN approach is orthogonal and highly
complementary to the introduction and deployment of NFV: either technology can be
deployed independently from the other. In combination with cloud style computing,
such as microdatacenters, SDN blurs the lines between networks and computing even
further. The biggest advantage integrated network and cloud providers can offer is
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the ability to offer high quality cloud services as they control all resources on the
path from the server to the end-user.
At the same time when the cloud started to move into the network, the research com-
munity started to leverage cloud resources to outsource most if not all of the network
infrastructure (except the forwarding plane of course) and its control plane [17, 72,
157, 162]. By doing so network operators leverage the highly specialized knowledge
in domain specific operations of the service provider to improve their own operations
while reducing investment in up-to date technology and hardware and at the same
time also reduce operational costs. Liu et al. argue in [107] for network providers to
deploy ingress filtering to offer filtering of spoofed IP traffic to other networks as a
service, not only to improve the efficiency of filtering spoofed IP traffic but also to
create new revenue streams for the network operators at the same time. Sherry et
al. show in [159] that it is not only possible to outsource nearly any network mid-
dlebox, such as firewalls, proxies, or even WAN optimizers, without impact on their
performance but also to reduce their management complexity, cost, and capacity
limits. Improving the situation even further, Olteanu et al. show that efficient mi-
gration of stateful middleboxes in cloud environments is feasible [129]. Kotronis et
al. go even further and propose a system to completely outsource the routing control
of a network to a third party service provider [94]. This enables the routing ser-
vice provider to leverage a “bird’s eye view” on network clusters for making efficient
routing decisions, detect and troubleshoot policy conflicts, and routing problems for
improved efficiency and reduces operational cost. The ability to outsource network
infrastructure enables ISPs to leverage economy of scale by deploying microdatacen-
ters deep inside their network and utilize it for their own needs as well as capitalize
on offering cloud resource close to the end-users to service providers, e.g., content
delivery infrastructures.
So far our discussion about improving content delivery has touched the technical
possibilities but neglected the incentives improving economics and market share.
Both are key drivers towards collaboration which has been be observed in both the
content delivery and the network operation business. On the one hand, large and
already well established Content Delivery Infrastructures have a strong customer
base among Content Providers and are responsible for delivering the content for
their customers to the end-users around the world. Network operators on the other
hand have a strong end-user base in their service region and are starting to offer cloud
resources close to their end-users in aggregation locations (PoPs) of their network.
1.3 Problem Statement
Today’s content delivery landscape faces the problem of server allocation – where to
place additional server resources – and user assignment – which end-user is assigned
to which server. This is because CDIs are largely unaware of network conditions
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and end-user locations inside the ISPs network. However, this information has the
potential to highly improve the efficiency and performance of allocating additional
resources and assigning end-users to servers [66, 69, 137]. While some of this infor-
mation can be inferred by measurements [128, 137] – a tedious and error prone task
– a network operator has the information readily at hand! Therefore, we argue that
collaboration between CDIs and ISPs is the next step in the natural evolution of
deploying and operating content delivery infrastructures in the Internet.
1.4 Contributions
Despite the opportunities and benefits for collaboration, the mechanisms and systems
to enable joint CDI deployment and operation inside the network are subject of this
thesis. Therefore, we highlight the technical means leading to a win-win situation
for all involved parties in content delivery. The contributions of this thesis are as
follows:
Content Delivery Landscape
First, the large spectrum of available content delivery architectures motivate us to in-
vestigate the current design and operating space of todays content delivery landscape
and highlight the challenges content distribution faces. We find that the content de-
livery landscape is in a constant flux to further improve its delivery performance,
increase its network footprint, and at the same time tries to reduce the capital in-
vestment and operational costs for its content delivery infrastructure. To quantify
the potential benefits of a collaborative operation of content delivery infrastructures,
we conduct a large scale measurement study of the largest commercial CDIs opera-
tions in an European Tier-1 ISP. We find that ample opportunities exist to leverage
the ISPs knowledge about the current network state to enable better leverage the
CDIs current infrastructure footprint.
The New Cloud
Second, we identify two key enablers for collaboration in content delivery, namely
informed user-server assignment and in-network server allocation. Until now, both
problems have been tackled in a one-sided fashion by the CDIs. While informed
user-server assignment improves the operation of already deployed content delivery
infrastructures by taking network conditions, such as link utilization or number of
backbone hops, into account, in-network server allocation offers an additional degree
of freedom for the deployment of additional resources. It allows the CDI to freshly
instantiate, migrate or shut down additional resources deep inside the ISPs network
close to the end-users on short time scales, e.g., tens of minutes. Together the two
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enablers allow a joint optimization of network operations for mutual benefits and
enables the deployment of new and highly demanding services and applications. This
motivates us to propose a novel system design incorporating the two key enablers to
improve content delivery through collaboration between CDIs and ISPs.
NetPaaS
Third, we implement and evaluate a prototype system, called NetPaaS (Network
Platform as a Service), realizing our design for collaborative server deployment and
operation inside the ISP’s network. We perform a first-of-its-kind evaluation based
on traces from the largest commercial CDI and a large European Tier-1 ISP using
NetPaaS. We report on the benefits for CDIs, ISPs, and end-users. Our results
show that CDI-ISP collaboration leads to a win-win situation with regards to the
deployment and operation of servers within the network, and significantly improves
end-user performance. Our evaluation shows, that in the studied setting NetPaaS is
able to reduce the overall network traffic by up to 7% and lower the utilization of the
most congested link in the network by up to 60% when used solely for informed user-
server assignment. When NetPaaS also offers in-network server allocation the delay
for end-users is reduced significantly and up to 48% of all requests can be answered
by a server located in the same PoP as the end-user with only 50 additional servers.
1.5 Outline
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 gives the necessary back-
ground information about protocols and technologies used in todays Internet content
delivery. Chapter 3 consists of a survey of the current content delivery landscape,
highlighting current and upcoming trends in its architectures and points out current
challenges for the involved parties in content delivery. In Chapter 4 we conduct a
measurement study of the largest CDIs in an European Tier-1 provider highlight-
ing the opportunities for collaboration to improve content delivery. We identify and
formalize two key enablers, namely informed user-server assignment and in-network
server allocation, for collaboration between CDIs and network operators in Chap-
ter 5. In Chapter 6 we propose a novel system architecture, called NetPaaS, leverag-
ing the two key enablers to improve content delivery in the Internet. We also discuss
the scalability and privacy related issues of the system and how said system can
be integrated into todays operation of Content Delivery Infrastructures. Chapter 7
evaluates NetPaaS using operational data from the biggest commercial CDI and an
European Tier-1 network provider. We show that joint server deployment between
CDIs and ISPs can improve content delivery significantly in the studied setting.
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Background
In this chapter we review the basic building blocks required to understand todays
landscape of content delivery infrastructures. We start by introducing the Inter-
net Service Provider (ISP) as the managing entities of the Internet and continue
our excursion with the introduction of the two most important protocols in content
delivery today, namely the Domain Name System (DNS) protocol and the Hyper-
Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP). We then explain how content delivery works using a
short example and describe the general architecture and all relevant components of a
Content Delivery Infrastructure (CDI) and. Next, we provide a short overview of Vir-
tualization techniques, as they offer unprecedented flexibility in resource allocation
and management and are an essential component of recent large scale infrastructure
deployments, such as cloud computing. Last but not least, introduce and shortly
discuss the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) paradigm for content delivery.
2.1 The Internet & You: Internet Service Providers
The Internet is a world wide network of networks with the infrastructure of those
networks provided by Internet Service Providers (ISPs). Generally speaking, an ISP
is a business or organization that operates a dedicated network infrastructure and
offers Internet access to its customers. The interconnection of multiple individual
networks run by ISPs forms what we commonly call the Internet. The general layout
is shown in Figure 2.1: End-users and customer networks (e.g., corporate networks)
obtain connectivity from ISPs which in turn are interconnected, either directly or
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Figure 2.1: Layout of the Internet Structure [98]
through national transit or global backbone providers1. In addition, the Internet in
the last decade has experienced the ascent of a new type of network, the so called
Hypergiants. Hypergiants are large networks that mainly host content that end-users
are interested in, such as Google and Netflix. They usually generate huge amounts
of traffic and thus thrive to directly interconnect with ISPs.
The layout shown in Figure 2.1 also highlights the clear distinction between the
individual networks run by ISPs and the Internet: the administrative control over
the individual network infrastructures remains solely with the ISPs. This also implies
that no single entity can coerce control over the Internet as each ISP controls only
its own network and the direct connections to other networks.
The customers of ISP can be, e.g., end-users, hosting facilities, or even other net-
works. End-users can be connected via a wide range of access technologies, such as
dial-up-modems, digital subscriber line (DSL), fiber to the home (FTTH) or wireless
technologies such as 3G, WiMax, or satellite links. If the ISP offers access to end-
users via one or more of such technologies, it is also called an “access ISP”. If other
networks use the ISP to reach another network, the ISP is called a “transit ISP”,
as the traffic crosses the ISPs network but neither originates nor terminates in the
ISPs network. When the ISP offers other networks connectivity to Internet, that is
it allows them to send traffic to the Internet via its own network, the ISP is called
an “upstream ISP”. Note that an ISP can have multiple roles at the same time, e.g.,
a large access ISP can also offer transit for other networks.
To be able to interconnect with other networks an ISP needs to operate an au-
tonomous system (AS). An AS is an administrating entity, generally under the con-
trol of one administrative domain, for one or more publicly routable IP prefixes and
1Transit and backbone operators are basically large network operators with a national or global
footprint that offer connectivity to ISPs just like they offer connectivity to their customers.
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requires an officially assigned and unique autonomous system number (ASN). Both
the ASNs and publicly routable IP prefixes are governed by the Internet Assigned
Numbers Authority (IANA) which delegates the assignment to the Regional Inter-
net Registires (RIR). Each AS is usually managed by an Interior Gateway Protocol
(IGP), e.g., OSPF [120] or ISIS [131]. Since an AS is run centrally by one instance,
there is no need for information aggregation and/or hiding.
To interconnect different ASes the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP [147]) is the
de-facto standard used and provides the required IP prefix reachability information
to make routing decisions in the Internet. To keep the distribution of routing in-
formation scalable throughout the Internet, the entire internal management of the
individual AS is abstracted and aggregated. Each AS announces which IP prefixes
can be reached via its network and other networks use this information to make
routing decision, that is which network path they use to send traffic along towards
its destination. For example in the case of an upstream ISP, the ISP announces all
IP prefixes it knows to its customers, while the customers would only announce their
own public IP prefixes to the ISP. When an AS needs to communicate with another
AS that it does not have a direct connection to, the communication has to transit
one or more different ASes. Thus, along with with the pure reachability information,
the ASN is also transmitted. This allows for loop detection as well as an estimate of
how many AS hops away a destination is.
The greatest challenge for an ISP is the efficient operation of its infrastructure.
To this end, ISPs usually apply a process called Traffic Engineering (TE). TE is,
simply speaking, the process of adjusting the internal routing weights and BGP
announcements such that the traffic flows through the network in the most effective
way. This is usually done to avoid link congestion and reduce delays by using short
paths, but also to reduce the capital expenses by reducing the utilization of expensive
peering links.
2.2 Domain Name System
Before 1983, a simple plain text file (hosts.txt) was used to translate hostnames into
IP addresses. Back then, it was manually distributed to all hosts connected to the
Internet. With a growing number of hosts scalability and management issues became
more and more rampant. To alleviate them, the Domain Name System (DNS) [118]
was introduced in 1983 and has been a key part of the Internet ever since.
DNS is a distributed database with a hierarchical structure and divides the complete
Internet namespace into domains. As "Naming follows organizational boundaries,
not physical networks" [118,167] the administration of domains is organized in zones.
This information is distributed using authoritative name servers. The top most level
of the DNS hierarchy starts with the root zone using 13 globally distributed and
replicated root name servers. To mark the boundary between hierarchy levels in
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(a) Partial DNS name space with zones (circled). (b) Hostname lookup.
domain names the “.” character is used. The root zone has an empty domain label
and therefore is represented by a dot. Responsibility for specific parts of a zone
can be delegated to other authoritative name servers which can in turn delegate
responsibilty further. For example, the root zone delegates responsibility for, e.g.,
the .org domain to the Public Interest Registry which in turn delegates responsibility
for acm.org to the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM). The information
regarding a particular domain of a zone is stored in Resource Records (RRs) which
specify the class and type of the record as well as the data describing it. To improve
scalability and performance, DNS heavily relies on caching. The time for which a
specific RR can be cached is determined by its Time To Live (TTL) and is part of the
zone configuration. In the end, each domain is responsible for maintaining its own
zone information and operates its own authoritative name server. An alternative view
of the domain name space is a tree with nodes containing domain labels separated by
dots. Figure 2.2a illustrates this view of the partial domain name hierarchy including
the administrative organization into zones.
To resolve a domain name, the end-hosts stub resolver usually queries a local name
server called caching resolver. If the information is not available in the resolvers
cache, it queries the authoritative name server of the domain. In case the resolver
does not know how to contact the server, it queries a root name server instead. The
root name server refers the resolver to the authoritative name server responsible for
the domain directly below the root. This referrals continue until the resolver steps
down the domain name space tree from the root to the desired zone and is able
to resolve the domain. In our example, the caching resolver is called an iterative
resolver, as it iteratively queries the authoritative name servers until it can resolve
the hostname, while the end-hosts stub resolver is called a recursive resolver, as it
leaves the hostname resolution completely up to the caching resolver. Figure 2.2b
illustrates recursive (steps 1&8) and iterative (steps 2 -7 ) hostname resolution.
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Today, DNS plays a major role in content delivery [19, 37, 117, 128], especially for
assigning end-users to CDI servers. Low TTLs enable CDIs to quickly react to
demand surges and allows fine grained load balancing. Crafting DNS replies based
on the querying caching resolvers geo-location results in short delays and traffic
localization. However, such practices have attracted criticism [6, 172] largely due to
reduced cacheability and increased network load because of low TTLs. Furthermore,
the basic assumption that end-users are generally close to the used caching resolver
does not always hold true [6].
2.3 HyperText Transport Protocol
The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [63] has become todays de-facto standard
to transport content in the Internet [43,71,98,137,151]. Introduced in 1989 by Tim
Berners-Lee at CERN (Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire) and published
in 1991 as version HTTP/0.9 by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [31] and
standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in several Requests for
Comments (RFCs) [32, 63, 89, 126] defining HTTP as an “application-level protocol
for distributed, collaborative, hypermedia information systems”. The version that is
today in common use is HTTP/1.1. The upcoming standard HTTP/2.0 is currently
under development in the HTTPbis working group [125].
HTTP is a simple plain-text request-response protocol on top of TCP/IP2 and follows
a client-server architecture. It allows end-users to request, modify, add or delete
resources identified by Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) – or Unified Resource
Locators (URLs), but today both are used as synonyms [116]. A valid URI consists
of three parts: the protocol schema (e.g., http:// for HTTP), the domain name (such
as www.example.com, but a literal IP address is also possible) and the full path to
the resource (for example /path/to/resource. The resulting URI from our example
would be: http://www.example.com/path/to/resource. The type of the resource
often corresponds to a file but can also be dynamically assembled content or the
output of an executable on the Web server.
Every HTTP message consists of an introductory line, optional header lines specify-
ing additional information and a potentially empty message body carrying the actual
data. The introductory line of a HTTP request, see Listing 2.1 (left), consists of a
method and the URI it should act upon. Similarly, the introductory line of a reply,
see Listing 2.1 (right), contains a standardized three-digit status code and a textual
representation specifying if the request was successful or not. Although primarily
designed for the use in the Web, HTTP supports more operations than fetching a
Web page. For a full list of available methods and status codes in HTTP/1.1 and
their description, see Table A.1 and Table A.2 in the appendix. Both request and
2Although the RFC mentions the possibility to use UDP as well it is not widely used today.
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GET / HTTP/1.1 HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Host: www.example.com Accept-Ranges: bytes
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 [...] Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8
Accept: text/html [...] Date: Mon, 29 Jul 2013 15:46:02 GMT
Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5 ETag: "780602-4f6-4db31b2978ec0"
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate Last-Modified: Thu, 25 Apr 2013 16:13:23 GMT
Connection: keep-alive Server: ECS (iad/1984)
X-Cache: HIT
Content-Length: 1270
<!doctype html>
<html>
[...]
Listing 2.1: HTTP request (left) and response (right) for www.example.com
reply messages may be followed by one or more header lines, see lines 2–9 in List-
ing 2.1, specifying additional information, e.g., the character set the client accepts
or for how long a client may cache the response. Some headers are only valid in
requests, others only in replies and some are valid in either direction. For a list of
standardized HTTP headers, see e.g., [63, 127].
To improve performance and efficiency HTTP has built-in support for caching of
content. The Expires header tells a client for how long a response can be considered
valid and thus loaded from the local cache. Yet, not all answers come with an expires
header, what makes caching non trivial. Therefore, HTTP supports a conditional
GET where the server transmits the object only if it has changed since it was trans-
ferred to the client. For this the client can use, e.g., the Last-Modified (see line 6 of
the HTTP reply in Listing 2.1) or If-Modified-Since headers in the request.
Another important mechanism supported by HTTP is redirection. The 3xx status
codes allows an Web server to redirect individual users to other servers, e.g., if the
Web server is under high load or another Web server is closer to the client. However,
the drawback of redirection is the additional delay due to having to open another
TCP connection to the new Web server.
Although HTTP in itself is a stateless protocol – that is the server does not need to
keep state between successive requests from the same client – technologies such as
session parameters or HTTP cookies enable Web sites to keep state. In both cases
the state is stored on the client side and is transferred to the Web server with each
request. Session parameters are simply key value pairs that can be attached to the
URI. Cookies are small pieces of data stored on the end-users computer by websites.
Such state information is usually required by dynamic content, such as personalized
Web pages, or for authentication purposes.
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The most recent version HTTP/1.1 includes some changes to improve the overall per-
formance of the protocol. While HTTP/1.0 did close the underlying TCP connection
after it received the requested resource, HTTP/1.1 supports persistent connections,
sometimes also called HTTP keep-alive or HTTP connection reuse. It allows a client
to receive multiple resources over a single TCP connection by sending a new request
after the response to the previous request. This avoids additional delay cause by the
necessary TCP 3-way handshake and bandwidth limitations due to the slow start
phase of newly created TCP connections. The HTTP connection in Listing 2.1 uses
this feature, see line 7. In addition to that, HTTP/1.1 supports pipelining, that
is, multiple resources can be requested by the client without waiting for the respec-
tive responses from the Web server which greatly reduces the time to load multiple
resources especially on high delay connections, such as satellite links.
HTTP/2.0 is expected to substantially improve end-user perceived latency through
asynchronous connection multiplexing, header compression, and request-response
pipelining. Therefore, it does not require multiple TCP connections to leverage par-
allelism and thus improves the use of TCP, especially regarding TCP’s congestion
control mechanisms. HTTP/2.0 retains the semantics of HTTP/1.1 and therefore
leverage existing standardization on HTTP methods, status codes, URIs, and where
appropriate, header fields. For more information, see [125].
2.4 Content Delivery Infrastructures
Over the past decades the demand for content has seen phenomenal growth and is
still expected to grow [43]. In addition, many already and newly deployed services
gain additional benefits from improved performance, e.g., reduced latency, in content
delivery [91]. The need for increased capacity and improved performance has led to
the emergence of Content Delivery Infrastructures (CDIs): large dedicated infras-
tructures to deliver content to end-users around the world. Traditionally, content
is placed first on the Web servers of the Content Producer (CP), the original Web
servers. Content delivery infrastructures are specifically designed to reduce the load
on the origin servers and at to improve the performance of end-users.
In general, there are three main components in a CDI architecture: a server deploy-
ment, a content replication strategy and a mechanism for directing users to servers.
But not all CDIs are built upon the same philosophy, design, and technology.
The server deployment strategy is one of the most crucial factors in any CDI archi-
tecture and has a high influence on the possible performance gains. Therefore, we
dedicate a full chapter to the CDI deployment strategies: Chapter 3 gives a detailed
overview of the current content delivery landscape and we discuss the challenges
content delivery faces today in Chapter 3.1. The classical deployment strategies for
content delivery infrastructures are described in Chapter 3.2 and in Chapter 3.3 we
introduce emerging trends in content delivery, such as Hybrid and Meta CDIs.
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In the remainder of this section we want to introduce the different possible solu-
tions for the three main components of a CDI and discuss their various benefits and
drawbacks. To introduce the general concept of content distribution, Chapter 2.4.1
provides an illustrative example of how content delivery using CDI resources works
in general. Chapter 2.4.2 introduces the two main concepts for content replication:
push based and pull based content replication. In Chapter 2.4.3, we will introduce
the different mechanisms to assign end-users to CDI server and discuss their benefits
and drawbacks. Remember that the detailed discussion on the different deployment
strategies is left for the next chapter.
2.4.1 Content Delivery 101
The goal of this section is to introduce the general concept of content delivery in
the Internet. Figure 2.3 shows an example of how content delivery infrastructures
are embedded into the Internet architecture and how the resulting traffic flows to
the end-users look like. Recall, the Internet is a global system of interconnected Au-
tonomous Systems (ASes), each operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP), see
Chapter 2.1. The example shows three ASes, numbered 1–3, with each AS operating
a couple of backbone routers. For inter-connectivity, AS1 has established a peering
link with AS2 and AS3 while AS2 and AS3 have established two peering links. A
Content Producer (CP), example.com, utilizes a centralized hosting infrastructure
in AS2 to deliver the HTML Web page depicted in Figure 2.4. The Web page also
contains two images, img1.png and img2.png, that are distributed by two different
CDIs, cdi-a.com and cdi-b.com.
The server location differs from CDI to CDI and depend on contractual agreements
between the CDI and the individual ISPs. In some cases the servers are deployed
in the data centers of the ISP or deep within the network, e.g., co-located in the
network aggregation points (PoPs), and therefore belong to the same AS. End-users
of those ISPs are typically served by the CDI servers inside the ISPs network. The
first CDI, cdi-a.com utilizes such an approach and has deployed its servers deep
inside the network of AS1, location α, and AS3, location β. In other cases CDIs
utilize multiple well connected datacenters with direct peerings to ISPs. The second
CDI, cdi-b.com, utilizes this approach and has servers deployed in two datacenters
to deliver content to the end-users. Datacenter I has a direct peering with AS1 while
datacenter II is multihomed3 with connectivity to AS1 and AS3. With other ISPs
there may be no relationship with the CDI at all and the traffic to the end-users of
those ISPs is routed via another AS, the so called transit AS.
Let us consider the steps that are necessary to download the Web page shown in
Figure 2.4. This page consists of the main HTML page index.html located at http:
//www.example.com/index.html and two embedded image objects, img1.png and
3Multihoming describes the fact that the datacenter is connected to more than one network pro-
viding Internet access.
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Figure 2.3: Example of CDI deployments and traffic flows (Web traffic demands).
img2.png located at http://cdi-a.com/img1.png and http://cdi-b.com/img2.
png respectively. The Content Producer responsible for example.com has decided
to use the services of two CDIs to deliver the embedded images, while the main HTML
page (index.html) is served from the CPs own centralized hosting infrastructure in
AS2. The first image (img1.png) is hosted by cdi-a.com and the second image
(img2.png) by cdi-b.com. The resulting traffic flows are shown in Figure 2.3.
If a specific client from client set A in AS1 requests the Web page at http://
www.example.com/index.html it first resolves the hostname www.example.com using
the Domain Name System (DNS) which returns the IP address of a server from
the centralized hosting infrastructure of the CP in AS2. The client then utilizes
the HTTP protocol to connect to the Web server and requests the HTML page
index.html. After receiving the Web page the client needs to get the two embedded
image objects to be able to render the full Web page. It will again resolve the
hostnames using DNS and the CDIs in question will return the IP address of the
“nearest” server based on the clients location. In the case of our client from set A,
cdi-a.com will utilize a server from location α in AS1 to deliver img1.png, while
cdi-b.com uses datacenter I to serve the second image object img2.png. In contrast,
if a specific client from client set B requests the Web page, the two image objects
hosted on the CDI infrastructure are delivered from different servers, namely a server
in location β for cdi-a.com and another server in datacenter II for cdi-b.com
respectively. The main HTML page index.html on the other hand is still delivered
from the centralized hosting infrastructure of the CP in AS2. The resulting traffic
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Figure 2.4: Example Web page with some CDN content.
flows are depicted in Figure 2.4, which also shows the advantage of utilizing CDIs
to deliver content, namely the shorter distance between the end-user and the server
delivering the content and to some extend the avoidance of inter-AS peering links.
2.4.2 Content Replication
Content replication in the context of content delivery infrastructures describes the
process of duplication and distribution of content from the origin Web server to the
CDI servers which store the content locally for fast access. This enables the CDI
server to satisfy requests for content directly from the local storage, the so called
cache, without the need to fetch it from the origin Web server first. An important
aspect of content replication is the coherence of the content in the local cache and
the origin Web server. The content replication mechanism in place must ensure that
the content stored in and served from the local cache is the same as if served from
the origin web server. Highly related to the content replication mechanism is the
caching algorithm which is used to determine which objects are stored, updated or
evicted. There is an entire field of research dedicated to this area and thus out of
scope for this thesis. For more information see, e.g., [1, 28, 52,136,173].
A very simple form of content replication implies having a local copy of all objects
from the origin Web server. But the tremendous amount of content with frequent
additions and updates in combination with the huge number of servers that con-
stitute todays content delivery infrastructures make this approach technically and
economically infeasible. So far mainly two different content replication strategies are
employed in content delivery today:
In pull based content replication a request for content that is not available in the
local cache will trigger a recursive request at the CDI server. When a requested object
is not locally available the server will first try to fetch it from neighboring servers
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in the same cluster or region. If the object is not available at neighboring servers,
the origin server responsible for the object is contacted to retrieve the object. The
received object is first stored in the local cache and then delivered to the end-user.
To keep the content up to date, objects are usually assigned a time-to-live (TTL)
value, which describes for how long this copy can be considered valid. If the TTL of
an object is no longer valid it can be re-fetched or evicted from the cache. The pull
based content replication strategy allows the CDI to assign any user to any cache as
it ensures that the content, if not locally available, will be fetched from the origin
server and then served to the end-user. This increases the scalability of the content
delivery infrastructure [169] and is used by many CDIs today [128]. Yet, a slight
drawback exists, the first request for each object will result in a cache miss and the
resulting recursive request will induce an increased delay for the end-user that issues
the original request. Also the limited local storage might result in objects being
evicted from the cache and thus again create cache misses and increased delays.
Push based replication describes the approach where content is duplicated and
actively distributed or “pushed” to some or all CDI servers. This strategy tries to
avoid the inital cache miss that is inherent in the pull based content replication
approach and allows the CDI to pre-populate the servers before the demand for con-
tent is expected to begin. This scenario is especially interesting for large scale events
that can be planned in advance, e.g., airing a new episode of a popular TV series.
Moreover, it alleviates the need for a caching algorithm as the required local stor-
age is known in advance. In contast to the pull based content replication approach,
the push based approach does not allow the CDI to assign end-users to arbitrary
servers but requires the decision to consider the locally stored objects on each server
of the content delivery infrastructure. Considering the huge number of servers of
todays content delivery infrastrucures and the tremendous amount of storage (and
thus objects) modern servers have, this is by no means an easy task. As a result, the
complexity of this approach and thus the whole content delivery system is increased
manyfold. Moreover, every mistake, even when caused by e.g., faulty or mis-behaving
middleboxes, in the server assignment will result in object or (even wose) page load
errors deminishing the end-users quality of experience significantly. However, com-
bined with pull based content replication, this approach is actively used, especially
by CDIs delivering large objects, e.g., high definition video or software.
2.4.3 End-User to Server Assignment
To complete the picture one question remains. How does the CDN choose the “near-
est” server to deliver the content from? Today’s CDN landscape relies mainly on
three techniques to assign end-users to servers.
1. IP-Anycast
2. DNS based redirection
3. HTTP redirection
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While all techniques help the CDNs to assign end-users to their servers, all of them
have different drawbacks, the most notable being the possible inaccuracy due to
end-user mis-location. Chapter 3.1 will provide more details on this and other chal-
lenges content delivery faces today and Chapter 5.3.1 presents various solutions to
overcome some of them. The remainder of this section will explain how the different
techniques for assigning end-users to CDI servers work and also shortly discusses
their limitations:
IP-Anycast: IP Anycast is a routing technique used to send IP packets to the
topologically closest member of a group of potential CDN servers. IP Anycast is
usually realized by announcing the destination address from multiple locations in
a network or on the Internet. Since the same IP address is available at multiple
locations, the routing process selects the shortest route for the destination according
to its configuration. Simply speaking, each router in a network selects one of the
locations the Anycasted IP is announced from based on the used routing metrics
(e.g., path length or routing weights) and configures a route towards it. Note that,
if a network learns of an Anycasted IP address from different sources, it does not
necessarily direct all its traffic to one of its locations. Its routing can decide to send
packets from region A in the network to location A’ while region B gets a route to
location B’. This means that the entire server selection of a CDN becomes trivial as
it is now a part of the routing process. This means that the CDN loses control of how
the users are mapped to the server because the network calculates the routing based
on its own metrics. Another issue is that the routing in a network is optimized based
on the ISPs criteria which might not be the same as the CDNs or even contrary.
Thus the “nearest” server might not be the best one the CDN could offer.
DNS based redirection: Today most CDNs rely on the Domain Name System
(DNS) to direct users to appropriate servers. When requesting content, the end user
typically asks a DNS resolver, e.g., the resolver of its ISP, for the resolution of a
domain name. The resolver then asks the authoritative server for the domain. This
can be the CDN’s authoritative server, or the the content provider’s authoritative
server, which then delegates to the CDN’s authoritative server. At this point the
CDN selects the server for this request based on where the request comes from. But
the request does not come directly from the end-user but from its DNS resolver!
Thus, the CDN can only select a server based on the IP address of the end user’s
DNS resolver. To improve the mapping of end users to servers, the client-IP eDNS
extension [48] has been recently proposed. Criteria for server selection include the
availability of the server, the proximity of the server to the resolver, and the monetary
cost of delivering the content. For proximity estimations the CDNs rely heavily on
network measurements [128] and geolocation information [114] to figure out which
of their servers is close by and has the best network path performance. A recent
study [6] showed that sometimes the end user is not close to the resolver and another
study points out that geolocation databases can not be relied upon [141]. Thus the
proximity estimations for the “nearest” CDN server highly depend on the quality and
precision of network measurements and a proper DNS deployment of the ISPs.
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HTTP redirection: The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is today’s de-facto
standard to transport content in the Internet (see Chapter 4.1.1). The protocol in-
corporates a mechanism to redirect users at the application level at least since it was
standardized as version 1.0 in 1996 [32]. By sending an appropriate HTTP status
code (HTTP status codes 3xx, see Chapter 2.3) the web server can tell the connected
user that a requested object is available from another URL, which can also point to
another server. This allows a CDN to redirect an end-user to another server. Rea-
sons for this might include limited server capacities, poor transfer performance or
when another server is closer to the end-user, e.g., a client from the US connecting
to a server in Europe although the CDN has servers in the US. The HTTP redirec-
tion mechanism has some important benefits over the DNS based approach. First,
the CDN directly communicates with the end-user and thus knows the exact desti-
nation it sends the traffic to (opposed to the assumption that the DNS resolver is
“close”). Yet, it still has to estimate the proximity of the end-user using the same
methodologies as described in the DNS based case. Second, the CDN already knows
which object the end-user requests and can use this information for its decision. It
allows a CDN to direct a user towards a server where the content object is already
available to improve its cache hit rate. Other important informations includes the
size and type of the object. This allows the CDN to optimize the server selection
based on the requirements to transfer the object, e.g., for delay sensitive ones like
streaming video or more throughput oriented ones like huge software patches. Yet,
this improvement comes at a price as the user has to establish a new connection to
another server. This includes another DNS lookup to get the servers IP address as
well as the whole TCP setup including performance critical phases like slow start.
This can repeat itself multiple times before an appropriate server is found, which
delays the object delivery even further.
2.5 Virtualization
In recent years, virtualization has revolutionized the way we build systems [135].
Major advances in performance, stability and management and the availability of off-
the-shelf solutions has led to what we today know as “The Cloud”: dynamic allocation
of virtually unlimited resources on demand. This new deployment paradigm becomes
more and more important for any large scale system and therfore is a highly relevant
aspect for content delivery architectures.
In 1960 IBM developed virtualization originally as a means to partition its large
mainframe computers into several logical units. The capability of partitioning avail-
able resource allowed multiple processes to run at the same time, thus improving
efficiency while at the same time reducing maintenance overhead. Remember, back
in this time computers were only capable of running a single process and batch-
processing was considered state of the art in computer science. None of the very
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Figure 2.5: Full Virtualization.
basic operating system (OS) technologies we have today, such as interrupts, process,
or memory management, were existing back in the 60s [167].
Today virtualization is commonly defined as a technology that introduces an inter-
mediate abstraction layer between the underlying hardware to the operating system
(OS) running on top of it. This abstraction layer, usually called virtual machine
monitor (VMM) or hypervisor, basically conceals the underlying bare hardware and
instead presents exact virtual replicas to the next layer up. This allows the hypervi-
sor to partition the available hardware into one or more logical units called virtual
machines (VMs) and thus to run multiple and possibly different OSes in parallel on
the same physical hardware [150,167].
The benefits of virtualization are manifold and include:
• Failure Mitigation: A failure in one VM does not influence the other VMs.
• Consolidation: Fewer physical machines take up less space and power and
require less capital investment in hardware.
• Management: VMs can be easily allocated, de-allocated or migrated, and
the virtual hardware can dynamically adjusted to fit changing requirements.
• Strong Isolation: VMs are completely isolated from each other and a com-
promised VM does not result in all VMs being compromised.
Today, multiple different approaches of virtualization exists and we next explain
them in more detail.
Full Virtualization: The Full Virtualization [150] approach completely virtualizes
the underlying hardware and exposes exact replicas to the OS(es) running on top. It
comes in two different flavors that differ on what the VMM or hypervisor runs on. In
the first type, usually referred to as type 1 hypervisor, runs directly on top of the bare
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metal hardware, see Figure 2.5a. In reality, the type 1 hypervisor can be considered
an OS as only the hypervisor can execute privileged instructions on the CPU, while
the VMs privileged instructions causes a trap to turn control to the hypervisor. The
hypervisor will inspect the privileged instruction and emulate the exact behavior of
the real hardware. However, to enable this virtualization approach, the CPU needs
to support traps for privileged instructions of VMs running in non-privileged mode.
To enable virtualization on CPUs without support for privilege traps type 2 hypervi-
sors run on top of an existing host OS, usually as a normal user-space application,
see Figure 2.5b. They also provide virtual replicas of the hardware to the virtual
machines and manage the access to the physical hardware by fully emulating its be-
havior in software. In addition, all privileged instructions are replaced by calls to a
function that handles the instruction in the hypervisor, a technique known as binary
translation. Although one might expect that type 1 hypervisors greatly outperform
type 2 ones, this is not the case. The reason for this is that traps require CPU con-
text switches and thus invalidate various caches and branch prediction tables. Type
2 hypervisors replace the corresponding instructions with function calls within the
executing process and thus do not incur the context switching overhead. The best
known virtualization solutions using the Full Virtualization approach are VMware
Workstation [148] and Oracle VirtualBox [130].
Paravirtualization: To further improve the performance of VMs, the Paravirtual-
ization [167] approach requires modifications to the guest OS to make hypervisor calls
instead of executing privileged operations, similar to processes making system calls
in the OS. To this end, the hypervisor exposes an API (Application Programming
Interface) that alleviates the need to emulate peculiar hardware instructions and
exact semantics of complicated instructions by shifting the execution of privileged
instructions to the hypervisor. This results in a significant performance gain for the
guest OS. Prominent examples of the Paravirtualization approach, see Figure 2.6a
for an illustration, are Xen [30] and VMWare ESX(i) [148].
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OS Level Virtualization: In OS Level Virtualization [150] the hardware is virtu-
alized at the OS level, where the "guest" OS shares the environment with the OS
running on the hardware, i.e., the running host OS kernel is used to implement the
different "guest" environments. Applications running in the guest environments see
them as dedicated and isolated OSes. The main advantage of this approach, see Fig-
ure 2.6b, is the simplicity of its implementation and almost no performance impact
on the application. On the downside, the VMs are limited to the kernel and system
environment of the host OS and a compromised VM endangers all other VMs as well,
as the attacker gains access to the host. Prominent examples of this virtualization
approach are BSD Jails [85], Solaris Containers [99] and Linux VServers [53].
Virtualization Today: Virtualization technology has revolutionized the way sys-
tems are built [135] and has seen major advances in terms of performance and sta-
bility. Once a major concern, the overhead of virtualization is negligible today, with
VM boot up times in the order of tens of seconds and almost no runtime over-
head [150, 175]. In addition, many tools for VM management have been developed
and today a number of off-the-shelf solutions to spin a virtual server based on de-
tailed requirements [110] are readily available from vendors such as NetApp and
Dell. Over the past years, big Cloud providers [19, 117] have deployed large virtual-
ized server infrastructures to leverage economy of scale and consolidation potentials
to offer VMs as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) to its customers. We conclude
that virtualization is a mature technology offering flexible ways of deploying and
managing server infrastructure on a large scale.
2.6 Peer-to-Peer Networks
The P2P paradigm has been very successful in delivering content to end-users. Bit-
Torrent [46] is the prime example, used mainly for file sharing and synchronization
large amounts of data. Other examples include more delay sensitive applications such
as video streaming [59, 97, 109]. Despite the varying and perhaps declining share of
P2P traffic measured in different regions of the world [111], Peer-to-Peer Networks
still constitutes a significant fraction of the total Internet traffic.
Peer-to-peer (P2P) is a distributed system architecture in which all participants, the
so called peers, are equally privileged users of the system. A P2P system forms an
overlay network on top of existing communication networks (e.g., the Internet). All
participating peers of the P2P system are the nodes of the overlay network graph,
while the connections between them are the edges. It is possible to extend this
definition of edges in the overlay network graph to all known peers, in contrast to
all connected peers. Based on how peers connect to each other and thus build the
overlay network, we can classify P2P systems into two basic categories:
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Unstructured: The P2P system does not impose any structure on the overlay
network. The peers connect to each other in an arbitrary fashion. Most often peers
are chosen randomly. Content lookups are flooded to the network (e.g., Gnutella),
resulting in limited scalability, or not offered at all (e.g., plain BitTorrent).
Structured: Peers organize themselves following certain criteria and algorithms.
The resulting overlay network graphs have specific topologies and properties that
usually offer better scalability and faster lookups than unstructured P2P systems
(e.g., Kademlia, BitTorrent DHT).
The overlay network is mainly used for indexing content and peer discovery while
the actual content is usually transferred directly between peers. Thus, the connec-
tion between the individual peers has significant impact on both the direct content
transfers as well as the performance of the resulting overlay network. This has been
shown in previous studies and multiple solutions to improve the peer selection have
been proposed [10,18,41,165,177] which are described in detail in Chapter 5.3.1.
To construct an overlay topology unstructured P2P networks usually employ an
arbitrary neighbor selection procedure [163]. This can result in a situation where
a node in Frankfurt downloads a large content file from a node in Sydney, while
the same information may be available at a node in Berlin. While structured P2P
systems follow certain rules and algorithms, the information available to them either
has to be inferred by measurements [146] or rely on publicly available information
such as routing information [149]. Both options are much less precise and up-to-date
compared to the information information an ISP has readily at hand. It has been
shown that P2P traffic often crosses network boundaries multiple times [9,86]. This
is not necessarily optimal as most network bottlenecks in the Internet are assumed
to be either in the access network or on the links between ISPs, but rarely in the
backbones of the ISPs [16]. Besides, studies have shown that the desired content is
often available “in the proximity” of interested users [86,145]. This is due to content
language and geographical regions of interest. P2P networks benefit from increasing
their traffic locality, as shown by Bindal et. al [34] for the case of BitTorrent.
P2P systems usually implement their own routing [20] in the overlay topology. Rout-
ing on such an overlay topology is no longer done on a per-prefix basis, but rather
on a query or key basis. In unstructured P2P networks, queries are disseminated,
e.g., via flooding [73] or random walks, while structured P2P networks often use
DHT-based routing systems to locate data [163]. Answers can either be sent directly
using the underlay routing [163] or through the overlay network by retracing the
query path [73]. By routing through the overlay of P2P nodes, P2P systems hope
to use paths with better performance than those available via the Internet native
routing [20, 152]. However, the benefits of redirecting traffic on an alternative path,
e.g., one with larger available bandwidth or lower delay, are not necessarily obvious.
While the performance of the P2P system may temporarily improve, the available
bandwidth of the newly chosen path may deteriorate due to the traffic added to this
path. The ISP has then to redirect some traffic so that other applications using
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this path can receive enough bandwidth. In other words, P2P systems reinvent and
re-implement a routing system whose dynamics should be able to explicitly interact
with the dynamics of native Internet routing [87, 156]. While a routing underlay as
proposed by Nakao et al. [121] can reduce the work duplication, it cannot by itself
overcome the problems created by the interaction. Consider a situation where a P2P
system imposes a lot of traffic load on an ISP network. This may cause the ISP to
change some routing metrics and therefore some paths (at the native routing layer) in
order to improve its network utilization. This can however cause a change of routes
at the application layer by the P2P system, which may again trigger a response by
the ISP, and so on.
Peer-to-Peer systems have been shown to scale application capacity well during flash
crowds [178]. However, the strength of P2P systems, i.e., anybody can share anything
over this technology, also turns out to be a weakness when it comes to content
availability. In fact, mostly popular content is available on P2P networks, while older
content disappears as users’ interest in it declines. In the example of BitTorrent, this
leads to torrents missing pieces, in which case a download can never be completed. In
case of video streaming, the video might simply no longer be available or the number
of available peers is too low to sustain the required video bit-rate, resulting in gaps
or stuttering of the video stream. Another challenge stems from the fact that in
P2P systems peers can choose among all other peers to download content from but
only if the have the desired content. Thus, the problem of getting content in a P2P
system is actually two-fold: first the user needs to find the content and once it knows
of possible peers it can download the content from, it needs to connect to some of
them to get the desired content. Therefore, the overhead for locating and sometimes
also transferring content in a P2P overlay network causes P2P traffic often to starve
other applications like Web traffic of bandwidth [158]. This is because most P2P
systems rely on application layer routing based on an overlay topology on top of the
Internet, which is largely independent of the Internet routing and topology [9]. As a
result P2P systems use more network resources due to traffic crossing the underlying
network multiple times.
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Content Delivery Infrastructures:
Architectures and Trends
The previous chapter provided us with the necessary background information to
understand how content delivery in the Internet works in general: the protocols and
technologies utilized by CDIs and the underlying network structures of the Internet.
We now turn our attention on the different architectures and upcoming trends in the
content delivery business in more detail. The special focus lies in the different server
deployment strategies used by todays content delivery infrastructures.
This chapter consists of three parts: First, we discuss the challenges each party
involved in the technical process of content delivery faces, namely the network op-
erators (ISPs) and the Content Delivery Infrastructures (CDIs). Second, we give an
overview of the deployment strategies of current content delivery architectures and
discuss their advantages and drawbacks. Third, we describe emerging trends in CDI
architectures and how they tackle the previously explained challenges.
3.1 Challenges in Content Delivery
Even today, decades after the launch of commercial content delivery, the challenges
in content delivery are still manifold and affect everyone involved in the process of
delivering content to end-users around the world.
The tremendous growth of traffic in recent years is boon and bane of network oper-
ators around the world. On the one hand, the increased demand for content, such
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Table 3.1: Benefits and drawbacks of classical and emerging CDI architectures.
as high definition video streaming or rich media websites, is one of the major drivers
for end-user to upgrade their Internet access speeds. On the other hand, network
operators find that the sheer amount and high volatility of traffic originating from
content delivery poses a significant traffic engineering challenge and thus complicates
the provisioning of the network [123].
The challenges content delivery systems are faced with are based on the fact that
they are largely unaware of the underlying network infrastructure and its conditions.
In the best case, the CDI can try to infer the topology and state of the network
through measurements, but even with large scale measurements this is a difficult
and error prone task, especially if accuracy is necessary. Furthermore, when it comes
to short-term congestion and/or avoiding network bottlenecks, measurements are of
no use. While many collaborative approaches have been proposed [10,41,138,177] to
tackle this issue, we will elaborate on such solutions in Chapter 5.3.1, none of them
is in operational use yet.
In the following, we describe the challenges network operators and CDIs face in more
detail. In addition Table 3.1 summarizes the benefits and drawbacks of the different
architectures presented in this Chapter.
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3.1.1 Network Operators (ISPs)
ISPs face several challenges regarding the operation of their network infrastructure.
With the emergence of content delivery, and especially with the distributed nature
of content delivery, be it from CDIs or P2P networks, these operational challenges
have increased manifold.
Network Provisioning: Network provisioning is an iterative process that encom-
passes the planning, design, deployment and operation of network infrastructure. It
aims at ensuring normal day to day operations as well as meeting the needs of sub-
scribers and operators of possible new services in the future. This process includes
proper dimensioning of core routers, link capacities as well as establishing or up-
grading peering links and locations with other network operators. Adequate network
provisioning depends on realistic traffic demand forecasts in terms of volume and
origin. However, with the emergence of CDIs and P2P networks, network provision-
ing has become much more complex. The sheer amount of traffic generated by such
infrastructures and especially the high volatility of such traffic poses a significant
challenge for any network planning.
Volatile Content Traffic: CDIs and P2P networks strive to optimize their own
operational overhead and thus choose the most suitable server or peer based on
their own criteria. As a result, traffic originating from content delivery is highly
volatile, both spatial and temporal. With highly distributed CDIs and global scale
P2P networks it becomes increasingly difficult for ISP to predict where traffic enters
the network at what time and in which quantities diminishing the value of addi-
tional peering locations. Time-wise short-lived demand surges, called flashcrowds,
and a much higher demand during peak hours, also known as diurnal traffic pattern,
complicate things further as provisioning for peak demand becomes economically
infeasible. Together, these effects also have a direct implication on the traffic engi-
neering capabilities of ISPs: traffic engineering is usually based on traffic predictions
from past network traffic patterns and requires some time to take effect.
Customer Satisfaction: Regardless of the increased difficulty with network pro-
visioning and traffic engineering, end-users are demanding more and larger content,
especially since the availability of high definition video services such as Netflix and
YouTube. Coupled with the dominant form of customer subscriptions, flat rate based
Internet access tariffs, the pressure on ISPs to reduce capital and operational costs,
e.g., delay network upgrades or reduce management complexity, to keep prices com-
petitive is enormous. Yet, pushing network utilization too far increases, e.g., packet
loss and delay, and drastically reduces the Quality of Experience (QoE) of the end-
user. This in turn paints a negative picture of the ISP in question and encourages
end-users to cancel their subscription or switch to another provider with a better
reputation.
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3.1.2 Content Delivery Infrastructures (CDIs)
Economics, especially cost reduction, is a main concern today in content delivery as
Internet traffic grows at a annual rate of 30% [43]. Moreover, commercial-grade appli-
cations delivered by CDIs often have requirements in terms of end-to-end delay [96].
Faster and more reliable content delivery results in higher revenues for e-commerce
and streaming applications [102, 128] as well as user engagement [59]. Therefore,
the network latency between the end-user and the CDI server is the key metric for
optimizing the infrastructure. Although CDIs go to great lengths to further improve
end-user performance, major obstacles in content delivery still exist.
Network Bottlenecks: Despite their efforts to discover end-to-end characteristics
between servers and end-users to predict performance [96,128], CDIs have limited in-
formation about the actual network conditions. Tracking the ever changing network
conditions, i.e., through active measurements and end-user reports, incurs an exten-
sive overhead for the CDI without a guarantee of performance improvements for the
end-user. Without sufficient information about the characteristics of the network
paths between the CDI servers and the end-user, the CDIs end-user assignment can
lead to additional load on existing network bottlenecks, or even create new ones.
End-User Mis-location: DNS requests received by the CDIs authoritative DNS
servers originate from the DNS resolver of the end-user, not from the end-user them-
selves. The assignment of end-users to servers is therefore based on the assumption
that end-users are close to their DNS resolvers. Recent studies have shown that
in many cases this assumption does not hold [6, 112]. As a result, the end-user is
mis-located and the server assignment is not optimal. As a response to this issue,
two DNS extensions have been proposed to include the end-users IP [48] or subnet
information [47,132].
Limited Deployment Agility: To cope with the ever increasing demand for con-
tent CDIs have deployed massively distributed infrastructures. But increasing the
network footprint is becoming increasingly challenging. On the one hand the man-
agement overhead for deploying additional servers inside a network takes significant
time and effort due to contract negotiations, limited space and power supply in ag-
gregation points and intense competition, sometimes even by the ISPs. On the other
hand the traffic demand is extremely volatile, especially because peak traffic is the
fastest growing part, which makes provisioning difficult and finding the right loca-
tion for the server even harder. A location that might look good today might be
underutilized in the future, but the contracts usually run for long periods of time.
Content Delivery Cost: Finally, CDIs strive to minimize the overall cost of deliv-
ering huge amounts of content to end-users. To that end, their assignment strategy
is mainly driven by economic aspects such as bandwidth or energy cost [108, 143].
While a CDI will try to assign end-users in such a way that the server can deliver
reasonable performance, this does not always result in end-users being assigned to
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the server able to deliver the best performance. Moreover, the intense competition
in the content delivery market has led to diminishing returns of delivering traffic to
end-users. Part of the delivery cost is also the maintenance and constant upgrading
of hardware and peering capacity in many locations [128].
3.2 Content Delivery Landscape
To cope with the continuously growing end-user demand for content and to ensure
the required quality levels in content delivery, CDIs have deployed huge distributed
server infrastructures that replicate and distribute popular content in many differ-
ent locations on the Internet [7, 102], posing significant deployment challenges. To
complicate matters further, some of these infrastructures are entangled with the very
infrastructures that provide network connectivity to end-users. But not all CDIs are
built upon the same philosophy, design, and technology. For example, the required
infrastructure for content delivery can be deployed and operated by an indepen-
dent third party, often referred to as Content Delivery Network (CDN), with the
infrastructure deployment strategies ranging from centralized hosting facilities, e.g.,
renting space in a well connected datacenter or leasing resources in a public cloud,
over multiple dedicated datacenters in geographically disperse locations and direct
connectivity to all relevant network operators in each region, to a highly distributed
deployment of thousands of caches deep inside many different networks. A more
specialized CDI architecture is operated by ISPs offering a more network integrated
deployment but also limits the CDI footprint to the ISPs own network.
3.2.1 Independent Content Delivery
Content Delivery Infrastructures operated by autonomous third parties, also known
as Content Delivery Networks or CDNs, are called independent CDIs because they
operate their server infrastructure and deliver content independent from the under-
lying network that provides the necessary connectivity. Such CDIs usually either
negotiate dedicated peering agreements with network operators or pay them for con-
nectivity just as any other customer do, e.g., end-users or corporate networks. Thus,
the CDI is not overly concerned with the load it imposes on the network and considers
network connectivity simply a service they pay for and leave the management of the
network to the operators. However, the load of the network providing connectivity
has a significant influence on the end-users performance and recently both the CDIs
and network operators have started to look more and more towards collaborative
approaches to further optimize content delivery, see Chapter 5.3.1.
Independent CDIs have a strong customer base of content producers and are responsi-
ble for delivering the content of their customers to end-users around the world. Based
on traffic volume as well as hosted content, CDIs are today by and large the biggest
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Internet
Figure 3.1: Centralized Hosting
players on the Internet, spearheading any recent traffic study and expected to grow
in the future. But the content delivery market has become highly competitive with
many new entrants like network operators or companies offering cloud computing.
In addition, dwindling profit margins in storage and processing [22] further increase
the economic pressure. To remain competitive, independent CDIs strive to increase
their network footprint, optimize the performance for end-users and, probably most
important, try to reduce the content delivery cost itself.
The general architecture of CDIs as described in Chapter 2.4 consists of three main
components: (1) the deployment of a server infrastructure, (2) a strategy for con-
tent replication and (3) a mechanism to direct users to servers. The remainder of
this section focuses on the benefits and limitations of current deployments utilized
by independent CDIs [102]: centralized hosting, datacenter based, and distributed
infrastructures.
Centralized Hosting: Centralized hosting is the most traditional deployment strat-
egy for servers and it utilizes a single or a small number of geographical locations,
e.g., co-located servers in a datacenter or rented resources from a cloud provider1,
to host and distribute content. This approach is usually used by small sites cater-
ing a localized audience, One-Click Hosters, and applications running in the public
cloud.
Centralized hosting takes advantage of (a) the economies of scale that a single lo-
cation offers [22], (b) the flexibility that multihoming offers [74], and (c) the con-
nectivity opportunities that IXPs offer [5]. Using multiple geographical disperse
locations provides improved performance, due to being closer to different sets of
end-users, higher reliability, through redundancy, and offers scalability, by addi-
tional resources but at the same time multiplies the management overhead. Yet,
for many commercial-grade applications with strict service requirements the perfor-
mance and reliability falls short of expectations as the end-user experience depends
on the absence of “middle mile” bottlenecks of the Internet. At the same time the
1Cloud providers usually operate multiple, geographical disperse datacenters that a customer can
manually select when requesting new resources.
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Figure 3.2: Datacenter Based
overall scalability of this deployment strategy is limited as the total capacity of a
single location is limited by the existing physical space to place servers, the provided
electricity and available connectivity in terms of access bandwidth to the Internet.
Another major disadvantage of centralizes hosting is the potential single point of
failure, such as disrupted service due to natural desasters, distributed denial of service
(DDoS) attacks on parts of the infrastructure affecting the whole deployment or
limited to no connectivity in case of cut fiber-optics [102]. In addition, traffic levels
fluctuate tremendously, especially during peak-hour [43], and the need to provision
for peak traffic can result in underutilized infrastructure most of the time. Moreover,
predicting future traffic demands accurately is rather difficult and challenging. Often,
a centralized hosting architecture therefore does neither offer sufficient agility to
handle unexpected demand surges nor the flexibility to scale the infrastructure for
global scale operations. Moreover, it limits the CDIs ability to ensure low latency to
end-users located in different networks around the world [105].
Datacenter Based: The datacenter based content delivery architecture can be
seen as the natural evolution of the centralized hosting architecture that, simply
speaking, merely multiplies the number of locations to deliver content from. The
continuous demand for increased capacity and improved performance for end-users of
applications and websites on a global scale has driven CDIs to increase their network
footprint and delivery capacities in different regions of the world. By switching to
a content delivery architecture that comprises of many large and well connected
datacenters in highly populated regions in the world enables CDIs to compensate
many shortcomings of centralized hosting infrastructures. The availability of multiple
redundant, geographical disperse datacenters connected to major Internet backbones
and the most important local networks offers reduced latency towards end-users in
the region and increases the total deliver capacity of the CDI while further leveraging
the economies of scale to reduce the cost for content delivery. Thus, the datacenter
based content delivery architecture allows CDIs to further scale up their operations
and improves the delivery of content manifold while at the same time reduces the
total cost for the content delivery infrastructure.
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Figure 3.3: Highly Distributed
However, even with multiple well connected datacenters in each region of the world,
the potential performance improvements are still limited because the CDI servers
are still too far away from most of the end-users: due to the long tail distribu-
tion of end-users over all the networks that make up the Internet, the requested
content for more than 50% of all users needs to traverse many “middle mile” net-
works, even when the CDI connects to all major Tier-1 backbones [102]. While the
availability of multiple redundant datacenters offers the possibility to avoid network
bottlenecks due to increased path diversity, redirecting end-users to another data-
centers usually incurs major performance degradation. Also, the end-user to server
assignment becomes much more important in such an architecture as selecting the
correct (meaning closest) datacenter is the most crucial factor for the end-user ex-
perienced performance. Recall that assigning end-users to servers is by no means a
trivial task (Chapter 2.4.3 discusses the available mechanisms including their benefits
and drawbacks) and that significant improvements are possible through collaborative
approaches between CDIs and network operators, see Chapter 5.3.1. Altogether, the
ability to compensate sudden surges in demand is much better compared to cen-
tralized hosting but still somewhat limited and the missing agility to react in large
shifts of end-user demand without sacrificing performance are the biggest drawbacks
of such an architecture.
Nonetheless this type of architecture is highly popular. CDNs such as Limelight,
EdgeCast, and BitGravity use it as well as many recent cloud computing deploy-
ments, such as Amazon CloudFront and Microsoft Azure.
Distributed Infrastructures: The third approach to scale up content delivery is
using a highly distributed infrastructure: instead of deploying many servers in a
few well connected locations, this architecture deploys a relatively small number of
servers, usually called clusters, in many networks around the world. This approach
scales the CDI vertically by deploying the infrastructure in thousands of networks
rather than dozens as in the case of a datacenter based design. The smaller size and
power requirements of clusters allow the CDI to push their servers deep inside the net-
works, usually into aggregation points, often referred to as “Point of Presence (PoP)”.
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Those PoPs are located close to the end-users and still offering enough aggregated
demand to highly benefit from caching the content on the CDI servers. Delivering the
content directly from eye-ball ISPs to the end-users bypasses the “middle-mile” net-
work bottlenecks and it avoids most of the peering, routing, and distance problems.
At the same time reduces the total number of Internet infrastructure components it
depends on for success. The highly distributed infrastructure also offers more alter-
native locations in case the closest server is fully utilized, e.g., during a flashcrowd,
without increasing the pathlength as much as using an alternative datacenter does.
This type of deployment also handles shifting demands much better, as more than
one location can be used for loadbalancing. The same reason allows it to handle
flashcrowds much more gracefully. Alltogether, this architecture offers very good
scalability, low delays and a large overall capacity for content distribution.
However, to ensure impeccable operation, such a huge deployment must be designed
to scale efficiently not only from a deployment but also from a management perspec-
tive. The deployment of individual clusters is much more complicated, as much more
time is required to find appropriate locations, negotiate contracts, ship the hardware,
and integrate it into the system. While this does not sound too complex, remember
that in this approach we are talking about thousands of networks, each with its own
policies, business units, and local customs, leading to a much higher management
overhead than, e.g., in a datacenter based deployment. The deployed hardware and
the stored content is also subject to local laws and regulations, which adds another
dimension of complexity to content delivery based on this type of architecture. A big
challenge for this deployment scenario is also the increasingly difficult task of find-
ing additional physical space and power supply inside the aggregation points of the
network. The highly distribute nature of this deployment requires this architecture
to incorporate sophisticated global scheduling and load-balancing algorithms and a
highly scalable and precise end-user to server mapping system. Selecting the correct
server for an end-user is much more challenging as many more possible locations are
available with each one possibly utilizing a different network path from the server
to the end-user and thus exposing different network characteristics. The architec-
ture also needs to include intelligent and automated fail-over and recovery methods,
as e.g., replacing faulty hardware is much more time consuming and costly, due to
more travel activity in combination with limited amount of possible repairs per de-
ployment site. To enable continuous operations, the system also needs a robust and
secure global scale software deployment mechanism, distributed control protocols,
and in addition automated monitoring and alerting systems.
Today, Akamai is the largest independent CDI that uses this approach on a global
scale. However, other large players, such as Google and Netflix, are following suit
and started to deploy infrastructure deep inside ISP networks. Network operators
or ISP also utilize this architecture but their deployment is limited to their own
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network footprint. The various implications of this are discussed in the next section.
A special case of independent CDIs are free CDNs such as Coral [70], which follow
a similar architectural design, but the server resources are offered by end-users or
non-profit organizations.
3.2.2 ISP-operated CDIs
The content delivery market is steadily growing and continues to put a high burden on
the network operators, either because they provide connectivity to independent CDIs
or because they are a so called “eye-ball” ISP2 hosting many end-users. At the same
time, many ISPs offer today a range of services to their end-users, such as television
as part of triple-play offers (Internet, Telephone and TV), Video on Demand, and
cloud storage, that require large infrastructures to be delivered to the end-users.
Together with the potential of generating additional revenues from content delivery
has motivated a number of ISPs to build and operate their own Content Delivery
Infrastructures. For example, large ISPs such as AT&T and Verizon have built their
own content delivery infrastructures following the same architectural principles as
independent CDIs, see previous section. The full administrative control over the
network and its aggregation points is a huge potential advantage for the ISP, as they
have the ability to select the best physical locations for server deployments, e.g., any
PoP or other auxiliary support facility, and if necessary can even physically create
new hosting facilities in a location that is predestined for hosting content delivery
infrastructure.
The main difference to independent CDIs is that connectivity is provided solely
through the ISP itself, including the peering and transit agreements with other net-
work operators, and thus the deployment options are rather limited. Due to being
restricted to a single network, the footprint of an ISP-operated CDI is limited to the
network footprint of the ISP, thus such deployments are neither highly distributed
nor globally operating solutions. While there are network operators with global net-
work footprint, they usually do not have a global end-user customer base and thus
would better fit into the independent CDI classification. To overcome this issue of a
limited CDI footprint, the Content Delivery Network Interconnection (CDNI) work-
ing group under the umbrella of the IETF [124] is discussing how to interconnect
these CDIs to boost their efficiency and coverage, for a more detailed introduction of
CDNI, see Chapter 3.3.5. Another difference to CDIs operated by independent third
parties is that ISPs traditionally do not have a large customer base among Content
Producers and that offering a service for content delivery is traditionally not their
core area of expertise.
2An eye-ball ISP offers Internet access to end-customers via a range of different technologies e.g.,
xDSL, Cable or dial-up.
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Economics, especially cost reduction, is the key driving force behind emerging CDI
architectures. The content delivery market has become highly competitive. While
the demand for content delivery services is rising and the cost of bandwidth is de-
creasing, the profit margins of storage and processing [22] are dwindling, increasing
the pressure on CDIs to reduce costs. At the same time, more parties are entering
the market in new ways, looking to capture a slice of the revenue.
However, today’s traditional CDI deployments lack agility to combat these effects.
Contracts for server deployments last for months or years and the available locations
are typically limited to datacenters. The time required to install a new server today
is in the order of weeks or months. Such timescales are too large to react to sudden
changes in demand. CDIs are therefore looking for new ways to expand or shrink
their capacity, on demand, and especially at low cost.
3.3.1 Hybrid Content Delivery
In a hybrid CDI, end users download client software that assists with content delivery.
As in P2P file-sharing systems, the content is broken into pieces and offered by both
other users who have installed the client software as well as by the CDI’s servers. The
client software contacts dedicated CDI servers, called control plane servers, which
schedule which parts of the content are to be downloaded from what peers. Criteria
for selecting peers include AS-level proximity as well as the availability of the content.
If no close peers are found, or if the download process from other peers significantly
slows the content delivery process, the traditional CDI servers can take over the
content delivery job entirely. Akamai already offers NetSession [3], a hybrid CDI
solution for delivering very large files such as software updates at lower cost to its
customers. Xunlei [56], an application aggregator with high penetration in China,
follows a similar paradigm. It is used to download various types of files including
videos, executables, and even emails, and supports popular protocols such as HTTP,
FTP, and RTSP. Xunlei maintains its own trackers and servers. A study of hybrid
CDIs [80] shows that up to 80% of content delivery traffic can be outsourced from
server-based delivery to end users, without significant degradation in total download
time. At the same time, hybrid content delivery offers greatly reduced operational
cost for the CDI and promises additional savings due to less required infrastructure.
3.3.2 Licensed CDIs
Licensed CDIs have been proposed to leverage the benefits of combining the large
content-provider customer base of an independent CDI with the large amount of
end-user in an ISP [164]. In an licensed CDI, a strategic partnership between a CDI
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and an ISP, the ISP owns and operates the hardware while the CDI provides the
content delivery software and integrates them into its delivery infrastructure. The
revenue derived from content producers is then shared between the two parties. This
allows an independent CDI to expand its footprint deep inside an ISP network with-
out investing in hardware, incurring lower capital expenses and operational costs.
The ISP benefits from acquiring the software for a reliable and scalable content de-
livery infrastructure without expensive and time consuming development. Yet, more
importantly, a licensed CDI solution alleviates the need to directly negotiate with
content producers, which might be challenging given an ISPs limited footprint.
3.3.3 Application-based CDIs
Recently, some popular applications started to generate so much traffic that the
content producers are able to amortize content delivery costs better by rolling out
their own, application specific CDI. Such CDIs can also be optimized to fit the needs
of the delivered application much better than any other general purpose CDI, e.g.,
in the case of video streaming. Google with its YouTube service is a prime example
for such an application based CDI. On the one hand, it has deployed thousands
of servers in tens of data centers and interconnects them to a large number high
speed backbone networks via Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) and also via private
peerings directly to large ISPs. On the other hand, Google has also launched the
Google Global Cache (GGC) [75], which can be installed inside ISP networks. The
GGC reduces the transit cost of small ISPs and those that are located in areas with
limited connectivity, e.g., Africa. The GGC servers are given for free to the ISPs
which install and maintain them and also allows an ISP to advertise (via BGP) the
IP subnets of end-users that each GGC server should serve. Another example is
Netflix, a high-definition video on demand streaming service which is responsible
for a significant fraction of the Internet traffic in North America during peak hour.
While still largely utilizing multiple third party CDIs [2], Netflix recently started to
roll out its own content delivery infrastructure called Open Connect Network [122].
As a matter of fact, a recent study [49] suggests that the deployment happens in
medium sized and regional ISPs and thus augments the infrastructure deployment
of the already used third party CDIs. Netflix, just as Google, also offers an interface
where ISPs can advertise (via BGP) their preferences on which subnets are served
by which Open Connect Network servers.
3.3.4 Meta-CDIs
Today, content producers contract with multiple CDIs to deliver their content. To
optimize for cost and performance [108], meta-CDIs act as brokers to help with CDI
selection. These brokers collect performance metrics from a large number of end-users
to determine the best CDI for individual end-users. To this end, the brokers place
small files on the different CDIs and embed request for them in popular websites,
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e.g., via JavaScript. When end-users visit these sites, they report back performance
statistics for the different CDIs3. This allows the broker to recommend the best
performing CDI for a request from a specific network region. Meta-CDIs can also
take the cost of delivery or other important metrics into consideration. Cedexis is
one of these brokers for web browsing. Another broker, Conviva [59], optimizes CDI
selection for video streaming. Such brokers may select another CDI to improve the
end-users performance in case a CDI does not select the optimal server (which a
recent study [137] has shown sometimes occurs).
3.3.5 CDI Federations
To avoid the cost of providing a global footprint and perhaps to allow for a single
negotiating unit with content providers, federations of CDIs have been proposed.
In this architecture, smaller CDIs, perhaps operated by ISPs, join together to form
a larger virtual or federated CDI. A CDI belonging to the federation can replicate
content to a partner CDI in a location where it has no footprint. The CDI reduces
its transit costs because it only has to send the object once to satisfy the demand
for users in that location. Overall, cost may be reduced due to distance-based pric-
ing [170]. The IETF CDNI working group [124] works on CDI federation.
3.4 Summary
This chapter investigates the current design and operating space of todays content
delivery landscape and upcoming trends in content delivery architectures. We first
discuss the challenges ISPs and CDIs face in todays content delivery. Next, we
give a detailed description of the classic content delivery infrastructures, namely
independent and ISP operated CDIs. We then summarize the different emerging
trends in content delivery that aim to solve the discussed issues.
We find that the content delivery landscape is in a constant flux to further improve
the content delivery performance, increase their network footprint and at the same
try time reduce the capital investment and operational costs for their content de-
livery infrastructure. However, not all present challenges are about to be solved by
future CDI architectures. The lack of agility in server deployment as well as lim-
ited knowledge about the state of the underlying network still offers a significant
potential for improvements in content delivery. Therefore, we believe that CDI-ISP
collaboration will play a significant role in the future content delivery ecosystem. In
the next Chapter we will look at the current use of content delivery infrastructures
in an European Tier-1 ISP to further motivate the need for collaboration in the
deployment and operation of server infrastructures in content delivery.
3Usually a single end-user does not download all the files from all the CDIs each time he or she
visits the site, but rather one random file from one of the CDIs.
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To effectively tackle the challenges for CDIs and ISPs discussed in the previous
Chapter and to understand the potential benefits of CDI-ISP collaboration, it is
crucial to understand the use of CDIs “in the wild”. The lack of knowledge about
the underlying network limits the efficiency of the CDIs user mapping and makes
infrastructure deployment more complex. However, this brings up the question of
how much benefit such a CDI-ISP collaboration can potentially offer? In this chapter,
we answer this question by analyzing anonymized packet level traces from a large
European Tier-1 ISP as well as conducting an active measurement study to quantify
the potential performance benefits of CDI-ISP collaboration for end-users.
To asses the potential benefits, we first identify the most popular services inside
the ISP. We continue to analyze the traces towards identifying CDI infrastructures
and their behavior as seen by an ISP. Our analysis focuses on the user to server
mapping and operational behavior of CDIs. We then investigate the server location
diversity of CDIs and based on these observations, we develop classification methods
to infer content delivery infrastructures. We continue our study by performing a first
potential analysis of CDI-ISP collaboration when basic ISP knowledge is available.
Next, we shortly comment on the translation of CDI server diversity to network path
diversity inside the ISP. To quantify the possible performance improvements for end-
users and to highlight the potential benefits of CDI-ISP collaboration, we conduct an
active measurement study of the two most popular CDIs. We leave the analysis and
discussion of collaborative server infrastructure deployment for Chapter 7 as we first
need to introduce the necessary enablers in Chapter 5 and present the architecture
of the required system in Chapter 6.
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Table 4.1: Summaries of anonymized traces.
Name Type Start date Dur Application Volume
MAR10 packet 04 Mar’10 2am 24 h > 3TB HTTP, > 5 GB DNS
HTTP-14d log file 09 Sep’09 3am 14 d corresponds to > 40TB HTTP
DNS-5d packet 24 Feb’10 4pm 5 d > 25GB DNS
4.1 Residential ISP Traces
We base our study on three sets of anonymized packet-level observations of residential
DSL connections collected at aggregation points within a large European ISP. Our
monitor, using Endace monitoring cards, allows us to observe the traffic of more than
20,000 DSL lines to the Internet. The data anonymization, classification, as well
as application protocol specific header extraction and anonymization is performed
immediately on the secured measurement infrastructure using the Bro NIDS [134]
with dynamic protocol detection (DPD) [61].
We use an anonymized 24 h packet trace collected in March 2010 (MAR10) for de-
tailed analysis of the protocol behavior. For studying longer term trends, we used
Bro’s online analysis capabilities to collect an anonymized protocol specific trace
summary (HTTP-14d) spanning 2 weeks. Additionally, we collected an anonymized
5 day DNS trace (DNS-5d) in February 2010 to achieve a better understanding of how
hostnames are resolved by different sites. Due to the amount of traffic at our vantage
point and the resource intensive analysis, we gathered the online trace summaries
one at a time. Table 4.1 summarizes the characteristics of the traces, including their
start, duration, size, and protocol volume. It is not possible to determine the ex-
act application mix for the protocol specific traces, as we only focus on the specific
protocol. However, we use full traces to cross check the general application mix
evolution.
4.1.1 Popular Services
With regards to the application mix, see Table 4.1, Maier et al. [111] find that HTTP,
BitTorrent, and eDonkey each contribute a significant amount of traffic. In MAR10
HTTP alone contributes almost 60% of the overall traffic at our vantage point,
BitTorrent and eDonkey contribute more than 10%. Similar protocol distributions
have been observed at different times and at other locations of the same ISP. More-
over, these observations are consistent with other recent Internet application mix
studies [98, 111, 151, 155]. Figure 4.1 [154] summarizes the results of these studies.
Note that almost all streaming is done via the Web on top of HTTP. Therefore, we
conclude that HTTP is the dominant service.
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Figure 4.1: Barplot [154] of Internet Application Mix (unified categories) across years
and regions from multiple sources [98,111,151,155].
Analyzing HTTP-14d, we find more than 1.2 billion HTTP requests, or 89 million
requests per day on average. This is consistent with 95 million requests in 24 hours
in MAR10. The advantage of using click stream data from a large set of residential
users is their completeness. We are, e.g., not biased by the content offered (i) by
a Web service, (ii) whether sufficient users installed measurement tools such as the
alexa.com toolbar, or (iii) whether users actually use some kind of Web proxy.
To identify the most popular Web services, we focus on the most popular hosts.
As expected, the distribution of host popularity by volume as well as by number of
requests is highly skewed and is consistent with a Zipf-like distribution as observed
in other studies [111]. The top 10,000 hosts by volume and the top 10,000 hosts by
number of requests together result in roughly 17,500 hosts. This indicates that on
the one hand, some hosts that are popular by volume are not be popular by number
of requests and vice versa. On the other hand, there are some hosts that are popular
according to both metrics. The total activity by these hosts accounts for 88.5% of
the overall HTTP volume and more than 84% of the HTTP requests. Assuming
that the HTTP traffic volume accounts for roughly 60% of the total traffic, similar
to the observations made in September 2009 [8,111] and in MAR10, more than 50%
of the trace’s total traffic is captured by these hosts.
4.2 Server Diversity and DNS Load Balancing
To better understand how HTTP requests are handled and assigned to servers, we
use DNS-5d to analyze the 20 most heavily queried DNS names to identify typical
usage patterns. We consider only the most heavily used resolver. Figure 4.2 shows
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Figure 4.2: DNS replies for two sites utilizing CDIs (2h bins).
two of the typical patterns for two of the DNS names. It also shows how the resolved
IP addresses change (y-axis) across time (x-axis) for two hostnames; respectively a
software site, labeled Software1, and a media site, labeled Media1. The vertical lines
annotate midnight. If two IP addresses are plotted close to each other, this indicates
that the longest common prefix of the two addresses is close. We note that the
hostname of Software1 is mainly resolved to a single subnet, excepting a few special
cases. However, Media1 is load balanced across approximately 16 different sites. For
Media1, there appears to be one main site which is almost always available, while
the remaining 15 are predominantly used during afternoon and evening peak usage
hours.
These results show that individual sites do expose a certain degree of server diversity
to their users. While our trace (HTTP-14d) includes the queried hostnames, it
does not include the resolved IP address, as a HTTP request header contains the
hostname but not the IP address of a server. To verify the above behavior and get
an up-to-date view of the DNS replies for the hostnames of our trace, we used 3
hosts within the ISP to issue DNS queries to the ISP’s DNS resolver for all 17,500
hostnames repeatedly over a fourteen day measurement period starting on Tue Apr
13th 2010. During these two weeks, we received more than 16 million replies. Unless
otherwise mentioned, we rely on our active DNS measurements, with augmented
statistics concerning volume and requests from HTTP-14d.
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Figure 4.3: CCDF of mean # of IPs in replies from the ISPs DNS resolver.
4.3 Server Location Diversity
Our analysis of hostnames and their assignment to servers in Chapter 4.2 shows
that content can be served by multiple servers in different locations. In fact, many
domains use the service of a Content Delivery Infrastructure (CDI), which can be seen
during the name resolution progress: The original domain name is mapped to the
domain of a CDI, which then answers requests on behalf of the requested domain
name from one of its caches [166]. Recall, almost all CDIs rely on a distributed
infrastructure to handle the expected load, load spikes, flash crowds, and special
events. Additionally, this introduces needed redundancy and fail over configurations
in their services. Among the most studied CDIs are Content Distribution Networks
(CDNs), such as Akamai [81,102,166], and Content Delivery Platforms (CDPs), such
as Google [96] and their YouTube service [38].
To better understand the DNS resolution process for hostnames hosted on CDIs in-
frastructure, we refer to the machine requesting content as the DNS client. Along
the same lines, we refer to the DNS server that receives the query from the client
as the DNS resolver. This is usually run by the ISP or a third party DNS infras-
tructure like OpenDNS, also acting as a cache. Lastly, the authoritative DNS server,
henceforth referred as DNS server, which is usually run by the CDI, replies to the
DNS resolver. The DNS server can choose to return one or more server IP addresses
based on the domain name in the request and the IP address of the requesting DNS
resolver. For example, it may use a geolocation database [160] to localize the region
of the DNS resolver, utilize BGP data to identify the ISP, create a topology map
derived via traceroutes, or any combination of these and other topological and ge-
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Figure 4.4: CCDF of mean # of subnets in replies from the ISPs DNS resolver.
ographic localization techniques. A DNS server has, in principle, two methods for
load balancing across multiple servers:
MultQuery: multiple IP addresses within a single DNS response
CrossQuery: different IP addresses for repeated queries of the same domain
In our active DNS measurements, we find that often a mixture of MultQuery and
CrossQuery is being used in practice. Furthermore, we use the measurement results
to (i) map hostnames to sets of IP addresses and (ii) check the IP address diversity
of these sets for a better understanding of server diversity and their location. We
achieve this by aggregating the returned IP addresses into subnets based on BGP
information obtained from within the ISP. This allows for detailed information about
the different locations within the ISP, while giving an aggregated view of subnets
reachable via peering links.
Another issue stems from the fact that the IP address returned by the CDI usually
depends on the IP address of the ISP DNS resolver [6,133,166]. Due to this, we use
the DNS resolver of the ISP of our vantage point as well as external DNS resolvers
(see Chapter 4.3.1). The former reflects the experience of most of the clients at our
vantage point1. The latter lets us discover additional diversity as well as understand
the preference of the CDI for this specific ISP.
Prevalence of MultQuery: We start our analysis by checking the prevalence of the
first form of DNS based load balancing, MultQuery. Figure 4.3 and 4.4 show CCDF
1Using our traces we verify that more than 95% of the clients use the ISP’s DNS resolver.
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Figure 4.5: CDF of # of IPs for the ISP DNS resolver normalized by traffic.
plots of the average number of IP addresses and subnets respectively per DNS reply.
In addition, we included the same data normalized by traffic volume and number of
requests.
A first observation is that the number of returned IP addresses per request is rather
small. The median is 1, the average is 1.3 and even the 90th percentile is 2. We note
that even when an answer yields multiple IP addresses, the majority of them are from
the same subnet. Therefore, the diversity decreases even further if we aggregate to
subnets. From a network perspective, this implies that there is not much choice,
neither for the ISP nor for the user, regarding where to download the content from.
Both are limited to the information provided by the DNS server. However, when we
normalize the hosts by their respective popularity, we see a significant improvement.
More than 29% of the volume and 19% of requests have a choice among at least 2
IP addresses.
Prevalence of CrossQuery: Next, we check how prevalent CrossQuery, the second
form of DNS based load balancing is. Since CrossQuery returns different IP addresses
for repeated queries, its potential contribution to server diversity can only be studied
by aggregating across time. The lines labeled Full Domain Name in Figures 4.5
and 4.6 capture this case.
We find that more than 50% of the volume or requests can be served by more than
one IP address. similarly, there is choice between at least two subnets over 40% of
the time across both metrics, see Figure 4.6. This indicates that most CDIs serve
content from multiple locations.
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Figure 4.6: CDF of # of subnets for ISP DNS resolver normalized by traffic.
Subdomain Aggregation: Since some CDIs only use subdomains as hints about
the context of the requested URLs or the requested services, we accumulate the
answers further regarding the 2nd and 3rd part of the domain names of the hosts,
see Figures 4.5 and 4.6 at the respective data series called 3rd Level Domain and
2nd Level Domain. For example, we might accumulate the IP addresses from DNS
replies for dl1.example.org and dl2.example.org for the statistics on the 2nd level
domain, but not the third level domain.
This is a feasible approach, since many hosts respond to all requests that belong to
a subset of the subnets returned when accumulating by the second-level domain of
DNS resolver answer, including recursive requests and redirections. We verify this
behavior with active measurements, see Chapter 4.5. We find that at least two major
CDIs, a streaming provider and a One-Click Hoster, serve requested content from
servers that match in their second level domain.
We note that the accumulation by third-level domain, and especially by second
level domain significantly increases the number of observed subnets per request both
normalized by volume as well as by requests. Studying our traces in more detail, we
find that this is due to the substantial traffic volume and number of requests that
are served by CDIs, some of which are highly distributed within ISPs or located in
multihomed datacenters or peer-exchange points.
Infrastructure Redirection Aggregation: Taking a closer look at the DNS replies,
see Chapter 2.2, we find that some CDIs use CNAME records to map queried host-
name to an A record. These A records show the same pattern as the hostnames in
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Figure 4.7: CDF of DNS TTL value by traffic volume and by number of requests.
the previous section: the second level domain is identical. Similar to the previous
approach, we can aggregated by these A records.
For example, at some point in time the hostname www.bmw.de is mapped via a
CNAME chain to an A record with the name a1926.b.akamai.net, while www.
audi.de is mapped to a1845.ga.akamai.net. Since the second level domain on the
A records match, these DNS replies will be aggregated. Indeed, it has been shown
that both caches will serve the content of either website [169]. On the down side,
it is possible that this scheme of aggregation reduces the effectiveness of the CDI’s
caching strategy. This aggregation is called Redirection in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
Turning our attention to the implications of the proposed aggregation schemes, we
notice the available diversity increases tremendously. More than 70% of the bytes
and 50% of the hits are served by more than 20 servers. With regards to subnets,
the diversity decreases slightly. Nevertheless, more than 5 subnets are available for
55% of the bytes and 45% of the hits. If we consider aggregation periods in the order
of tens of minutes, the numbers do not decrease by much. The reason that most
of the diversity is observable even over these short aggregation time periods, is that
the typical TTL, see Figure 4.7, is rather short with a mean of 2, 100 seconds and
an median of 300 seconds normalized by volume. When weighted by requests, the
mean is 4, 100 seconds and the median is 300 seconds.
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Table 4.2: Traffic localization within the network by different DNS resolvers normal-
ized by number of requests and traffic volume together with the potentially
available fraction of localized traffic.
ISP DNS OpenDNS GoogleDNS
Metric observed potential observed potential observed potential
IPs 12.3% 24.2% 5.8% 16.0% 6.0% 9.7%
requests 14.9% 33.2% 4.7% 18.8% 4.8% 6.4%
volume 23.4% 50.0% 12.0% 27.7% 12.3% 13.4%
4.3.1 Alternative DNS Resolvers
So far we have only considered the effect of content diversity when the ISP DNS
resolver is used. To understand how much the DNS load balancing deployed by a CDI
is biased by the queried DNS resolver, we repeat the experiment from Chapter 4.2
using two other DNS resolvers. In particular, we pick the next most popular DNS
resolvers found in our traces: GoogleDNS and OpenDNS2.
Comparing the results, we find that we attain more IP address diversity and subnet
diversity when using the ISP DNS resolver. This is mainly due to the fact that CDIs
select the server based on the source IP address of the querying DNS resolver. Since
the CDIs are no longer able to map the request to the AS it originates from, but
rather to AS the DNS resolver belongs to, the server selection by the CDI cannot
optimize for the location of the DNS client.
4.3.2 Impact on Traffic Localization
Analyzing the three active DNS measurements from the ISP, OpenDNS, as well as
Google DNS resolver, we find that a significant part of the requests that can in
principle be served by sources within the ISP are directed towards servers that are
outside of the ISP. However, before tackling this issue, we need to understand what
fraction of the traffic can be served by IP addresses within the ISP’s network and
what fraction is served by IP addresses outside of the AS. To this end, we analyze
each of the three active DNS traces separately. For each trace, we start by classifying
all DNS replies regarding the redirection aggregation described in Chapter 4.3 and
account the volume (or requests) evenly to each of the IP addresses. Next, we classify
the IP addresses in two groups - inside and outside of the ISP network. Table 4.2
summarizes the results of this aggregation regarding the traffic and hits that were
kept inside the ISP’s network in the columns labeled observed.
2Both are third-party resolvers with a global footprint and utilize IP anycast.
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Turning to the results, we find that there is hardly any difference between those
clients that use the external DNS resolvers. Of the returned IP addresses, less than
6% are within the AS. When weighted by number of requests, this does not change
much. However, when normalizing by volume, about 12% of the traffic stays within
the AS.
In contrast, clients that use the ISP’s DNS resolver fare better with regards to AS
distance: almost a quarter of the traffic volume is served from servers within the
AS. Normalized by requests, we see a three fold increase, and normalized by volume,
roughly a two fold increase over using external DNS resolvers. Among the reasons
for the “bad” performance of external DNS resolvers is that some CDIs may always
return IP addresses outside the ISP, despite the fact that many of its servers are
deployed within the ISP. This explains the substantial difference and highlights on
the one hand the effectiveness of the CDI optimization, but also points out its limits.
As such, it is not surprising that there are efforts under way within the IETF to
include the source IP addresses of the DNS client in the DNS request [48].
However, one can ask if the CDI utilizes the full potential of traffic localization.
For this, we check the potential of traffic localization, by changing the volume (or
hit) distribution from even to greedy. Thus, as soon as we observe at least one IP
address inside the ISP’s network, we count all traffic for the entire aggregation to be
internal. Table 4.2 shows the results in the columns labeled potential for all three
DNS traces.
Note the substantial differences. Our results indicate that a gain of more than a factor
of two can be achieved. Furthermore, up to 50% of the traffic can be delivered from
servers within the ISP rather than only 23.4%. This can not only in itself result in a
substantial reduction of costs for the ISP, but it also points out the benefits of CDI-
ISP collaboration. While the increase is noticeable for OpenDNS, it is nowhere near
that of the ISP’s DNS resolver. The potential benefit when relying on GoogleDNS
is rather small. A deeper study on our results unveils that content served by highly
distributed and redundant infrastructure can be localized the most.
4.4 From Server Diversity to Path Diversity
Next, we ask the question whether the substantial diversity of server locations ac-
tually translates to path diversity. For this purpose, we generate a routing topology
of the ISP by using data from an IS-IS and a BGP listener. However, due to the
asymmetry of routing, we have to explore both directions separately. Following
the argumentation from Chapter 4.3 we choose to aggregate using the redirection
scheme for calculating path diversity. For the HTTP requests we can determine the
path within the ISP using the routing topology. We find that roughly 65% of all
HTTP requests can be forwarded along at least two different paths. Indeed, roughly
37% of the HTTP requests can be forwarded along at least four different paths.
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In addition, we use the routing data to determine the paths of all content that is
potentially available within the ISP’s AS3. We find that there is significant path
diversity. In some cases, a request can follow up to 20 unique different paths. More-
over, we see that around 70% of the HTTP traffic volume and requests can be sent
along at least two different paths.
4.5 Active Measurements
To highlight that CDIs do not necessarily optimize their DNS load balancing strate-
gies in such a way as to maximize end-user performance, and to show the potential of
collaboration, we perform extensive active measurements. Using ten vantage points
within the ISP at residential locations and selected Web services that are responsible
for a significant fraction of the HTTP traffic, we show that the server location diver-
sity leads to different service performance results. Among the studied Web services
are the leading CDIs, including the two most popular CDNs, and the most popular
One-Click Hoster (OCH).
The ten vantage points are deployed within residential locations with DSL connec-
tivity to the ISP. The downstream bandwidth ranges from 1Mbps to 25Mbps while
the upstream ranges from 0.128Mbps to 5Mbps. The measurements started on 1st
of May 2010 and lasted for 14 days. Each client accesses the selected services 24
times during each day. In addition, we perform a DNS query for the hostname, in
order to determine which IP addresses the service recommends. This methodology
allows us to understand the possible end-user performance improvements. Moreover,
we can estimate the network distances and thus the network savings. In the following
section we show a selected subset of these measurements which represent the entire
data set collected.
4.5.1 Content Delivery Infrastructures
Using the data sets from the residential ISP, see Chapter 4.1, we identify the two most
popular CDIs, referred to as CDI1 and CDI2. These are responsible for roughly 20%
of all HTTP traffic. Using the methodology discussed in Chapter 4.3, we identify
more than 3,500 unique IP addresses that are caches for CDI1 and more than 700
unique IP addresses for CDI2. Both of these CDIs have more than 300 of their cache
IP addresses within the ISP.
After augmenting each identified CDN IP address with its network path information,
see Chapter 4.4, we find that the server diversity translates not only into subnet
diversity, but also path diversity. Since recent studies of CDI behavior have shown
3Augmenting the routing topology with flow information may allow us to extend this analysis to
all content, in contrast to the content within the ISP’s AS.
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(a) Object download times for CDI1.
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(b) Object download times for CDI2.
Figure 4.8: File download times for CDI caches across time.
that objects are accessible from an arbitrary server [81,169], we can bypass the CDIs
server selection. Thus, we request the URL directly from each of the identified CDI
server IP addresses regardless of their location. We verify this for all servers of CDI1.
However, CDI2 is more restrictive. Our measurements show that CDI2 servers only
reply to requests from the same region. In our case, we observe that European caches
do serve the content to our European clients. However, when requested from North
American servers, the request was denied.
Since the download performance of Web pages depend on the size of the object, we
select objects of different but comparable file sizes for both CDIs ranging from 36KB
to 17MB, see Table B.1 in the appendix. To be able to repeat the measurements
multiple times during a small time period while not overwhelming the client DSL
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lines, we subsample the number of servers of both CDIs. To preserve path diversity,
we randomly select one server from each subnet. This reduces the number of caches to
124 for CDI1. For CDI2 we find five subnets4 containing servers, yet only two answer
our queries, as we have already explained. In addition, we download each object once
per measurement by normally resolving its respective hostname, thus following the
CDIs server recommendation. In this case we exclude the DNS resolution time from
our measurements.
Figures 4.8a and 4.8b show boxplots of object download times during a typical day
(May 12th) for one specific client, with the objects being comparable in size for
both CDIs. Comparing the results from other clients and other objects, we see
similar results throughout the experiment. We use box plots because they are a
good exploratory tool allowing the visual inspection of typical value ranges, spread,
skewness, as well as outliers. Each box analyzes the results of downloading the
selected file at one point in time from one server in each of the subnets, e.g., for
CDI1 each box consists of 124 data-points. The box itself stretches from the 25th to
the 75th percentile. The line within the box corresponds to the 50th percentile (the
median). The whiskers represent the lowest and highest datum still within 1.5 times
the interquartile range of the lower and upper quartile respectively. The dashed lines
with triangles corresponds to the object download time for the recommended server
by the CDI. The solid line with squares corresponds to the object download time for
the server that is most suited according to the ISP.
A first observation regarding Figures 4.8a and 4.8b is that the download time for the
recommended servers are quite good and close to the median download time of all
examined servers. Still, there is significant room for improvement especially during
peak hours. Overall, there is potential to improve the download time up to a factor of
four. Our active measurements also highlight typical network effects. For example,
when downloading small objects, TCP is typically stuck in slow start. Thus, the
round-trip time to the cache is the dominant factor for the retrieval time. When
downloading medium-size objects, both bandwidth and delay matter. For large
objects the performance is usually restricted by the available network bandwidth
including the download bandwidth of the last-hop to the client (25Mbit/s in this
experiment). For CDI1 the download time improvement for large objects is less than
for small and medium ones, especially during the night, since the achieved download
speeds are close to the nominal speed of the vantage points.
With respect to the ISP’s benefits, we point out that there is potential to localize
the content within the ISP and that the average path length within the AS was
reduced from 3.8 to 3 when downloading content from CDI1. Due to the limited
path diversity for CDI2, the internal path-length remained unchanged, even though
there is the possibility to decrease the download time.
4Apparently, CDI2 utilizes well provisioned and well connected data centers around the world and
thus relies on the redundancy within the data centers and their access to multiple ISPs.
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of download times of OCH1.
4.5.2 One-Click Hosters
One-Click Hosters (OCH) offer users the ability to share files via a server based
infrastructure, typically located within one or several well-provisioned data centers.
Recent studies have shown that OCHs can achieve better download time than, e.g.,
P2P systems such as BitTorrent [21]. Therefore, it is believed that such services may
become the leading platform for file sharing and replace P2P systems. Using our
data sets from the residential ISP, we identify the most popular OCH, referred to as
OCH1, which is responsible for roughly 15% of all HTTP traffic. OCH1 is located at
a multi-homed data center in central Europe. To scale the number of parallel flows,
OCH1, like other OCHs, limits the maximum file size to 200MByte.
Using our traces, as well as studying the DNS naming scheme of the servers, we are
able to deduce that OCH1 has twelve uplinks utilizing four different providers. The
ISP we are collaborating with is among these providers. To understand how OCH1
does uplink selection, we repeatedly downloaded a 60MByte test file during a one
week period starting on the 7th of April 2010. Roughly 60% of the requests are
shown to be directed to a server that can serve the content via the direct peering
with the client’s ISP. From the other eleven uplinks, ten uplinks are chosen with
equal probability while one is chosen with smaller probability. We also validate
that it is feasible to download the file from any server of OCH1 and thus fetch the
content via any of the providers. It is worth noting that there are no time-of-day or
time-of-week effects at all, while the HTTP volume of OCH1 in our traces exhibits
time-of-day effects. This leads us to believe that the link utilization as well as the
end-user performance can be improved by jointly optimizing the server selection in
a CDI-ISP collaboration.
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To quantify the potential improvements for the end-user, we repeatedly download the
test file from OCH1 over a period of one week. The downloads are performed every
two hours for each of the 12 locations. Additionally, mapping requests are issued
every 200ms to find out the dynamics in the server assignment of OCH1. Figure 4.9
shows the distribution of total download times when OCH1 assigns end-users to
its servers (“original”) and compares it to the possible download times that can be
achieved when utilizing network related recommendations from the ISP ("ISP"). We
observe that more than 50% of the downloads do not show a significant difference.
This happens mainly during non-peak hours. For 20% of the downloads, we observe
a significant difference in the download times, mainly during peak hours. Together
with the observation of static uplink assignment, even during peak hours, this shows
that there is significant potential to improve end-user experience and enable the
collaboration between ISPs and OCHs.
4.6 Summary
We start this chapter by asking how much benefit ISP-CDI collaboration can poten-
tially offer. To asses the potential benefits and to understand the use of CDIs “in the
wild”, we analyze anonymized packet level traces from an European Tier-1 provider.
We identify the most popular services inside the ISP and find that HTTP is the
dominant source of traffic, in particular since almost all video streaming is done on
top of HTTP. Next, we focus on identifying CDI infrastructures. To this end, we do
not only observe significant CDI server location diversity but also significant path
diversity for accessing HTTP based content inside the ISP. More precisely, a first
potential analysis of CDI-ISP collaboration indicates that around 50% of the HTTP
traffic can be fetched from CDI servers inside the ISP. Therefore, CDI-ISP collab-
oration improves the traffic localization potential more than two-fold. In addition,
up to 70% of the traffic can be transferred from alternative locations using different
network paths and thus collaboration enables new mechanisms for managing traffic
flows inside the network. Moreover, our active measurement study shows that utiliz-
ing ISP recommendation can improve the end-users performance for specific CDIs by
up to a factor of 4 and thus highlighty the potential performance benefits of CDI-ISP
collaboration.
The CDI measurement study we present in this Chapter shows the potential of CDI-
ISP collaboration in content delivery. We quantify the effectiveness of collaboration
in terms of possible traffic localization and improvements in end-user performance.
The results strengthen our believe that a collaborative approach in content delivery
enables CDIs and ISPs to jointly tackle the challenges outlined in Chapter 3. To this
end, the next Chapter introduces two key enablers for solving these issues and we
present our system design implementing them in Chapter 6.
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System Design for CDI-ISP
Collaboration
Our measurement study, see Chapter 4, shows ample opportunities for CDI-ISP col-
laboration to improve content delivery performance by leveraging the already high
path diversity of existing server deployments. In addition, a collaborative content de-
livery approach lets CDIs and ISPs jointly tackle the deployment problem, regardless
whether a CDI utilizes traditional or emerging solutions, see Chapter 3.
The common denominator is the lack of information about the other parties: To-
day’s content delivery landscape is mostly unaware of information ISPs have about
dynamic network conditions and end-user locations in the network. The ISPs on the
other hand have no knowledge about the CDIs strategy when assigning end-users
to servers or deploying new infrastructure and thus have a hard time in properly
provisioning and operating their network.
However, this information influences the efficiency and performance of content de-
livery and while some of this information can be inferred by each party on its
own [128, 137] it is a tedious and error prone task. This is especially cumbersome,
as the very information is ready at hand of each respective party.
To this end, we propose in this Chapter two key enablers, namely in-network server
allocation and informed user-server assignment, to facilitate the collaboration be-
tween CDIs and ISPs and to address the challenges they face without revealing
sensitive operational information. We continue by presenting both enablers, outline
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Figure 5.1: In-network Server Allocation: A joint in-network server allocation ap-
proach allows the CDI to dynamically expand its footprint using addi-
tional and more suitable locations (e.g., microdatacenters MC1, MC2,
MC3) inside the network to cope with volatile demand.
Informed User-Server Assignment: Assigning a user to an appropriate
CDI server among those available (A, B, C), yields better end-user per-
formance and enables traffic engineering.
their design rationale, and propose algorithms to realize them. We present our im-
plementation of the two key enablers, called NetPaaS, in Chapter 6, and evaluate
them in Chapter 7.
5.1 Key Enablers
Recent trends and studies in content delivery outline a clear trend: the demand
for content is rapidly growing and as a result CDIs have an increased need of server
resources close to the end-users to satisfy their demand with acceptable performance.
However, the challenges as described in Chapter 3 are multifold and limit the ability
of both the CDI and the ISP to efficiently operate and scale up their respective
infrastructure. To alleviate those challenges and to enable both the CDI and the ISP
to improve current and future operation, content delivery systems have to address
two fundamental problems.
The first is the server allocation problem, i.e., where to place the servers and content.
The key enabler is in-network server allocation, or in short in-network server alloca-
tion, where the placement of servers within a network is coordinated between CDIs,
ISPs, and content providers. This enabler provides an additional degree of freedom
to the CDI to scale-up or shrink the footprint on demand and thus allows it to deliver
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content from additional locations inside the network. Major improvements in content
delivery are also possible due to the fact that the servers are placed in a way that
better serves the volatile user demand. The application of this enabler is two-fold.
One, it helps the CDI in selecting the locations and sizes of server clusters in an
ISP when it is shipping its own hardware. The second application is suitable for
more agile allocation of servers in cloud-style environments, such as those mentioned
in [123]. Multiple instances of virtual servers running the CDI software are installed
on physical servers owned by the ISP. As before, the CDI and the ISP can jointly
decide on the locations and the number of servers. A big advantage of using virtual
machines is that the time scale of server allocation can be reduced to hours or even
minutes depending on the requirements of the application and the availability of
physical resources in the network.
The second enabler is the end-user to server assignment problem, i.e., how to assign
users to the appropriate servers. The key enabler for addressing this problem is in-
formed user-server assignment or in short informed user-server assignment. It allows
a CDI to receive recommendations from a network operator, i.e., a server ranking
based on performance criteria mutually agreed upon by the ISP and CDI. The CDI
can utilize these recommendations when making its final decision regarding end-user
to server assignments. Moreover, its design allows the coordination of CDIs, content
providers and ISPs in near real-time, as we elaborate in Chapter 6. Any type of CDI
can benefit from this enabler, including ISP-operated CDIs and P2P systems. The
opportunities for this enabler are multifold as it addresses multiple challenges. The
recommendation allows the ISP to take possible network bottlenecks into account
and at the same time enables the ISP to influence how the traffic flows through its
network thus reducing the network traffic volatility. In addition it has precise knowl-
edge about the end-users location and the current network conditions and thus it can
effectively select the best possible candidate server for each individual end-user re-
quest. As a result, the improved performance increases the customer satisfaction and
simplifies future network provisioning and traffic engineering. A major advantage of
this enabler is that in comparison with other CDI-ISP [58, 84] cooperation schemes
no routing changes are needed which reduces the network management complexity.
We provide the high-level intuition for both enablers in Figure 5.1.
Until now, both problems have been tackled in a one-sided fashion by CDIs. We
believe that content delivery can be improved via accurate and up-to-date informa-
tion during the server selection by the CDI. This also eliminates the need for CDIs
to perform cumbersome and sometimes inaccurate measurements to infer the ever
changing network conditions within the ISP. We also believe that the final decision
must still be made by the CDI. In this thesis, we argue that the above enablers (a)
are necessary to enable new CDI architectures that take advantage of server vir-
tualization technology, (b) allow fruitful coordination between all involved parties,
including CDIs, CPs, and ISPs (c) enable the launch of new hand highly demanding
applications jointly by CDIs and ISPs, and (d) can significantly improve content
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delivery performance. Such performance improvements are crucial as reductions in
user transaction time increase revenues by significant margins [91].
5.2 In-Network Server Allocation
Recent advances in virtualization offer CDIs an additional degree of freedom to scale-
up or shrink the footprint on demand. This can be either done by jointly deploying
and operating new servers with the ISPs or by leveraging already existing server
infrastructure inside the network. In this section we formally introduce the design
of in-network server allocation motivated by the recent announcement of major ISPs
to support generic hardware appliances, also referred to as microdatacenters, and
offer them to application, service, and content providers. Our design of in-network
server allocation leverages the view of the ISP about the network and additional
computation and storage resources inside the network to enable a joint optimization
of server deployments and allows the CDI to dynamically scale up or reduce their
infrastructure footprint inside the ISP.
5.2.1 The New Cloud
Applications are increasingly relying on direct interactions with end-users and are
very sensitive to delay [102]. Indeed, transaction delay is critical for online busi-
nesses [91]. Network delay and loss are important contributors to the transaction
delay. Today, large-scale service deployments are restricted by limited locations in
the network, e.g., datacenters, peering locations, or IXPs. These locations are not
necessarily ideal [105]. We point out that selection of service location is critical and
currently not flexible enough. Services should be located close enough to, in terms
of network distance, the end-users. Since end-user demands are volatile and change
across time, CDIs need more agility [42]. They can improve their service quality
by quickly allocating, de-allocating, and migrating resources on-demand where and
when they are needed. Indeed, since delay and packet loss are among the critical
metrics, the service may need to be deployed deep inside the network, as many ISPs
already do for their own IPTV services. However, this option is not yet available for
non-ISP service providers, e.g., Content Delivery Infrastructures.
Currently, most services and networks are run by independent entities with different
and often conflicting objectives. Lack of information about the other entity leads
to suboptimal performance and resource allocation for both the CDI and the ISP.
For example, CDIs implement sophisticated methods to infer network conditions to
improve perceived end-user experience [128], e.g., active measurements within the
ISP networks. Yet, the information gleaned from these measurements is already
available with far greater precision to the ISP. Therefore, ISPs continuously upgrade
their infrastructures without being able to efficiently engineer the voluminous traffic
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flows [137] of e.g., CDIs. Today, cooperation and/or partnership between providers
is limited to, e.g., peering or lately direct interconnections with Content Delivery
Infrastructures. This level of cooperation is too narrow to reduce operational costs,
improve end-user experience, circumvent bottlenecks, handle flash crowds, and adapt
to changing network conditions and end-user demands. This has led to initial dis-
cussions on how to improve communication between the various entities, e.g., within
the IETF ALTO and CDNI working groups.
The ISPs Proposal
To overcome the above mentioned obstacles in service deployment and operation,
major ISPs, including AT&T, Verizon, Deutsche Telekom, Telefonica, NTT, have
proposed the use of cloud resources consisting of general purpose appliances that
are co-located at network aggregation points inside the ISP. With the convergence
of computing, storage, and communications, the acceptance of cloud services, and
the ever increasing demand for popular services, ISPs are moving towards deploying
general-purpose computing and storage infrastructures in their points of presences
(PoPs). Henceforth, we refer to these as microdatacenters. The description of the
functionality of these microdatacenters is provided in a white paper [123] that ap-
peared in the SDN and OpenFlowWorld Congress in October 2012 and was signed by
13 of the largest ISPs. Microdatacenters can be also the technical solution needed
to materialize recent alliances of major CDIs, such as Akamai with large ISPs in
the area of content delivery [11, 14, 15]. We notice that Software Defined Networks
(SDNs) is another alternative to redirect traffic or perform traffic engineering when
applied within an ISP or between and ISP and a CDN in cooperation. The compar-
ison of the two approaches, NFV and SDN, is out of the scope of this thesis and we
refer the reader to the related literature on SDN, e.g., [36, 78,83, 115,144].
Figure 5.2 illustrates the basic idea of in-network server allocation. The ISP can
offer slices within its microdatacenters, that can be leased by CDIs—using our pro-
posed mechanism—based on their needs. This approach leverages recent advances
in virtualization technology, and flexible billing models, such as pay-as-you-go, to
provide cost-efficient and scalable service deployment, enabling unprecedented flexi-
bility. Moreover, the diversity of available service locations within the network can
be used to improve end-user experience and makes it possible to launch even more
demanding applications, such as interactive ones. In-network server allocation en-
ables CDIs to rely on a fixed infrastructure deployment for their baseline operation
and then scale it up by dynamically allocating resources closer to end-users. It also
lowers the burden of entrance in the service market for smaller CDIs who can rely
exclusively on in-network server allocation at first.
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Figure 5.2: Microdatacenters in an ISP with In-Network Server Allocation enabled.
Microdatacenter Specifications
The term Microdatacenter stems from the fact that every aspect of a normal datacen-
ter is provided by a single or more industry standard server rack cabinets: network
access, computation resources and storage. The main benefit of the small form factor
is the ability to host Microdatacenters in locations that have limited space and power
supply to accommodate infrastructure as they were not designed for this purpose,
such as network aggregation points or internet exchange facilities. Microdatacenters
consist of one or more racks of off-the-shelf hardware deployed in general purpose
rack space at network aggregation points. State-of-the-art solutions have been pro-
posed by the VMware/Cisco/EMC VCE consortium [171], and are also offered by
other vendors, such as NetApp and Dell. These solutions are general-purpose and
provide a shared infrastructure for a large range of applications. Microdatacenters
typically consist of two basic components: hardware and management software.
Hardware: Typical microdatacenters include storage, computing, memory, and net-
work access components. Storage consists of tens of Terabytes with an ultra-
fast controller providing I/O throughput in the order of hundreds of Gbps. The
storage component is connected to the Internet through multi-Gbps interfaces
and to the computing component with Gigabit Ethernet switches. Typically, a
rack includes up to 40 physical multi-core blade servers as well as two routers
and two switches in mesh configuration, for redundancy and load balancing.
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Figure 5.3: Generic Microdatacenter Architecture.
Management Software: Each vendor offers a set of management tools not only for
administering the components but also to create resource slices and to delegate
the operation of the slices to external entities. This can be done per-server or
via hardware supported virtualization, see Chapter 2.5. The management soft-
ware is also responsible for storage allocation and handling network resources,
including IP address space. In addition, it comes with a monitoring interface
that allows the ISP to monitor the utilization of the overall microdatacenter as
well as information for each slice that can be shared with the external entity.
Figure 5.3 shows the general architecture of a Microdatacenter. An ISP can allocate
resource slices consisting of computing, storage, memory, and network access in a
microdatacenter and then delegate the operation of the slice to a CDI. This is what
we refer to as the ISPs cloud service which is realized via microdatacenters slices
throughout the ISPs infrastructure, which offers a large advantage over normal cloud
resources: server deployment very close to the end-user.
Definition 5.1: Microdatacenter Slice.
A microdatacenter slice is a set of physical or virtualized resources of specified capac-
ity within a microdatacenter. Control of the slice is delegated to the service provider
that can install and operate its service using the resources of the slice.
For example, a slice can be a physical 1-core server with 2 GB RAM, 30 GB storage,
1 Gbps Internet access bandwidth, and 2 public IPs. Alternatively, it can be a
virtual server with 2 GB RAM, 1 Gbps Internet access bandwidth, 1 public IP,
and a pre-installed OS. With current management and virtualization tools available
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from established vendors, it is possible to allocate/de-allocate slices on demand with
unprecedented degree of freedom, e.g., [22] and references within.
Microdatacenter Network Footprint
Most ISPs’ networks consist of an access network to provide Internet access to DSL
and/or cable customers, as well as an aggregation network for business and/or VPN
customers. Routers at this level are often referred to as edge routers. The access
and aggregation networks are then connected to the ISP’s backbone which consists
of core routers. Border routers are core routers that are used to connect either to
other networks or to co-location centers. Opportunities to deploy microdatacenters
exist at each level: edge, core, or border router locations.
The advantage of deploying service infrastructure only at the core router locations is
that there are a few large and well established locations. This is also a disadvantage
as location diversity is limited. Location diversity is highest at the edge router
locations. However, it is not always possible to deploy a microdatacenter, i.e., due to
limited space and/or power at the facilities, or due to cost. These locations, however,
minimize the distance to the customers. Border router locations are often a subset
of core routers, hence they inherit the same advantages and disadvantages.
The main benefit of using an ISP cloud service vs. a public cloud service for a CDI
is the chance to minimize the distance to the end-user. In-network server allocation
allows the CDI to control the location of the slices and ensures that there are no
major network bottlenecks.
5.2.2 Design for In-Network Server Allocation
In-network server allocation is a service of the ISP (see Figure 5.2) that enables CDIs
to scale their infrastructure according to end-user demands, so as to minimize its
capital expenditures and operating costs, as well as reducing the network distance
between its infrastructure and the end-user. Moreover, it offers an interface that
enables the CDI to map user requests to appropriate slices in order to maximize slice
utilization and minimize the distance between the end-user and the slices.
Definition 5.2: In-Network Server Allocation.
The in-network server allocation is a service offered by the ISP and uses as its base
unit of resource allocation the notion of a microdatacenter slice. It is the ISP’s task
to allocate/de-allocate the slices since it operates the microdatacenters. The CDI
requests slices based on its clients demand. When the slice is allocated to the CDI,
the service can be installed on the slice. From that point on, the CDI fully controls
the operation of the service installed on the slice in the selected microdatacenter.
Negotiation about microdatacenter locations and available slices are done via the
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in-network server allocation interface through which CDI demands are matched to
the ISPs resources. The interface also allows access to billing information. Moreover,
the in-network server allocation interface enables the mapping of end-user requests
to appropriate slices utilizing the informed user-server assignment, see Chapter 5.3
The above mentioned use of microdatacenters is in-line with the available primitives
of private and public clouds operated in large-scale datacenters, e.g., [19, 117], and
the recently announced Network Function Virtualisation (NFV) [123].
How to map demands to resources in an efficient manner is the task of the ISP. Only
the ISP has up-to date information about the current state of the network, e.g.,
the internal routing configuration and the current link utilization. Thus, the ISP
has to implement two basic functionalities based on the above specification to offer
in-network server allocation: mapping of CDI demands to slices and assigning end-
users to slices. Note, the time scales at which these two services are expected to be
used differ significantly. The first one allows the service provider to flexibly allocate
and de-allocate slices, e.g., based on demand forecasts. We foresee that requests for
slices are not issued individually but rather collectively on a time scale of tens of
minutes or hours. The second one enables ISPs to assist CDIs in assigning end-users
to slices which we discuss in detail in Chapter 5.3
The CDI provides the ISP with a set of demands for slice resources, predicted demand
locations, desired slice locations, as well as optimization criteria. The ISP then has
to map the demands to its microdatacenter resources. We expect that the major
degree of freedom that the ISP uses to jointly optimize performance is the desired
slice location. We refer to this optimization problem as the slice location problem.
If the desired slice locations are fully specified or the predicted demand locations are
missing, the slice location problem becomes trivial and the ISP only grants or denies
the requested slice resources.
Another degree of freedom in-network server allocation offers to the CDI is auto-
scaling. While it is quite feasible to dimension applications, flash-crowds or device
failures are hard to predict. To this end, in-network server allocation can offer to
create replicas if its monitoring indicates that the capacity at a given location is
or will be exceeded. To realize this service, the ISP needs to constantly monitor
available resource and if necessary migrate or suggest the creation of additional
slices. Moreover, it allows the CDI to monitor the utilization of its slices.
Service Interfaces
The in-network server allocation of the ISP offers three interfaces to the Content
Delivery Infrastructures to interact with the system:
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Resource discovery: Using this interface the CDI requests information about re-
sources, e.g., about available locations for slices and if in principle slices are
available at those locations at what price.
Slice allocation: The CDI is able to requests slice allocations within a certain cost
limit or with specific slice configurations via this interface.
Monitoring and billing: This interface allows the CDI to monitor the current status
and cost of all its allocated slices.
In the remainder of this section we shortly discuss the monitoring and billing in-
terface. In Chapter 5.2.3 we formulate the slice location problem and formulate a
Linear Program for it to propose approximation heuristics based on our LP and lo-
cal search. Chapter 6 gives specific examples of how the resource discovery and slice
allocation interfaces can be implemented and how a CDI and ISP can utilize them
to cooperate in order to improve their services and infrastructure deployments.
Monitoring and Billing
It is important for the CDI to minimize and track the cost of its use of in-network
server allocation. Depending on the scale of the services, the service provider has to
pay the usual price or negotiate bilateral agreements with the ISP. Using the resource
discovery interface, it estimates the cost of slice allocation at possible locations. Using
the slice allocation interface, it can bound the total cost of the request.
We expect that the billing of a slice allocated via in-network server allocation follows
that of large-scale datacenters. This means that there is an installation cost and a
usage cost. The installation cost applies to a single slice in a microdatacenter and is
charged only once or over long time intervals, e.g., hours, and is fixed. The instal-
lation cost typically increases if additional licenses have to be leased, e.g., software
licenses. The installation cost can depend on the location of the microdatacenter
that hosts the slice or the time-of-day.
The usage cost follows a pay-as-you-go billing model and charges for the usage of dif-
ferent resources assigned to a slice. The billing among different resources in the same
slice can be quite diverse. The slice can use expensive resources such as bandwidth
or cheaper ones such as CPU.
For example, a slice may have a $0.01 per hour installation cost and a usage cost
that depends on its use of various resources, e.g., $0.02 per real CPU usage per hour,
$0.001 per GByte stored per hour, and $0.001 per Gbps outgoing traffic per hour.
If the slice is idle, then only the installation cost is charged. Note, that if the slice
is used for a short period within the allocation time, e.g., a few minutes, then the
charge may apply to the minimum billing granularity.
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To minimize the cost of deploying an on-demand service, the CDI can change its
total slice demands as well as its slice specifications dynamically. Moreover, it can
relax the slice specifications to reduce overall cost of its service deployment.
5.2.3 Algorithms for In-Network Server Allocation
The slice location problem can be modeled as an instance of the capacitated facility
location problem (CFL) [92], where the locations at which facilities can be opened
correspond to the locations at which slices can be placed, and there is a constraint
on the amount of bandwidth available at each location or on each network link.
The goal is to determine where the servers should be placed so as to satisfy all
end-user demands while respecting the capacity constraints of both the slices and
the underlying network infrastructure, and also possibly minimizing the distance
between slices and end-users. Given the specification of a slice, if the capacity of a
location allows multiple slices to be allocated then the solution may allocate more
than one slice per location. As previously discussed, the ISP has a detailed view
of the network activity (e.g., traffic matrices over a period of time), the annotated
network topology, and the candidate locations to allocate slicea, along with the
available resources, including the network capacity at these locations. The CDI can
also express the demand that needs to be satisfied with additional slices as well as
the slice requirements.
In the CFL solution, to prevent the creation of hot-spots, the distance of end-users
to slices is proportional to the utilization of the most congested link (given the
background traffic) along the path from the slice to the end-user. We also assume
that the informed user-server assignment enabler is in place. In our setting end-users
can be assigned to different slices for each request. Thus, the demand is in general
splittable. This allows for fast and accurate server allocations using standard local
search heuristics for CFL [23].
In this section we show how the slice location problem can be to formulated as a
Slice Location Problem (SL) that is used to allocate slices in the ISP cloud such that
the operational cost and the distance between end-users and slices is minimized.
We then formulate a Linear Program for the slice location problem and propose
approximation heuristics based on our LP and local search.
The Slice Location Problem: Let a directed graph G = (V,E) represent the ISP
network given by a router set V and a set of links E. Let L ⊆ V be the set of
locations in the network where the ISP operates microdatacenters. Let S be the set
of available slices at these locations that can potentially host the service. Let cij
be the delay between a slice si ∈ S and clients attached to vj . Also, let ui, fi and
ri denote the slice capacity, the installation cost and the the unit price for resource
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utilization of slice si respectively. Finally, let d(vj) denote the service demand of
users attached to vj . Let us now formally define the slice location problem:
Definition 5.3: Slice Location Problem (SL).
Given a set of available slices S with associated installation and usage cost, and a
set of demands d(vj), ∀vj ∈ V , select a subset of slices F ⊆ S so as to minimize the
total cost of installing and operating the slices, as well as offering the service close
to the client demand.
SL is the capacitated facility location problem (CFL) [92], where the facilities corre-
spond to the slices and can be co-located. Moreover, to model the cost of operating
a slice, the distance between a slice and clients is increased linearly by the unit price
for the usage of a resource in this slice (pi). We focus on the CFL with splittable
demands, which allows demand to be allocated to more than one facility. This is
a reasonable assumption as requests from different users that are attached to the
same router can be served by different slices. This allows better utilization of the
microdatacenter resources and thus reduces usage cost. The total number of slices
that are allocated are part of the solution of the optimization problem. If k is an
upper bound on the number of slices that a service can install then SL is the capac-
itated k-median problem with splittable demands. We refer to this version of the
slice location problem as k-slice location.
Both the capacitated facility location and the k-median problem are NP-hard [92]
and therefore both versions of the slice location problem are as well. Thus, we
propose heuristics based on linear programming and local search.
Linear Programming: We formulate SL as an integer linear program, and relax the
integrality constraints to obtain a linear program (LP):
min
∑
i
fiyi +
∑
j
∑
i
rixijd(vj)cij
s.t.
∑
i
xij ≥ 1 ∀j
xij ≤ yi ∀i, j∑
j
xijd(vj) ≤ uiyi ∀i
yi ≤ 1 ∀i
xij , yi ≥ 0 ∀i, j.
Algorithm 5.1: Linear Program for Slice Location Problem
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Variable yi is boolean and indicates if a slice si is selected (yi = 1) or not. Variable xij
indicates the fraction of demand d(vj) that is assigned to slice si. The first constraint
states that the demand has to be satisfied and the second one that the demand can
be assigned only to selected slices. The third constraint states that the total demand
served by a slice can not exceed the slice capacity. The fourth constraint states that
a slice can be served only once and the last one that no negative fraction of demand
can be assigned or no unavailable slice can be assigned. To solve the k-slice location,
one more constraint must be added:
∑
i yi ≤ k.
The solution of the above LP can be found in polynomial time [88]. A number of
techniques have been proposed to find a solution faster and include rounding [39,104]
and primal-dual methods [82]. The above LP can be extended to tackle the resource
requests of multiple CDIs at the same time.
Fast Heuristic – Local Search: The LP solution may be too slow for slice location
as its run-time scales with the number of microdatacenters and CDIs. Therefore,
we consider alternative heuristics. The best heuristic for the facility location and
k-median problems is local search [90]. In the setting of the slice location problem,
the local search heuristic starts with an initial feasible allocation of slices. Then, it
incrementally improves the solution either by evaluating neighboring solutions, e.g.,
by adding, removing, or swapping one or more slices. Once the local search finds
a stable set of slices it has found its local optimum. For the slice location problem
with splittable demands, a local search heuristic that permits adding, dropping, or
swapping one slice has been shown to give good approximations [23].
5.3 Informed User-Server Assignment
The need for informed user-server assignment is motivated by the observation (see
Figure 5.1) that by selecting an appropriate CDI server out of all the available ones
(servers A, B, C), it is possible to improve end-user performance and at the same
time achieve traffic engineering goals. Today, the massive deployment of CDI servers
offers both server and path diversity that is largely unexplored. The latter is due to
the fact that CDIs and ISPs operate in isolation.
5.3.1 Design for Informed User-Server Assignment
As pointed out ISPs are in a unique position to help CDIs and P2P systems to
improve content delivery since they have the knowledge about the current state
of the underlying network topology, the status of individual links, as well as the
precise network location of the end-user. The idea to leverage this information ISPs
have readily at hand is by no means new and thus the research community has
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proposed various alternative solutions. While they all differ in certain aspects, their
basic idea is the same: utilize available information about the network to make
an educated selection prior connecting to a service. Following this idea, all of the
proposed solution employ the same basic conceptual design: themanagement plane is
responsible for collecting up-to-date information about the network while the control
plane acts as an interface to this information for the application. In this section
we formally introduce the generic design for informed user-server assignment and
present readily available systems and how they realize this design in detail.
Management Plane – The Network Map: The systems management plane is re-
sponsible to collect up-to-date state network information, such as network topology,
routing information, link utilization and other important metrics. This information
is used to maintain an internal map of the network representing the current state
of the real network. One important aspect of this component is how the informa-
tion about the network is retrieved. The different implementations range from active
measurements over passive measurements to active participation in network manage-
ment systems (such as BGP). Another important aspect is the frequency in which
the information is collected. For certain information such as topology or routing an
immediate update is necessary to guarantee correct functioning of the system, while
others, such as link utilization or packet loss rates, only degrade the quality of the
system. Still other information, such as link capacities or transmission delays, can be
considered (semi-)static. Last but not least the systems differ in what information
is necessary to be operational and if additional information sources can be used to
improve accuracy.
Control Plane – The Information Interface: The control plane of the system is
responsible for providing an interface to the information of the management plane so
that clients can make use of the information. This can basically be seen as an interface
or API that clients can query to get information about the current network state. The
various proposed solutions differ mainly in which fashion and at which granularity the
information can be retrieved. There are two main competing approaches: abstracted
network maps and preference lists. The first one transforms the available information
from the management plane into an annotated representation of nodes and edges.
The big difference to the actual data of the management plane is the aggregation
level and the specific annotations. Clients can then query the system to get an up-
to-date abstract network map, which they can use to decide which of the possible
destination to connect to by calculating the best candidates by themselves using their
own optimization target. The second one uses the information of the management
plane to create a ranked list of possible service destinations (read: IP addresses). The
required input includes the source, possible destinations and (if the system supports
multiple collaboration objectives) an optimization goal, e.g., minimal delay. The
output consists of a re-ordered list of the possible destinations in regard to the
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Figure 5.4: Informed User-Server Assignment Process
optimization goal, the first being the most and the last being the least desirable
destination.
Note that in both cases the client is in the position to select the final destination,
allowing to completely ignore the additional information. Another important fact is
that the client is not necessarily the end-user but can be a service provider them-
selves. For instance a company providing content delivery service (CDI) can make
use of this service to improve its user-to-server mapping accuracy or in case of the
BitTorrent P2P system the tracker can query the service prior returning an initial
peer list to a connected client. While not strictly necessary, the two components
are usually implemented as separate entities within the system to allow better scal-
ability, information aggregation and/or anonymization without loosing precision or
multiple collaboration objectives. In addition to that, all systems tackle important
issues for any collaboration approach, such as privacy information leakage or targeted
objective(s).
Figure 5.4 illustrates how those systems can influence the traffic flows inside a net-
work. With the recommendation from the ISP the server selection process of a CDI
avoids the highly utilized link and thus improves the end-users performance while at
the same time the ISP is able to better balance the traffic inside the network.
Proposed Solutions for Informed User-Server Assignment
In this section we introduce the different solutions proposed by the research com-
munity for informed user-server assignment and outline the specific implementation
and thus highlights the differences between them. The presented solutions include
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the original Oracle concept proposed by Aggarwal et al. [10], P4P proposed by Xie
et al. [177], Ono proposed by Choffnes and Bustamante [41] and PaDIS proposed by
Poese et al. [138]. We also give an overview of the activities within the IETF Appli-
cation Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO) working group, which have been fueled
to some extend by the proposed systems discussed in this section.
P2P Oracle Service: Aggarwal et al. [10] describe an oracle service to solve the
mismatch between the overlay network and underlay routing network in P2P content
delivery. Instead of the P2P node choosing neighbors independently, the ISP can offer
a service, the oracle, that ranks the potential neighbors according to certain metrics:
a client supplied peer list is re-ordered based on coarse-grained distance metrics, e.g.,
the number of AS hops [79], the peer being inside/outside the AS or the distance to
the edge of the AS. This ranking can be seen as the ISP expressing preference for
certain P2P neighbors. For peers inside the network additional information can be
used, such as access bandwidth, expected delay or link congestion to further improve
the traffic management.
Proactive Network Provider Participation for P2P (P4P): The “Proactive Net-
work Provider Participation for P2P” is another approach to enable cooperative
network information sharing between the network provider and applications. The
P4P architecture [177] introduces iTrackers as portals operated by network providers
that divides the traffic control responsibilities between providers and applications.
Each iTracker maintains an internal representation of the network in the form of
nodes and annotated edges. A node represents a set of clients that can be aggre-
gated at different levels, e.g., certain locations (PoP) or network state (similar level
of congestion). Clients can query the iTracker to obtain the “virtual” cost for possi-
ble peer candidates. This “virtual” cost allows the network operators to express any
kind of preferences and may be based on the provider’s choice of metrics, including
utilization, transit costs, or geography. It also enables the client to compare and
choose the most suited peers to connect to.
Ono - Travelocity-based Path Selection: The Ono system [41] by Choffnes and
Bustamante is based on “techniques for inferring and exploiting the network measure-
ments performed by CDNs for the purpose of locating and utilizing quality Internet
paths without performing extensive path probing or monitoring” proposed by Su
et al. in [165]. Based on their observations that CDN redirection is driven primarily
by latency [165], they formulate the following hypothesis: Peers that exhibit similar
redirection behavior of the same CDN are most likely close to each other, probably
even in the same AS. For this each peer performs periodic DNS lookups on popular
CDN names and calculates how close other peers are by determining the cosine simi-
larity with their lookups. To share the lookup among the peers they use either direct
communication between Ono enabled peers or via distributed storage solutions e.g.,
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DHT-based. On the downside Ono relies on the precision of the measurements that
the CDNs perform and that their assignment strategy is actually based mainly on
delay. In case the CDNs change their strategy in that regard Ono can yield wrong
input for the biased peer selection the authors envision.
When considering our design concept described above, Ono is a bit harder to fit
into the picture: Ono distributes the functionality of the management and control
planes among all participating peers. Also, Ono does not try to measure the network
state directly, but infers it by observing Akamai’s user-to-server mapping behavior
on a large scale and relies on Akamai doing the actual measurements [128], Thus the
management plane of Ono consists of recently resolved hostnames from many P2P
clients. The quality of other peers can then be assessed by the number of hostnames
that resolve to the same destination. The control plane in Ono’s case is a DHT, which
allows decentralized reads and writes of key-value pairs in a distributed manner, thus
giving access to the data of the management plane.
Provider-aided Distance Information System (PaDIS): In [138] Poese et al. pro-
pose a “Provider-aided Information Systems (PaDIS)”, a system to enable collab-
oration between network operators and content delivery systems. The system en-
hances concept of the P2P Oracle to include server based content delivery systems
(e.g., CDNs), to maintain an up-to-date annotated map of the ISP network and its
properties as well as the state of ISP-operated servers that are open for rent. In
addition, it provides recommendations on possible locations for servers to better sat-
isfy the demand by the CDN and ISP traffic engineering goals. In the management
plane, it gathers detailed information about the network topology, i.e., routers and
links, annotations such as link utilization, router load as well as topological changes.
An Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) listener provides up-to-date information about
routers and links. Additional information, e.g., link utilization and other metrics can
be retrieved via SNMP. A Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) listener collects routing
information to calculate the paths that traffic takes through the network, including
egress traffic. Ingress points of traffic can be found by utilizing Netflow data. This
allows for complete forward and reverse path mapping inside the ISP and enables a
complete path map between any two points in the ISP network. While PaDIS builds
an anotated map of the ISP network, it keeps the information acquired from other
components in separate data structures. This separation ensures that changes in
prefix assignments do not directly affect the routing in the annotated network map.
Pre-calculating path properties for all paths, allow for constant lookup speed inde-
pendent of path length and network topology. On the control plane, PaDIS makes
use of the prefrence lists known from the P2P Oracle, but supports multiple, indi-
vidual optimization targets. Apart from basic default optimizations (e.g., low delay,
high throughput), additional optimizations can be negotiated between the network
operator and the content delivery system.
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Application-Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO): The research into P2P traffic
localization has led the IETF to form a working group for “Application Layer Traffic
Optimization (ALTO)” [113]. The goal of the ALTO WG is to develop Internet stan-
dards that offer “better-than-random” peer selection by providing information about
the underlying network and to design a query-response protocol that the applica-
tions can query for an optimized peer selection strategy [18]. On the control plane,
ALTO offers multiple services to the applications querying it, most notably are the
Endpoint Cost Service and the Map service. The Endpoint Cost Service allows the
Application the query the ALTO server for costs and rankings based on endpoints
(usually IP subnets) and use that information for an optimized peer selection process
or to pick the most suitable server of a CDI. The Network Map service makes use of
the fact that most endpoints are in fact rather close to each other and thus can be
aggregated into a single entity. The resulting set of entities is then called an ALTO
Network Map. The definition of proximity in that case depends on the aggregation
level, in one Map endpoints in the same IP subnet may be considered close while
in another all subnets attached to the same Point of Presence (PoP) are close. In
contrast to the Endpoint Cost Service the ALTO Network Map is suitable when
more Endpoints need to be considered and offers better scalability, especially when
coupled with caching techniques. Although the ALTO WG statement is more P2P
centric, the service is also suitable to improve the connection to CDN servers.
5.3.2 Algorithms for Informed User-Server Assignment
In this section we propose algorithms to realize informed user-server assignment in
the context of an ISP. A key observation is that informed user-server assignment can
be reduced to the restricted machine load balancing problem [27] for which optimal
online algorithms are available. The benefit of the informed user-server assignment
online algorithm can be estimated either by reporting results from field tests within
an ISP or by using trace-driven simulations. Typically, in operational networks only
aggregated monitoring data is available. To estimate the benefit that informed user-
server assignment offers to an ISP, we present oﬄine algorithms that uses traffic
demands and server diversity over time extracted from those statistics as input.
For this, the CDI identifies the servers that can satisfy the requested demand and
then ranks them based on its own criteria. Let S′ ⊆ S be the set of possible CDI
servers and {xi} and {yi}, i ∈ [1, |S
′|] a ranking of the servers from the viewpoint of
the CDI and ISP, respectively. The CDI then assigns the user to the slice that mini-
mizes the rankings of the CDI and the ISP. We formally define the joint optimization
problem of assigning end-users to servers or slices hosted in ISP microdatacenters as
informed user-server assignment problem:
Definition 5.4: User-Server Assignment Problem.
Given a new demand request dr from an end-user that originates at vj , and a set of
servers S′ ⊆ S that can satisfy the request, assign the end-user to the server si ∈ S
′
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that optimizes the CDIs criteria, e.g., minimum cost, while considering the ISP’s
recommendations.
Connection to Restricted Machine Load Balancing
Given a set of CDIs and their network location diversity, we consider the problem of
re-assigning the flows that correspond to demands of end-users to the CDIs in such
a way that a specific optimization goal is achieved. Given that sub-flows between
end-systems and CDI servers can be re-distributed only to a subset of the network
paths, we show that the solution of the optimal traffic matrix problem corresponds to
solving the restricted machine load balancing problem [27]. In the restricted machine
load balancing problem, a sequence of tasks is arriving, where each task can be
executed by a subset of all the available machines. The goal is to assign each task
upon arrival to one of the machines that can execute it so that the total load is
minimized. Note, contrary to the case of multipath where paths between only one
source-destination pair are utilized, informed user-server assignment can utilize any
eligible path between any candidate source and destination of traffic.
For ease of presentation let us assume that the optimization goal is to minimize the
maximum link utilization in the network [64, 65]. Let us consider three consumers
where each one wants to download one unit of content from two different content
delivery infrastructures, see Figure 5.5. Given that different servers can deliver the
content on behalf of the two CDIs, the problem consists in assigning end-users to
servers in such a way that their demands are satisfied while minimizing the maximum
link utilization in the network. Thus, the problem is the restricted machine load
balancing one where tasks are the demands satisfied by the servers and machines
are the bottleneck links that are traversed when a path, out of all eligible server-
consumer paths, is selected. Figure 5.5 shows one of the possible solutions to this
problem, where end-user 1 is assigned to servers 1 and 4, end-user 2 to servers 5
and 2, and end-user 3 to servers 3 and 6. Note that the machine load refers to the
utilization of the bottleneck links of eligible paths, denoted as link 1 and 2.
To be consistent with our terminology, we define the restricted flow load balancing
problem. Let J be the set of the end-users in the network, K be the set of content
delivery infrastructures, and I be the set of servers for a given CDI, i.e., the set of
locations where a request can be satisfied. Note, this set is offered by the CDI in
order to satisfy its own objectives and can change over time. We denote as Mjk the
set of flows that can deliver content for a given content producer k to end-user j.
Definition 5.5: Restricted Flow Load Balancing Problem.
The restricted flow load balancing problem is the problem of finding a feasible assign-
ment of flows such that a traffic engineering goal is achieved, given a set of sub-flows
{fijk} from all eligible servers i ∈ I of a given content delivery infrastructure k ∈ K
to a end-user j ∈ J , and a set of eligible residual flows f−kij , i ∈Mjk (after removing
the traffic of the above mentioned sub-flows).
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Figure 5.5: User-Server Assignment and Restricted Machine Load Balancing.
Despite some similarities, the nature of our problem differs from the multi-commodity
flow and bin packing. In the multi-commodity flow problem [25], the demand between
source and destination pairs is given while in our problem the assignment of demands
is part of the solution. In the bin packing problem [45], the objective is to minimize
the number of bins, i.e., number of flows in our setting, even if this means deviating
from the given traffic engineering goal. Note, in the restricted flow load balancing
problem any eligible path from a candidate source to a destination server can be
used, contrary to the multipath problem where only equal-cost paths can be used.
Online Algorithm and Competitiveness
We next turn to the design of online algorithms. It has been shown that in the online
restricted machine load balancing problem, the greedy algorithm that schedules a
permanent task to an eligible processor having the least load is exactly optimal [27],
i.e., it is the best that can be found, achieving a competitive ratio of ⌈log2 n⌉ + 1,
where n is the number of machines. If tasks are splittable then the greedy algorithm
is 1-competitive, i.e., it yields the same performance as an oﬄine optimal algorithm.
The greedy algorithm is an online one, thus it converges to the optimal solution
immediately without oscillations.
In the restricted flow load balancing problem, the set Mjk can be obtained from the
set of candidate servers that can deliver content when utilizing informed user-server
assignment as described in Chapter 5.3. The online assignment of users to servers per
request, which minimizes the overall load, leads to an optimal assignment of sessions
within sub-flows. In our case, flows are splittable since the content corresponding to
each content request is negligible compared to the overall traffic traversing a link.
Note, the end-to-end TCP connections are not splittable. Thus, the following online
algorithm is optimal:
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Algorithm 5.2: Online Greedy Server Selection.
Upon the arrival of a content request, assign the end-user to the server that can
deliver the content, out of all the servers offered by the CDI, such that the traffic
engineering goal is achieved.
Oﬄine Algorithm
Before applying informed user-server assignment in real operational networks, it is
important to understand the potential benefits that it can bring in a given context.
For example, the operator of an ISP network wants to know in advance what are the
gains when applying informed user-server assignment, as well as being able to answer
what-if scenarios, when applying informed user-server assignment to traffic delivered
by different CDIs. Companies operating CDIs also want to quantify the benefits by
participating in informed user-server assignment before collaborating with an ISP.
In most operational networks, aggregated statistics and passive measurements are
collected to support operational decisions. Therefore, we provide a framework that
allows a simulation-driven evaluation of informed user-server assignment in Chap-
ter 6. To that end, we now present oﬄine algorithms that can take as input passive
measurements and evaluate the potential gain when applying informed user-server
assignment in different scenarios. We propose a linear programming formulation as
well as greedy approximation algorithms to speed-up the process of estimating the
gain when using informed user-server assignment.
Linear Programming Formulation: To estimate improvement of informed user-
server assignment we formulate the Restricted Flow Load Balancing problem (see
Chapter 5.3.2) as a Linear Program (LP) with restrictions on the variable values.
Variables fijk correspond to flows that can be influenced. Setting fijk = 0 indicates
that end-user j cannot download the content from server i of a content provider
k. For each end-user j we require that its demand djk for content provider k is
satisfied, i.e., we require
∑
i∈Mjk
fijk = djk. The utilization on a flow fij is expressed
as fij =
∑
k fijk.
We use the objective function to encode the traffic engineering goal. For ease of
presentation we use as objective function the minimization of the maximum link
utilization. Let Te be the set of flows fij that traverse a link e ∈ E. The link
utilization of a link e ∈ E is expressed as Le =
∑
Te
fij . Let variable L correspond
to the maximum link utilization. We use the inequality
∑
Te
fij ≤ L for all links.
This results in the following LP problem:
The solution of the above LP provides a fractional assignment of flows under the
assumption that flows are splittable and thus can be solved in polynomial time [88].
The solution is the optimal flow assignment, f∗ijk, that minimizes the maximum link
utilization of the network. If flows are not splittable, or the sub-flows are discretized,
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min L
∑
i
fijk = djk, ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K
∑
Te
fijk ≤ L, ∀ j ∈ J, i ∈ I, k ∈ K, e ∈ E
0 ≤ fijk ≤ djk, ∀ j ∈ J, i ∈Mjk, k ∈ K
fijk = 0, ∀ j ∈ J, i /∈Mjk, k ∈ K
Algorithm 5.3: Linear Program for Informed User-Server Assignment
then the integer programming formulation has to be solved. In this case the Re-
stricted Flow Load Balancing problem is NP-hard and a polynomial time rounding
algorithm that approximates the assignment within a factor of 2 exists [103].
Approximation Algorithms: Since it is a common practice for operators to study
multiple scenarios to quantify the effect of changes in traffic matrices over periods
that spans multiple weeks or months, solutions based on LP may be too slow. It is
also too slow to estimate the gain of informed user-server assignment when applying
it to an arbitrary combination of CPs. To that end, we turn our attention to the
design of fast approximation algorithms. Simple greedy algorithms for load balancing
problems [77] are among the best known. Accordingly, we propose a greedy algorithm
for our problem which starts with the largest flow first.
Algorithm 5.4: Greedy-Sort-Flow.
Sort sub-flows in decreasing order based on volume and re-assign them in this order
to any other eligible flow which, after assigning the sub-flow fijk, will yield the most
for the desired traffic engineering goal.
Assignment in sorted order has been shown to significantly improve the approxima-
tion ratio and the convergence speed [51,77]. Recent studies [71,98,137] show that a
small number of content delivery infrastructures are responsible for a large fraction
of the traffic. Therefore it is expected that the algorithm yields results close to the
optimal ones. To further improve the accuracy of the proposed approximation algo-
rithm, we design an iterative version of the algorithm, presented in Algorithm 5.5,
that converges to the optimal solution. Indeed, a small number of iterations, typically
one, suffice to provide a stable assignment of flows.
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Algorithm 5.5: Iterative Greedy-Sort-Flow.
INPUT: I, J , K, {fijk}, {Mjk}, A.
OUTPUT: {f∗ijk}.
Initialization:
1. Sort k ∈ K by decreasing volume:
∑
i
∑
j fijk.
2. Sort j ∈ J by decreasing volume:
∑
i fijk for all k ∈ K.
Iteration:
Until no sub-flow is re-assigned or the maximum number of iterations has been
reached.
⊲ Pick unprocessed k ∈ K in descending order.
⊲ Pick unprocessed j ∈ J in descending order.
⊲ Re-assign fijk in f
−k
ij , i ∈Mjk s.t. the engineering goal is achieved.
5.4 Summary
In this Chapter, we introduce two key enablers, namely in-network server alloca-
tion and informed user-server assignment, to facilitate the collaboration between
CDIs and ISPs and to address the challenges of todays content delivery landscape
discussed in Chapter 3.1. We describe the two enablers in great detail by outlining
their design rationale and propose efficient algorithms to realize them. We find
that leveraging the information that both the CDI and the ISP have readily at hand
enables a collaborative approach for jointly optimizing the efficiency and performance
of allocating additional server resources and assigning end-user to servers. We present
the system architecture of our approach, called NetPaaS, in Chapter 6 and quantify
the possible benefits of the system in Chapter 7.
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NetPaaS - Network Platform as a
Service
Today there is no system to support CDI-ISP collaboration and joint CDI server
deployment within an ISP network. In this Chapter, we present the architecture of
a novel system, NetPaaS (Network Platform as a Service), which realizes the two
key enablers for CDI-ISP collaboration introduced in Chapter 5. NetPaaS orches-
trates the on-demand deployment of services inside microdatacenters by utilizing the
view of the ISP about the network and additional computation and storage resources
inside the network. First, we give an overview of NetPaaS and describe its function-
alities and the protocols it utilizes to enable collaboration. Next, we give a detailed
description of the NetPaaS architecture. Finally we comment on the scalability and
privacy preserving properties of NetPaaS and discuss a possible deployment scenario
of the system inside an ISP.
6.1 NetPaaS Functionalities and Protocols
NetPaaS enables CDIs and ISPs to efficiently coordinate the user to server assignment
and allows the CDI to expand or shrink its footprint inside the ISPs network on de-
mand, towards achieving performance targets [96] and traffic engineering goals [140].
Neither of them is a trivial task when dealing with large networks (thousands of
routers), highly distributed microdatacenters (in tens of locations and hundreds of
machines), and constant network, routing, and traffic updates.
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Figure 6.1: NetPaaS protocols and operation.
The NetPaaS protocol allows CDIs to express required server specifications and ISPs
to communicate available resources and their prices. Its design allows the parties
to exchange information at very small time scales, e.g., in the order of seconds,
similar to the time scale that CDIs can potentially redirect users (see Chapter 4.7)
to enable fast responses to rapid changes in traffic volumes. With NetPaaS an ISP
can offer the following services: (1) User-server assignment: allows to request
recommendations for user to server mapping from the ISP. (2) Resource discovery:
communicates information about resources, e.g., available locations or number of
servers and the conditions for leasing them, e.g., price and reservation times. (3)
Server allocation: enables a CDI to allocate server resources within the ISPs
network.
NetPaaS protocols are designed to be efficient and to minimize delay and communi-
cation overhead. The required communication for the different services are explained
in more detail in Chapter 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. For the informed user-server assignment
service NetPaaS also supports BGP as communication protocol as this is already
supported by many CDI operators, e.g., Google Global Cache [75], Netflix Open
Connect [122], or the Akamai Network [128].
6.1.1 NetPaaS Protocol for User-Server Assignment
We first describe the general approach for informed user-server assignment today
and then discuss the additional steps and protocol messages for our collaborative
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approach, illustrated in the top left of Figure 6.1 (“CDI: user assign”). When a
CDI receives a DNS request, typically by a resolver (i.e., when the answer is not
locally available in the local resolver), it utilizes internal information in order to
assign a server to satisfy the request. The selection of the server depends on the
location of the source of the request, as this is inferred from the resolvers that
sends it, as well as the availability of close-by servers and cost of delivery [128,165].
When the CDI selects a set of servers to satisfy the request, it sends a DNS reply
back to the resolver that sent the DNS request who then sends it to the source
of the request. Notice that for scalability reasons and to deal with flash crowds,
large CDIs allow all the available servers to serve the same content [169]. If the
content is not locally available, the server fetches the content from other close-by
servers or the origin server, caches it locally and sends it to the end-user [128].
To take advantage of the ISPs NetPaaS informed user-server assignment service
the CDI issues a recommendation request prior to answering the DNS query. The
recommendation request contains the source of the DNS request and a list of eligible
CDI server IPs which NetPaaS ranks based on ISP-internal information, e.g., link
utilization or path delay, and possible traffic engineering goals. If the source of the
DNS request is the ISP operated DNS resolver or when the EDNS0 Client Subnet
Extension [47] is present, NetPaaS can precisely locate the end-user inside the ISPs
network, effectively increasing the recommendations precision of the system. The ISP
then returns this preference ordered list in a recommendation message to the CDI
which can select the most appropriate servers based on both the ISPs and its own
criteria. Thus, it can optimize the informed user-server assignment while completely
controlling of the final server selection process.
6.1.2 NetPaaS Protocol for Server Allocation
We next describe the steps and required protocol messages for collaborative in-
network server allocation that are illustrated in the top right of Figure 6.1 (“CDI:
allocate server”). When a CDI decides that additional server resources are needed to
satisfy the end-user demand or when the CDI and ISP jointly agree to deploy new
servers inside the ISP, the CDI submits a request to NetPaaS. The request contains
the required hardware resources, a demand forecast (e.g., per region or per sub-
net) together with a number of optimization criteria and possible constraints. The
demand forecast allows NetPaaS to compute an optimal placement for the newly
allocated server(s). Optimization criteria include minimizing network distance or
deployment cost among others. Possible constraints are the number of locations,
minimum resources per server, or reservation time. Based on this information Net-
PaaS computes a set of deployments, i.e., the server locations and the number of
servers, by solving an optimization problem (namely the CFL problem, see Chap-
ter 5.2.3). The reply contains the possible deployments and their respective prices.
The CDI either selects one or more of the offered deployments by sending a selection
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message to NetPaaS or starts over by submitting a new request. When receiving a se-
lection message, NetPaaS checks if it can offer the selected resources. If all conditions
are met, NetPaaS reserves the requested resources to guarantee their availability and
sends an allocation message as confirmation to the CDI. If the conditions cannot be
met, the selection by the CDI is denied by NetPaaS. To gain control of the allocated
servers, the CDI has to send a commit message to NetPaaS which completes the
communication for in-network server allocation.
The ISP may offer physical machines or virtual machines (VMs) to CDIs. In the
second case the servers are referred to as “slices” of Microdatacenters. To move
servers from one to another network position, NetPaaS supports the flexibility of
VM migration or consolidation. A possible deployment scenario with VMs can be
seen in Figure 6.1. Here, an end-user inside the ISP is redirected to the newly
allocated microdatacenter slice in MC2 instead of either one of the three available
CDI servers A, B or C. To improve CDI server start-up and cache warm-up times,
one option for CDIs is to always keep a small number of active servers in a diverse
set of locations to expand or shrink it according to the demand. They can also
pre-install an image of their server in a number of locations.
6.2 Architecture
We now describe the detailed architecture of the system, which provides accurate
user-server assignments as well in-network server allocations for the CDI. We discuss
the components and processes both at the ISP as well as the CDI side. In the ISP
the main tasks of our system are to: (1) maintain an up-to-date annotated map of
the ISP network and its properties as well as the state of the ISP-operated servers
within the network, (2) provide recommendation on where servers can be located to
better satisfy the demand by the CDI and ISP traffic engineering goals, and (3) to
assist the CDI in informed user-server assignment and in-network server allocation
by creating preference rankings based on the current network conditions. The goal
of the system is to fully utilize the available server and path diversity as well as
ISP-maintained resources within the network, while keeping the overhead for both
the CDI and the ISP as small as possible.
NetPaaS comprises three main components: Network Monitoring, Informed User
Assignment, and Server Allocation Interface. For an overview of the architecture, see
the ISP gray area in Figure 6.2. Steps 1-10, I-IV illustrate the requests and responses
and the CDI server selection respectively, as performed in currently deployed CDIs,
for more information and details see [128]. The additional steps for integrating
NetPaaS, steps A-D for informed user-server assignment and V-VIII for in-network
server allocation are described in the respective component description.
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Figure 6.2: NetPaaS architecture.
6.2.1 Network Monitoring
The Network Monitoring gathers information about the topology and the state of
the network to maintain an up-to-date view of the network. The Network Traffic
Information component gathers detailed network traffic statistics in form of traffic
matrices. Traffic matrices represent the traffic volumes between all possible pairs
of source and destination routers in a specific time interval, e.g., per hour or per
day. The Network Traffic Matrix Database stores these matrices to enable demand
forecasts and traffic analytics based on the current and historic traffic matrices. The
Topology Information component gathers detailed information about the network
topology, i.e., routers and links, annotations such as link utilization, router load as
well as topological changes. An Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) listener provides
up-to-date information about routers and links. Additional information, e.g., link
utilization and other metrics can be retrieved via SNMP from the routers or an
SNMP aggregator. The Routing Information component uses routing information
to calculate the paths that traffic takes through the network. Finding the path of
egress traffic can be done by using a Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) listener. Ingress
points of traffic into the ISP network can be found by utilizing Netflow data. This
allows for complete forward and reverse path mapping inside the ISP and therefore
enables path lookups between any two points in the ISP network. The Network
Map Database processes the information collected by the Topology and Routing
Information components to build an annotated map of the ISP network. While it
builds its map of the network, it keeps the information acquired from the other
two components in separate data structures. The Topology Information is stored
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as a weighted directed graph, while the prefix information is stored in a Patricia
trie [119]. This separation ensures that changes in prefix assignment learned via
BGP do not directly affect the routing in the annotated network map. To further
improve performance, the path properties for all paths are pre-calculated. This allows
for constant lookup speed independent of path length and network topology. Having
ISP-centric information ready for fast access in a database ensures timely responses
and high query throughput of the NetPaaS system.
6.2.2 Informed User-Server Assignment
When the CDI sends a request for informed user-server assignment to NetPaaS, the
request is handled by the Query Processor (steps A to D in Figure 6.2) as follows:
The request from the CDI (A) specifies the end-user and a list of candidate CDI
servers. First, the Query Processor maps each source-destination (server to end-
user) pair to a path in the network. Note that the end-user is usually seen through
its DNS resolver, often the ISPs DNS resolver [6], unless both ISP and CDI support
the EDNS0 Client Subnet Extension [47, 132]. The properties of the path are then
retrieved from the Network Map Database. Next, the pairs are run individually
through the Location Ranker subcomponent (step B) to get a preference value (step
C). Finally, the list is sorted by preference values, the values stripped from the list,
and the list is sent back to the CDI (step D). The ISP Location Ranker computes the
preference value for individual source-destination pairs based on the path properties
and an appropriate function (see steps B and C). The function depends on the goal
specified by the CDI, such as a performance goal, as well as an operational one,
such as a traffic engineering objective (see Chapter 5.2.3). Note that NetPaaS is not
limited to a single optimization function per CDI but enables the use of multiple,
individually tweaked functions for each CDI to realize the desired optimization.
6.2.3 In-network Server Allocation
When the CDI Resource Planning observes capacity shortages (steps I-IV in Fig-
ure 6.2), it sends a in-network server allocation request to NetPaaS asking for avail-
able servers within the ISP (steps V to VIII). The request is handled by the ISP
Server Location Optimizer (step V) and contains possible constraints and require-
ments, such as optimization criteria, slice specifications, favored locations, and de-
mand forecasts. It uses the Network Monitoring component to get up-to-date infor-
mation about the ISPs network, the current and historic network traffic matrices, and
the Server State Information database, which collects up-to-date state information
regarding the ISP’s servers (e.g., server load and connectivity). Each microdatacen-
ter slice that meets the requirements and constraints is then fed to the ISP Location
Ranker (step VI) which solves the Slice Location problem (see Chapter 5.3.2) for all
eligible slices based on the network path properties and an appropriate optimization
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function. The outcome of the joint server allocation (step VII) is the number and
location of additional servers and the result is communicated back to the CDI (step
VIII) which then decides to agree on the calculated setting or restart the in-network
server allocation process.
Joint Hardware Server Allocation: Here, the collaboration of the ISP and CDI
is at large time scales in the order of days or weeks and the servers are physical
machines installed and maintained by the ISP and operated by the CDI. In the
setting of the ISP-operated CDI, the in-network server allocation is an optimized
way of deploying the CDI footprint inside the network. The forecast of the demand
by analyzing CDI logs can also be incorporated. This joint operation also allows the
launch of new and demanding applications such as video streaming and interactive
online gaming.
Joint Software Server Allocation: As mentioned before, servers can be either
physical machines owned by the CDI, virtual machines offered by the ISP, or both.
With virtualization, the above solution can be utilized whenever software servers
are allocated. This allows for flexible server allocation using a mature technology.
Virtualization has been used to allocate heterogeneous resources [171, 175], com-
putation (e.g., VMWare, Xen, and Linux VServer), storage, and network [153], in
datacenters [22], as well as distributed clouds inside the network [42, 123]. Re-
cent measurement studies have shown significant performance and cost variations
across different virtualization solutions [105]. In response, a number of proposals
have addressed the specific requirements of applications [29, 93, 110] and the scala-
bility to demand [142, 176]. To capitalize on the flexibility and elasticity offered by
virtualization, a number of systems have been built to automate data and server
placement [4,50,174] and server migration [35,101] even between geographically dis-
tributed datacenters. Other approaches have focused on the selection of locations
for service mirrors and caches inside a network, to minimize the network utiliza-
tion [95,100]. In the joint server allocation setting the decision and installation time
can be reduced to hours or even minutes. This is feasible as an ISP can collect near
real-time data for both the network activity and availability of resources in datacen-
ters operated within its network or in microdatacenters collocated with ISP network
aggregation points [42].
6.3 Scalability
User-Server Assignment: To improve scalability and responsiveness, we do not
rely on HTTP embedded JSON as proposed in by ALTO IETF group, but on light
protocols that are similar to DNS. A single instance of our system is able to re-
ply to more than 90, 000 queries/sec when serving requests with 50 candidate CDI
servers. At this level, the performance of our system is comparable to popular DNS
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servers, e.g., BIND. The computational response time is below 1 ms for a 50 candi-
date server list. By placing the service inside ISP networks at well connected points,
the additional overhead is small compared to the DNS resolution time [6]. This per-
formance was achieved on a commodity dual-Xeon CPU (8 cores, 2.5 GHz) server
with 16 GByte RAM and 1 Gbps Ethernet interfaces. Furthermore, running addi-
tional servers does not require any synchronization between them since each instance
is acquiring the information directly from the network. Thus, multiple servers can
be located in different places inside the network to improve scalability.
Server Allocation: Today, a number of off-the-shelf solutions are available to spin
a virtual server based on detailed requirements [110], and are already available from
vendors such as NetApp and Dell. To test the scalability of in-network server alloca-
tion we used an appliance collocated with a network aggregation point of ADSL users
which consists of 8 Xeon CPUs (48 cores, 3 GHz), 96 GByte RAM, multiple Ter-
abytes of solid state disks, and a 10 Gbps network interface. A management tool that
follows the VMware, Cisco, and EMC (VCE) consortium industrial standard [171]
is also installed. We tested different server configurations and our results show that
VM boot up times are on the order of tens of seconds while virtualization overhead
during runtime is negligible. To that end we confirm that it is possible to even fully
saturate a 10 Gbps link. It was also possible to add, remove, and migrate live servers
on demand in less than a minute. To reduce the cache warm-up time when allocating
a new server, the requests to an already operational cache are duplicated and fed to
the new one for around ten minutes.
6.4 Privacy
During the exchange of messages, none of the parties is revealing sensitive opera-
tional information. In informed user-server assignment, CDIs only reveal the candi-
date servers that can respond to a given request without any additional operational
information (e.g., CDI server load, cost of delivery). The ISPs do not reveal any op-
erational information or the preference weights they use for the ranking. In fact, the
ISPs only re-order a list of candidate servers provided by the CDI. This approach dif-
fers from [177], where partial or complete ISP network information, routing weights,
or ranking scores are publicly available. During the in-network server allocation a
CDI can decide either to request a total or regional (e.g., city, country) demand,
thus it does not unveil the demand of an end-user. We believe that the final decision
must still be made by the CDI, yet be augmented with up-to-date network guidance
from the ISP.
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6.5 Deployment
The deployment of NetPaaS inside the ISP network does not require any change in the
network configuration or ISP DNS operation. Our system solely relies on protocol
listeners and access to ISP network and infrastructure information. Moreover, no
installation of special software is required by the end-users. The NetPaaS system
adds minimal overhead to ISPs and CDIs. It only requires the installation of one or
more systems in an ISP and the establishment of a connection between both the ISP
and the CDI to facilitate communication between them.
Typically, an ISP operates a number of DNS resolvers to better balance the load
of DNS requests and to locate DNS servers closer to end-users. To this end, we
envision that the ISP’s NetPaaS servers can be co-located with DNS resolvers in
order to scale in the same fashion as DNS. NetPaaS servers can also be located close
to peering points in order to reduce the latency between the CDI and an instance of
the system. Synchronization of multiple NetPaaS instances is not necessary as it is
implicitly given through the use of protocol listeners and queries regarding available
system resources on demand.
6.6 Summary
In this Chapter we present the architecture of NetPaaS, a novel system to orchestrate
joint on-demand deployment of CDI server resources. The system enables CDI-ISP
collaboration by leveraging the view of the ISP about the network and available
microdatacenter resources inside the ISPs network. We describe the necessary func-
tionalities and protocols to realize NetPaaS. Our architecture describes the essential
system components, namely the network monitoring, the informed user assignment
and the server allocation. For each component, we outline the necessary means to
gather available information and describe how the CDI interacts with NetPaaS to
take advantage of the system. Last but not least, we comment on the scalability
of the system, discuss the privacy preserving properties of NetPaaS, and present a
possible deployment scenario of the system inside an ISP. In the next Chapter, we
evaluate NetPaaS and quantify possible benefits when a large European Tier-1 ISP
collaborates with the largest commercial CDI to jointly deploy additional content
delivery infrastructure.
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NetPaaS Evaluation
In this chapter we quantify the benefits of using NetPaaS. For our evaluation we
rely on traces from the largest commercial CDI and a European Tier-1 ISP. We start
by introducing the utilized simulation environment and the used datasets. Next,
we present the traffic characteristics of the CDI inside the ISP and analyze the
collaboration potential of NetPaaS. We continue by evaluating the possible benefits
and improvements of NetPaaS regarding relevant network metrics, such as delay
and network wide traffic. To this end, we consider multiple different optimization
goals, e.g., reducing the network wide traffic, optimizing the delay between the end-
user and the CDI server, and reducing the maximum link utilization. We start
by quantifying the improvements of informed user-server assignment and continue
with the benefits of in-network server allocation. We conclude our evaluation by
anticipating the launch of a traffic intensive service exclusively utilizing NetPaaS
and the implications of the ISP collaborating with multiple CDIs.
7.1 Simulation Environment
To evaluate the potential benefits of NetPaaS we rely on a simulator. Our simulator
takes as input (i) the annotated topology and routing information for the considered
ISP, (ii) the traffic demands of the largest commercial CDI, (iii) an optimization
goal, e.g., optimizing the delay between end-users and CDI servers (iv) the traffic
demands of additional CDIs, (v) possible locations for microdatacenter slices inside
the ISP network, and (vi) traffic matrices representing the traffic inside the ISP
without the load imposed by the CDIs – the background traffic. Based on this
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input, the simulator computes the resulting network loads inside the ISP network
by computing solutions to the slice location (see Chapter 5.2.3) and informed user-
server assignment (see Chapter 5.3.2) problems. Multiple network related metrics are
computed for the ISPs network, including the path delays within the ISP network,
maximum link utilization, and number of utilized backbone router hops. For the
CDIs we compute the network statistics for their subset of the traffic as well as the
load imposed on each CDI cluster and the network delay within the ISP topology
for each cluster. By using an appropriate pricing model it is therefore possible for
the CDIs to estimate their economic benefits.
7.2 Datasets
Commercial CDI Dataset: The CDI dataset covers a two-week period from 7th to
21st March 2011. All entries in the log we use relate to the Tier-1 ISP. This means
that either the server or the end-user is using an IP address that belongs to the
address space of the Tier-1 ISP. The CDI utilizes a highly distributed content delivery
architecture, see Chapter 3.2, and operates a number of server clusters located inside
the ISP and uses IPs in the IP address space of the ISP. The log contains detailed
records of about 62 million sampled (uniformly at random) valid TCP connections
between the CDI servers and end-users. For each reported connection, it contains
the time it was recorded, the server IP address, the cluster the server belongs to,
the anonymized client IP address, and various connection statistics such as bytes
sent/received, duration, packet count and RTT. The CDI operates a number of
services, utilizing the same infrastructure, such as dynamic and static web pages
delivery, cloud acceleration, and video streaming.
ISP Dataset: The ISP dataset consists of two parts. First, detailed network infor-
mation about the Tier-1 ISP, including the backbone topology, with interfaces and
link annotations such as routing weights, as well as nominal bandwidth and delays. It
also contains the full internal routing configuration which includes all subnets prop-
agated inside the ISP either from internal routers or learned from peerings. The ISP
operates more than 650 routers in about 500 locations (PoPs), and 30 peering points
worldwide. We analyzed more than 5 million routing entries to derive a detailed ISP
network view.
The second part of the ISP dataset is an anonymized packet-level trace of residential
DSL connections. Our monitor, using Endace monitoring cards [44], observes the
traffic of around 20, 000DSL lines to the Internet. Figure 7.1 shows a schematic of our
monitoring setup. We capture HTTP and DNS traffic using the Bro IDS [134]. We
observe 720 million DNS messages and more than 1 billion HTTP requests involving
about 1.4 million unique hostnames. Analyzing the HTTP traffic in detail reveals
that a large fraction it is due to a small number of CDIs, including the considered
CDI, hyper-giants and One-Click Hosters [71, 98, 111] and that more than 65% of
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Figure 7.1: Schematic for data measurement setup.
the traffic volume is due to HTTP. Note that the second part of the ISP dataset is
described in more detail in Chapter 4.1.
To derive the needed traffic matrices, on an origin-destination flow granularity, we
compute from the DSL traces (on a 10-minute time bin granularity) the demands for
the captured location in the ISP network. This demand is then scaled according to
the load imposed by users of the CDI to the other locations in the ISP network. For
CDIs without available connection logs, we first identify their infrastructure locations
using the infrastructure aggregation approach as proposed by Poese et al. [137] and
then scale the traffic demands according to the available CDI connection logs.
7.3 Collaboration Potential
We first describe our observations on the traffic and deployment of the large com-
mercial CDI inside the Tier-1 ISP and analyze the potential benefits of CDI-ISP
collaboration. In Figure 7.2, we plot the normalized traffic (in log scale) from CDI
clusters over time. We classify the traffic into three categories: a) from CDI servers
inside the ISP to end-users inside the ISP (ISP → ISP), b) from servers outside the
ISP to end-users inside the ISP (outside → ISP), and c) from CDI servers inside the
ISP to end-users outside the ISP (ISP → outside).
We observe the typical diurnal traffic pattern and a daily stability of the traffic
pattern. Over the two week measurement period, 45.6% of the traffic belongs to the
ISP → ISP category. 16.8% of the traffic belongs to the outside → ISP category.
During peak hours, outside → ISP traffic can grow up to 40%. Finally, 37.6% of
the traffic is served by inside clusters to outside end-users. Our first important
observation is that a significant fraction of the CDI traffic is served from servers
outside the ISP despite the presence of many servers inside the ISP that would be
able to serve this traffic.
Figure 7.3 shows the re-allocation of traffic that would be possible using informed
user-server assignment. Each full bar shows the fraction of traffic currently traversing
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a given number of router hops within the ISP network. In this evaluation, we only
consider the end-users inside the ISP. The bar labeled “N/A” is the traffic of the
outside → ISP category. The different shaded regions in each bar correspond to
the different router hop distances after re-allocation of the traffic. Almost half of the
traffic currently experiencing 3 hops can be served from a closer-by server. Overall, a
significant fraction of the traffic can be mapped to closer servers inside the ISP. Note
that the tiny amount of traffic for router hop count 0 and 1 is due to the topology
design of the ISP network: either the traffic stays within a PoP or it has to traverse
at least two links to reach another PoP.
In Figure 7.4, we show the traffic demand towards the CDI generated by each PoP.
We observe that some PoPs originate high demand while others have limited demand,
if any. Manual inspection reveals that some of the PoPs with high demand cannot
be served by a close-by CDI server, while other low demand PoPs have a cluster near
by. Variations in the demand over time exhibit even more significant mismatches
between demand and CDI locations. With such a time-varying demand and the
timescales at which CDI deployments take place today, such mismatches should be
expected.
We conclude that there are ample opportunities for CDIs to benefit from collabo-
ration with ISPs to re-arrange or expand their footprint. Also, these observations
support the use of NetPaaS to improve the operation of both the CDI and the ISP
in light of the new CDI-ISP strategic alliances [11,13,14,15].
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7.4 Improvements with NetPaaS
In this section we quantify the benefit of NetPaaS for the large commercial CDI
inside the Tier-1 ISP. First we show the benefits of informed user-server assignment
for the existing CDI infrastructure and continue with the additional benefit of in-
network server allocation. In our evaluation we ensure that NetPaaS respects the
available CDI server capacities and specifications in different locations. In the rest
of the section, unless otherwise mentioned, we optimize the delay between end-user
and CDI server [128]. Moreover, as we will show in our evaluation, by optimizing the
delay between end-user and CDI server other traffic engineering goals are achieved.
7.4.1 Informed End-User to Server Assignment
We first evaluate the benefits NetPaaS can offer when using informed user-server as-
signment only for the already deployed infrastructure of the large commercial CDI.
In Figure 7.5 we show the current path delay between end-users and CDI servers,
annotated as “Base”, and the resulting path delay after using informed user-server
assignment, annotated as “User assign”. When optimizing the delay between end-
users and CDI servers, see Figure 7.5a, the delay is reduced by 2–6 ms for most
of the CDI traffic and another 12% of all traffic can be fetched from nearby CDI
servers, a significant performance gain. To achieve similar gains CDIs have to rely
on complicated routing tweaks [96]. When considering other optimization goals the
gains are less prominent and in some cases even increases the delay. Figure 7.5b shows
the current path delay between end-users and CDI servers when the optimization goal
is to minimize the maximum link utilization. Again, informed user-server assignment
enables around 12% of all traffic to be fetched from nearby CDI servers and slightly
improves the delay of more than 20% of the traffic. However, around 70% of the traffic
experience an modest increases in delay by up to 5 ms and the remaining 10% by up to
20 ms. Nevertheless, this behaviour is expected as the optimization goal completely
ignores the path delay in favor of reducing the maximum link utilization. Therefore,
an increased delay between end-users and CDI servers comes at no surprise.
When utilizing NetPaaS for informed user-server assignment the traffic traverses a
shorter path within the network. This yields an overall traffic reduction in the net-
work. In Figure 7.6 we plot the reductions in the overall traffic within the network,
labeled “User-assign”. The results show a strong diurnal pattern that fit our activity
observations in Figure 7.2 and indicate that informed user-server assignment enables
major traffic savings when especially valuable, namely during peak hours. When
optimizing for delay or maximum link utilization, the network wide traffic reduc-
tion can be as high as 7% during the peak hour, see Figure 7.6a. However, there is
still room for improvement and by optimizing for a low number of utilized backbone
router hops, the traffic savings can go up to more than 10%, see Figure 7.6b. This is
a significant traffic volume that is on the scale of tens to hundreds of Terabytes per
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Figure 7.5: Improvements in user to server delay.
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day in large ISPs [24, 55]. As a consequence, the most congested paths are circum-
vented, as the full server and path diversity is utilized [140]. Our evaluation shows
that informed user-server assignment significantly improves CDI operation with the
already deployed infrastructure and capacity. Moreover, the ISP does not need to
change its routing, thus reducing the possibility of introducing oscillations [65].
In Figure 7.7 we plot the reduction in utilization for the most congested link at any
point of time. We observe that during the peak time the utilization of the most
congested link can be reduced by up to 65%. This is possible as traffic is better
balanced and the link is utilized to serve mainly the local demand. Such a reduction
in utilization can postpone link capacity upgrades. We observe very similar results
for the different optimization goals, e.g., around 70% when optimizing for maximum
link utilization. We suspect that both the high reduction and the small differences
to other optimization goals can be explained by two facts: First, during peak hours
nearly 40% of the CDI traffic is fetched from outside CDI servers and at the same time
a similarly large amount of traffic is send from CDI servers inside the ISP to end-users
outside the ISP. Second, the considered link is located in a city that accommodates
the world’s largest traffic exchange infrastructure and can be considered the most
important Internet exchange in Central Europe. Therefore, utilizing the already
available CDI server infrastructure inside the ISP enables either optimization goal
to prevent most of the traffic from crossing the mentioned link.
7.4.2 In-network Server Allocation
We next evaluate the benefits of NetPaaS when in-network server allocation is used in
addition to informed user-server assignment. For short term CDI server deployments
virtualized servers offer flexibility. For long term deployments, especially in light of
the CDI-ISP alliances [11, 13, 14, 15], bare metal servers offer better performance.
As our evaluation shows, the optimized placement of servers improves end-user per-
formance as well as server and path diversity in the network, and enables ISPs to
achieve traffic engineering goals, such as reducing the network wide traffic.
To estimate the locations for installing new servers, we use the local search heuristic
to approximate the solution of CFL (see Chapter 6.2.3). Figure 7.8 shows the accu-
racy of in-network server allocation in terms of delay reduction when deploying 30
and 50 additional servers, labeled “Top 30” and “Top 50” respectively (similar obser-
vations are made for other numbers of servers). Notice that these 30 or 50 servers
are not necessarily in the same PoP. It can be the case that more than one server
is in the same PoP. For the optimal cases we pre-compute the best server locations
based on the full knowledge of our 14-days dataset, while NetPaaS calculates the
placement by utilizing past traffic demands and the current network activity during
runtime. Our results show that NetPaaS achieves gains close to those of the optimal
placement.
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In Figure 7.5 we show the delay improvements of NetPaaS when less than 10% of the
possible additional servers are utilized, thus we range the number of servers between
10 to 50 servers that are allocated in any of the about 500 locations within the ISP,
labeled “Top 10” to “Top 50”. We also include a case where servers are allocated in
all possible locations, labelled “All”. As expected, in this pathological case nearly all
traffic can be served from the same PoP as the end-user. Yet, with only 10 additional
servers around 25% of the CDI demand can be satisfied in the same PoP. With 50
additional servers it is possible to satisfy more than 48% of the CDI demand by a
server located in the same PoP as the end-users. This achievement is independent
of the chosen optimization goal and is expected, as using a CDI server in the same
PoP is the best choice for each considered optimization goal. The difference of the
optimization goals can be seen in the remaining traffic characteristics. Optimizing
for delay between end-users and CDI servers yields to most significant improvements.
Nearly all traffic can be fetched within 5 ms, more precise 85% with 10 additional
servers and up to 97% with 50, see Figure 7.5a. When the optimization goals con-
siders the maximum link utilization, see Figure 7.5b, nearly 40% of the traffic can
be fetched within 5 ms with 10 additional servers while this amount goes up to 70%
with 50 additional servers. With 20 to 50 additional servers around 98% of all traffic
is in range of 11 ms and 95% within 18 ms with 10 additional servers. This shows
that a relatively small number of servers can reduce the end-user to server delay
significantly. It also shows the impact that the placement of a server plays in re-
ducing the delay between end-user and content server. Note, that we report on the
reduction of the backbone delay, the reduction of the end-to-end delay is expected
to be even higher as the server is now located in the same network.
We next turn our attention to the possible traffic reduction in the network when
NetPaaS is used. In Figure 7.6 we show the possible network wide traffic reduction
with in-network server allocation when 10 to 50 servers can be allocated by the CDI.
When optimizing the end-user delay, the traffic reduction especially during the peak
hour ranges from 7% with 10 additional servers and reaches up to 7.5% when 50
additional servers can be utilized, see Figure 7.6a. The traffic savings increase up
to 9.4% when optimizing for the number of utilized backbone router hops, but the
overall shape remains the same, see Figure 7.6b. Again, this is a significant traffic
volume that is on the scale of tens to hundreds of Terabytes per day in large ISPs.
Note that the primary goal of NetPaaS in Figure 7.6a was to reduce the end-user to
server delay, not network traffic. If all available locations (about 500) are utilized
by the CDI, then the total traffic reduction during peak time is around 8% when
optimizing for end-user delay and more than 10% when optimizing for backbone
router hops. This shows that a small number of additional servers significantly
reduces the total traffic inside the network. We also notice that our algorithm places
servers in a way that the activity of the most congested link is not increased, see
Figure 7.7. In our setting, further reduction of the utilization of the most congested
link by adding more servers was not possible due to routing configuration.
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Figure 7.9: Joint service deployment with NetPaaS.
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We next consider the case of a CDI or an application that is launched within an
ISP by exclusively utilizing NetPaaS. Examples include ISP-operated CDIs, licensed
CDIs, or application-based CDIs. The latter is already happening with Google Global
Cache [75] and with Netflix Open Connect in North America and North Europe [122].
Today, Netflix is responsible for around 30% of the total traffic in the peak hour in
major US-based carriers [151]. We evaluate the performance of NetPaaS when such
a service is launched and utilizes the system for a collaborative deployment of server
resources. In Figure 7.9 we show the benefits of a joint CDI-ISP server deployment
within the network. For our evaluation, we use the large commercial CDI, for which
we know the sources of the demand and the server specifications and locations, and
scale its traffic to reach 10%, 20%, or 30% of the total traffic of the ISP. As previously,
with NetPaaS and using only informed user-server assignment, it is possible to satisfy
a significant fraction of the total traffic from close-by servers, see Figure 7.9a. This
can be even increased further when additional locations are available via in-network
server allocation. Our results also show that while increasing the traffic demand for
the CDI, NetPaaS manages to keep the delay between users and servers low, as well
as to reduce the total network traffic.
Figure 7.9b shows the total traffic reduction when the CDI traffic accounts for 30%
of the total traffic. With informed user-server assignment only, NetPaaS is able to
reduce the total traffic inside the network by up to 5%. When assigning additional
servers, NetPaaS is able to reduce the total traffic from 15% with 10 servers to 20%
with 50 servers and with servers in all PoPs to 30% traffic reduction is possible.
7.6 Collaboration with multiple CDIs
We also tested NetPaaS with multiple CDIs to evaluate the scalability of the system
as well as the potential benefit of the system. For this, only informed user-server as-
signment was used as no information about the server requirements and the capacity
of the other CDIs is available. We consider the top 1, 10, and 100 CDIs by traffic
volume in the ISP. The largest CDI accounts for 19% of the total traffic, the top
10 CDIs are responsible for more than 40% and the top 100 CDIs for more than
67% respectively. Most of the large CDIs have deployed distributed infrastructure,
located in a number of networks [140]. Figure 7.10 shows the improvements in user-
server delay as well as the total traffic reduction achieved by NetPaaS. For the largest
CDI most of the traffic can be served from close-by servers and as a result the total
traffic can be reduced by up to 10%. When turning our attention to the top 10 and
top 100 CDIs, we observe that NetPaaS is able to further increase the improvements,
but with diminishing returns. With the top 10 CDIs the traffic is reduced by up to
13% and with the top 100 CDIs 15% respectively. We conclude that NetPaaS is able
to achieve most of the benefits with the top 10 CDIs.
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In this Chapter, we evaluate NetPaaS, a system to orchestrate the on-demand allo-
cation and assignment of resources in microdatacenters – additional server resources
inside the network – by utilizing the ISPs view about the network. We quantify the
possible benefits of CDI-ISP collaboration by analyzing operational traces from the
largest commercial CDI and a European Tier-1 ISP. We consider multiple impor-
tant network related metrics and quantify by how much NetPaaS can improve them.
To this end, we also consider different optimization goals, such as minimizing the
end-user to server delay, network wide traffic and maximum link utilization.
We start by analyzing the CDI-ISP collaboration potential. We find that during
peak hours up to 40% of the traffic for end-users inside the ISP is fetched from
servers outside the ISP. Around 37.6% traffic from servers inside the ISP are served
to outside end-users. In addition, we find a significant mismatch between end-user
demand and CDI server locations inside the ISP.
Utilizing informed user-server assignment and optimizing for delay, NetPaaS enables
12% of the traffic to be fetched from nearby servers while reducing the delay by 2-6
ms. In addition, the network wide traffic is reduced by up to up to 7.5%. This in-
creases up to 10% when optimizing for network traffic. Furthermore, NetPaaS is able
to reduce utilization of the most congested link by up to 65%, which increases up to
70% when optimizing for link utilization. When utilizing in-network server allocation
with 50 additional servers, NetPaaS is able to satisfy 48% of the CDI demand from
the same PoP and up to 97% of all CDI traffic can be fetched within 5 ms delay to
the end-user (around 70% when optimizing for maximum link utilization). Moreover,
NetPaaS reduces the network wide traffic by up to 8% during peak hours (10% when
optimizing for traffic volume). We note that in no case the most utilized link was
further congested. Our results highlight the importance of server placement and that
already few additional servers can significantly reduce the end-users delay and the
network wide traffic. Our evaluation of joint service deployment utilizing NetPaaS
shows that a significant amount of traffic can be served from nearby locations, even
with increasing demands of up to 30% of the total traffic. Last but not least, we
investigate the scalability of NetPaaS and show its ability to facilitate collaboration
with multiple CDIs including increased benefits for all parties.
We conclude that NetPaaS enables joint optimization of CDI operation and deploy-
ment. It enables a collaborative approach to better utilize existing CDI infrastruc-
tures, allows dynamic allocation of additional resources inside the ISPs network and
at the same time improves important network metrics such as end-user to server
delay, maximum link utilization or network wide traffic.
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Conclusion
Content Delivery Infrastructures are responsible for a significant fraction of todays
Internet traffic [49,71,98,137]. To improve their delivery performance, increase their
infrastructure footprint, and to reduce capital investment and operational costs, CDIs
recently started to look into novel content delivery architectures, such as Hybrid
CDIs and Federated CDIs [3, 80, 124, 143]. However, most of these infrastructures
are entangled with the very infrastructures that provide network connectivity to
end-users [67, 102]. Despite putting tremendous effort into discovering end-to-end
characteristics to predict performance [37,96,128], none of the current and emerging
CDI architectures has so far considered collaboration to obtain them.
In this thesis, we assess the impact of collaboration between CDIs and ISPs on
content delivery. Based on our findings, we argue that CDI-ISP collaboration is
the next step in the natural evolution of content delivery infrastructures. This is
challenging since today there is no system that facilitates CDI-ISP collaboration. To
this end, we propose a novel system design, called NetPaaS, that enables CDI-ISP
collaboration in near real-time without revealing any sensitive operational data.
8.1 Summary and Implications
We start our assessment of collaboration by discussing the challenges CDIs and ISPs
face in content delivery today. We then provide a systematic evaluation of the design
and operating space of content delivery architectures. We find that the content
delivery landscape is in a constant flux to further improve its delivery performance
and increase its network footprint, while at the same time tries to reduce the capital
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investment and operational costs for its content delivery infrastructure. However,
the lack of agility in server deployment as well as limited knowledge about the state
of the underlying network are still open problems in any proposed CDI architecture.
Therefore, we believe that collaboration between CDIs and ISP is the key for an
architecture independent solution.
To this end, we ask how much benefit such a CDI-ISP collaboration can potentially
offer. We investigate possible benefits by analyzing operational traces from an Eu-
ropean Tier-1 ISP. We find that collaboration during the assignment of end-users to
CDI servers increases the traffic localization potential two-fold and highly improves
the end-user performance. Furthermore, already existing path diversity is significant
and enables new mechanisms for managing traffic flows inside the ISPs network.
Thus, our findings support our view that CDI-ISP collaboration can greatly improve
todays content delivery.
To facilitate CDI-ISP collaboration, we propose two key enablers that allow the co-
ordination of CDIs and ISPs. The first enabler, in-network server allocation, coordi-
nates the placement of servers within a network between CDIs and ISPs. It provides
an additional degree of freedom to the CDI to scale-up or shrink the footprint on de-
mand and enables agile allocation of additional resources close to the end-users. With
recent advantages in virtualization technology and the comprehensive deployment of
general purpose hardware inside the network, a more agile cloud style allocation of
content delivery infrastructure is now possible. In contrast, the traditional way of de-
ploying content delivery infrastructure was a tedious, time consuming and inflexible
process associated with high capital investment and operational costs. The second
enabler, informed user-server assignment, allows CDIs to receive recommendations
from an ISP, i.e., a server ranking based on performance criteria mutually agreed
upon. The recommendation allows the ISP to take possible network bottlenecks into
account and at the same time enables it to influence how the traffic flows through its
network thus reducing the network traffic volatility, something CDIs can not achieve
on their own. Moreover, the precise knowledge about the end-users location and the
current network conditions allows the ISP to effectively select the best possible can-
didate server for each individual end-user request. Therefore, both enablers increases
customer satisfaction through performance improvements and enable simplified net-
work provisioning and traffic engineering leading to a win-win situation.
We implement these principles in NetPaaS (Network Platform as a Service), a novel
system that orchestrates the on-demand deployment of services by utilizing the ISPs
view about the network and cloud-style resources inside the ISPs network. Using
up-to-date network information, NetPaaS offers unprecedented flexibility and per-
formance improvements through agile infrastructure deployment and informed end-
user to server assignment without revealing sensitive operational data. Based on
our design and the proposed algorithms, we argue that near real-time collaboration
between CDIs and ISPs is within reach of todays technology and can be seen as the
next step in the evolution of scalable and efficient content delivery architectures.
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To quantify the potential of CDI-ISP collaboration with NetPaaS, we perform a first-
of-its-kind evaluation based on operational traces from the largest commercial CDI
and an European Tier-1 ISP. Our findings reveal how important accurate and up-to-
date information about the end-user locations and network conditions are to the CDI,
especially when allocating additional server resources inside the ISPs network.
First, we find a significant mismatch between end-user demand and CDI locations
inside the ISP, especially during peak hours. Our evaluation of informed user-server
assignment shows that by utilizing the ISPs view on the network, nearly all of the
CDIs traffic could be served from clusters within the ISP. Thus, CDI-ISP collabora-
tion offers major performance improvements and enables the CDI to better utilize
existing server resources inside the ISP. At the same time, enables the ISP to better
manage traffic flows inside its network and to achieve traffic engineering goals.
Second, we find that the dynamic allocation of a small number of additional servers
with in-network server allocation alleviates the large mismatch of end-user demand
and CDI server locations. Leveraging up-to-date network information from the ISP
when allocating new servers allows the CDI to better cope with the increasing and
highly volatile demand for content. Moreover, in-network server allocation greatly
improves the end-users performance and reduces the network wide traffic by a sig-
nificant fraction. Therefore, it improves the ISPs ability to manage and engineer a
large fraction of its traffic and leads to a win-win situation for all parties.
Third, our evaluation shows the scalability of NetPaaS. For this, we anticipate the
launch of a traffic heavy service inside the ISP that exclusively relies on NetPaaS.
Our results show that, even with demands of up to one third of the ISPs traffic,
nearly all demand can be served from nearby locations when using only a small
number of dynamically allocated servers. Furthermore, we show that NetPaaS can
collaborate with multiple independent CDIs at the same time and that collaboration
with a small number of large CDIs already offers most of the possible benefits.
We conclude that NetPaaS provides a novel mechanism for agile server deployment
and informed end-user to server assignment based on up-to-date network informa-
tion. NetPaaS offers unprecedented flexibility to deploy CDI server on demand. It
improves the scalability, efficiency and performance of content delivery infrastruc-
tures and at the same time enables ISPs to achieve traffic engineering goals. Utiliz-
ing cloud style resources inside the network enables CDIs to greatly improving the
performance of content delivery for the end-user and at the same time reduces the
needed capital investment and operational costs.
8.2 Future Work
We see several different directions for future research arising from the results of
this thesis. So far, the evaluation of NetPaaS focused on a specific and well known
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content delivery architecture, namely the highly distributed one. However, recently
emerging architectural trends like Hybrid or Meta Content Delivery Infrastructures,
are becoming more and more common, and thus open a new area of research for
collaborative approaches like NetPaaS. Furthermore, our study concentrates on Web
content delivered over HTTP to evaluate the benefits of collaboration between CDIs
and ISPs. However, streaming of video and audio is becoming more and more preva-
lent in the current Internet traffic mix. Therefore, we believe that investigating the
specific properties and requirements of streaming applications, even when done on
top of HTTP, is an important next step to further improve the benefits and efficiency
of collaboration in content delivery.
Hybrid CDIs In Hybrid CDIs end-user contribute available resources, such as stor-
age and bandwidth, in addition to the available server resources offered by the CDI.
However, ISPs offer many different technologies for Internet access, e.g., xDSL, Ca-
ble and dial-up for fixed lines or 3G and LTE for wireless. Therefore, important
network metrics for content delivery, such as delay, bandwidth, and also for how
long a given resource is available vary a lot more. Furthermore, the content may
be only partially or even no longer available at end-users. Thus, to enable NetPaaS
to efficiently include end-user provided resources the next necessary steps include to
review the system design and used protocols to support potentially up to hundreds
of thousands of end-users in a scalable fashion.
Meta-CDIs Meta-CDIs are basically brokers for content delivery resources. These
brokers collect performance metrics from a large number of end-users to determine
the best CDI for individual end-users. They can be seen as an indirection layer
between the end-user and the utilized CDIs. However, a Meta-CDI faces at least
the same challenges just as any other CDI. Due to the additional indirection and
the possibly not timely and eventually inaccurate end-user supplied measurements,
these challenges are most probably exacerbated. Therefore, more research into the
mechanics and selection criteria are important for collaborative approaches like Net-
PaaS to support Meta-CDIs.
Streaming Applications Video and audio streaming services, such as Netflix or
Spotify, have seen tremendous growth, both in number of users and in traffic vol-
umes, over the last years. The utilized streaming protocols are designed to reduce
and mitigate the impact of delay and network bottlenecks to enable fluent data
streaming for a smooth user experience. However, our system design of CDI-ISP
collaboration has so far neglected any additional information that could be provided
by the application layer, such as the streaming bitrate or the expected runtime (i.e.,
video length). Therefore, additional research into application layer provided infor-
mation seems the next logical step to further improve the benefits and performance
of collaborative approaches like NetPaaS.
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A
HTTP Methods and Status Codes
Method Description
GET request the specified resource
HEAD request only the metadata of the specified resource
POST send data to the resource, e.g., input to a Web form
PUT store or modify data under the specified ressource
DELETE delete the specified resource
OPTIONS get all possible methods available for the resource
TRACE echoes back the request (for debugging purposes)
CONNECT connect thrrough a proxy
PATCH partially modify the resource
Table A.1: HTTP methods defined by HTTP/1.1
Code Meaning Examples
1xx Informational 100 = request accepted but not complete
2xx Success 200 = request to URI was successful
204 = no content available under URI
3xx Redirection 302 = content temporarily moved
304 = cached content is still valid
4xx Client Error 402 = access to URI is forbidden
404 = content not found
5xx Server Error 500 = internal server error
503 = service unavailable, retry later
Table A.2: HTTP status code groups defined by HTTP/1.1
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B
CDI Measurement Object Sizes
CDI1 CDI2
object# size object# size
01 38K 01 36K
02 66K
03 154K
04 217K 02 254K
05 385K 03 471K
06 510K 04 599K
07 905K
08 2.48M 05 3.4M
09 6.16M 06 4.5M
10 17M 07 8.6M
Table B.1: CDI performance evaluation: Object sizes.
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